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The degree team of King Hiram
Council, which enjoys a Statewide
reputation for its excellence, added
further laurels to its record when
its members went to Portland Wed
nesday night to work the Super
Excellent degree on a class of 40
candidates from all sections of the
State, at a special assembly of the
Grand Council of Maine, R. & S. M ,
at which the M. P. General Grand
Master of the General Grand Coun
cil of United States of America,
Charles H. Johnson of New York,
was the guest of honor.
In the cast were Dr. James A.
Richan, director; Allen B. Borgerson. Axel E. Brunberg, Leroy A.
Chatto. Ralph U. Clark, John W. E.
Felton. Edward O"B. Gonia. Llewel
lyn R. Kellar, Carleton E. Morse,
Harry L. Richards, J. E. Stevens,
George T. Stewart and Robert A.
Webster.
The patrol Included Edward R
Veazie. captain; Earl J. Alden,
Harold L. Ames. William H. Blake,
Howard E Crozier, George W. Gay,
Clarence O Haraden, Fred H. Haining. Gerald E. McPhee, Percy L.
McPhee, Robert E. Pendleton, Har
old L. Rackliff, Lloyd M. Richardson, Ernest A. Rogers, Robert P.
Russell. Elmer iL. True and George
A Wardwell.
Members of the band were, Harold
Kelley, leader; Bert Dean, Aaron
Clark. Charles A Dunton. Harry H.
Hanscom, Joseph L. Paquin and
Elmer E Trask, augmented by nine
non-members, making a band of 15
pieces.

Farmers’ Credits
Knox County Men Using
More Than $68,000 At
Beginning Of Year

Inevitable
orrow!

Knox county farmers were using
more than $68,000 of credit through
units of the Farm Credit Adminis
tration at the beginning of this
year, it is reported by the Springfield, Mass., F.C.A. headquarters.
Of the total, about $5000 was short
term credit through the Auburn
Production Credit Association to
finance the purchase of livestock,
equipment, and supplies. The bal
ance was real estate financing, on
long-term amortized loans.
The Auburn production credit as
sociation, which operates In South
western Maine, had 13 Knox County
members who were using its credit
while the number of farmers using
the mortgage loans was about 46.
Most of the production loans have
been used to purchase livestock,
supplies and machinery, while the
majority of the mortgage loans are
the result of a shift in debts from
a short-term to a long-term basis,
permitting repayments over 20 or
33 years, the report stated.
Subscribe to The Courier-Oeaette
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PILGRIM HOMEMAKERS

Today’s mode of
EVERY kitchen,

DANCE
COMMUNITY BUILDING
TOWER ROOM
TUESDAY. APRIL 29
Admission 20 Cents

, safe and ECOEMERGENCY!

e Commodore,’

BUILD NO MORE FIRES!
Because of the dry conditions
now prevailing a serious fire haxard exist* in Owl’s Head. There
fore it becomes necessary to deny
permits for all fires, in the inter
est of public safety.
Selectmen of Owl’s Head.

in our

BEANO
I. O. O. F. HALL
SATURDAY, APRIL 26
Plenty of Good Prizes
Door Prize $7.50 in Merchandise
Attendance Prize, $20.00 In
Merchandise—for monthly prize.

THE
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The Black Cat

The Rockland Gazette was established In 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and In 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These

papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
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Members of the Maine Department of the American Legion who attended the National Defeiwe party.
Front row, left to right: Brigadier General George M. Carter, Mrs. Mary Dinsmore. Marietta Greenlaw, Mary
Milliken, Mrs. Bernice Jackson. Gen. Albert Greenlaw.
Back row: Lew Fortier, Gilman Seabury, James McCorrison, E. J. Quinn, James L. Boyle, Peter Haaneen, Jr., Earle J. Alden, Hector G. Staples.

National Defense Party Attended By
Prominent Legionnaires and a
Pronounced Success
Tlie National Defense Party given
under the auspices of WinslowHolbrook Post, A. L., at the Com
munity Building Thursday night
was a highly successful affair and
a distinct credit to Austin P.
Brewer general chairman; Com
mander Gilman Seabury and other
Legionnaires who participated. An
audience of nearly 500 listened, to
fervid patriotic speeches by Legion
heads and from the moment the
colors were advanced the program
moved with a smoothness which
bespoke careful .planning.
The only event which marred
the occasion was the absence of
Gov.
Sumner
Sewall,
whose
promised attendance was made con
tingent upon whether Legislature
had completed its sessions. Critical
moments at the State Capitol, with
important issues still unsettled,
kept His Excellency on the scene—
which is how voters would have
had it, in .^pite of their disappoint
ment that he could not be here.
His telegram expressing his regret
was read.
The speakers on several occa
sions criticised government mea
sures including the political maneauvering which led to the scut
tling of so many fine American
warships in 1922. and hope was
expressed that this country would
not send an unprepared expedi
tionary force across the water, as
it did in 1917. Criticism was not
the keynote of the evening, how
ever; it was constructive patrio
tism.
Preceding the evening meeting
a complimentary banquet was
tendered the distinguished visi
tors at the Elks Home, where an
elaborate turkey supper was fault
lessly served' to about 75 persons,
including the lady visitors. The
only speaker there was Adjutant
General George Carter, who came
as the Governors personal repre
sentative.
Tlie Governor had
looked foiward to the Rockland
meeting, the speaker said, but was
having his troubles in Augusta.
That fine organization the Rock
land C ty Band, discoursed music
throughout the evening, and un
der the leadership of George A.
Law. wen much deserved applause.
Acting as announcer for the first
part of the program. Chairman
Brewer first presented Miss Jose
phine Buckminster who sang with
much feeling the national anthem.
A fervent prayer, which was a pa
triotic address in itself, was off
ered by Rev. H. R. Winchenbaugh.
In behalf of Dr. Blake B. Annls,
exalted ruler of Rockland Lodge,
Chairman Brewer presented the
three winners of the Elks, essay
contest, who were awarded cash

LOBSTER

prizes and certificates by Mayor
Edward R. Veazie. “This,” said
His Honor, “is part of the Elks
educational program, that the stu
dents may know’ more about their
own country. The winners, in the
order named, were Miss Virginia
Bowley, Howard; Edwards and
Roger Conant.
Mayor Veazie said that the Na
tional Defense Party was especial
ly appropriate as far as Rockland
was concerned in view of the fact
that work is starting on the Muni
cipal Airport. Beginning with the
preliminary survey in 1939 Mayor
Veazie told of the successive steps
which had been taken to secure
the airport; of the obstacles and
discouragements which had been
overcome, until finally the Gov
ernment gave its “go ahead”
signal.
“In connection with this airport,”
said Mayor Veazie,” we are think
ing not merely in terms of Na
tional Defense; we are thinking
that five or 10 years hence if we
did not have an airport we would
be like a city without a railroad
station or good roads leading into
it. The speaker paldi a fitting com
pliment to the ’ co-operation re
ceived from Gov. Sewall.
The comrades stood 30 seconds
in silence as a tribute to departed
brothers.
Commander Seabury took up the
program, at this point, and wel
comed the guests in behalf of his
Post.
Young Ernest Munro sang “God
Bless America” in an expressive
manner which was loudly applaud
ed.
“The dean of all past depart
ment commanders was introduced
in the person of James L. Boyle of
Waterville, who is now completing
a long term as Department ad1jutant.
“This meeting is not being held
to hypnotize you Into war,” said
Ad jutant Boyle. “Liberty doesn't fall
out of the sky and you cannot buy
it at the corner store. You must
live it and fight for it. From now
on you must live lt very seriously.
The whole Issue is not to help
England; it is to help and pre
serve in America liberty and de
mocracy.
Things are serious

BEANO
American Legion Rooms
THOMASTON
Every Monday Night, 7.30
2 CENTS A GAME
Seven Special Games Next Mon.
Bank Nite Beano Award Next
Monday, $1.75
Auspices Williams-Brazier Post

POT

abroad, and America will play its
part.”
The chief speaker of the evening
was Col. Edward J. Quinn of Port
land. a former National Vice Com
mander of the American Legion,
now a national executive commit
teeman. He said he had learned
his patriotism from the Grand
Army of the Republic and was
once introduced as its commander,
although he is only 68. He was
a volunteer in the Spanish War,
and “butted into” the World War.
Col. Quinn criticised the selec
tive service age limit of 21 to 35.
In four years, he said the man of
35 would be absolutely useless.
“Train youth, not old men!” he
exclaimed.
The speaker told of the “diplo
matic manoeuvering which lost the
pride of our Navy to us. “The great
trouble today is the lack of com
mon honesty; when anything is
told us we don't know whether it
is true or not. Today we are in
(Continued on Page Two,

The Rotary Club
Civic Landscaping An
Asset To Any Community
Members Are Told
“Civic Landscaping”’ was the
subject of a very interesting and
timely talk heard by the Rotary
Club yesterday, the speaker be
ing Richard R. Irving of the Silsby
Flower Shop staff.
It is good advertising, he said
to have any community made at
tractive through the beautifica
tion of municipal approaches and
parks. He mentioned the wonder
ful estates in Philadelphia, the
parkways in Boston, Elizabeth
Park Rose Garden in Hartford and
the Baxter Boulevard in Portland.
Coming back to our own city
Mr. Irving said he did not wish
to criticise, but thought the streets
should be well kept with adequate
parking areas. Shade trees should
be well cared for. The speaker
suggested the advisability of elms,
and said this vicinity was fortu
nate in having so many of them.
He spoke approvingly of the in
tersection at Cedar street and
Broadway.
Yesterday’s session was the an
nual meeting, and these officers
were elected:
President—Thomas C. Stone.
Vice Pres.dent—Lawrence Mans
field.
Secretary—Kelley B. Crie.
Treasurer—Herbert Newbegin.
The new president is division
manager for the New England
Telephone & Telegraph Company
and is counted among the club's
most active and popular members.
Charles Lundell of Camden has
made his debut with the club as
pianist, and the Rotarians count
themselves fortunate in acquiring
a musician of his high standing.
Visiting
Rotarians
yesterday
were Frank E. Morrow of Camden
and James W. Lyons of Damaris
cotta.

FRIENDSHIP, ME.

Open For the Season, Sunday, April 27
SPECIAL ROAST TURKEY DINNER, 85c
SHORE DINNERS, 85c, $1.00 and $1.25
Also STEAK, FISH AND SCALLOPS
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO. 19-2

ATTENTION!

DODGE’S TINY TAVERN
Try Our Famous DeLuxc

Clear Lobster Meat, Cold, Crisp Lettuce,

CENTRAL WELDING SCHOOL

Mayonnaise, Hot Butter—

Maine’s Pioneer School of Electric Welding
We guarantee to teach you Electric Welding regardless of
length of time. You pay as you learn.
Our placement service is unexcelled. Our graduates go to
work. Thte is the only electric welding school in Maine that oners
you this guarantee.

CALL, PHONE OR WRITE

85 WATER ST., RANDOLPH, ME.

25c
Also One Pound Package LOBSTER MEAT
to take home, $1.50

Boiled Fresh Daily

Increased production costs were stressed when 500 own
ers, editors and publishers met in New York the other day
for the annual convention of the American Newspaper Pub
lishers’ Association. High costs, taxes and restrictive laws are
putting many dally newspapers out of business, the delegates
were told, and smaller newspapers are finding it most difficult
to keep up with the many increased costs. These recently
imposed hardships are by no means confined to the smaller
papers, as seen by Thursday’s announcement that the Boston
Evening Transcript is to suspend publication April 30. With
the Transcript, however, the financial problem has been creep
ing on gradually, and it is sad to contemplate for that journal
has been in existence 111 years, occupying a position in New
England community life which no other newspaper and no
magazine occupied. From a literary and conservative stand
point it has oocupied a foremost position in the Journalistic
field, but it must be questioned whether or not its idealistic
platform was not its own undoing. Unfortunately the per
centage of readers craving the ultra-literary in newspapers
rates very small.
The public does not go to baseball games to see the teams
retired in order, with no colorful feature, and the public wants
in a newspaper not the drab pages which characterized them
60 or 70 years ago, when great disasters and national calamities
were unconspicuously hidden among uninteresting miscellany.
There is, to be sure, the other extreme of completely sensa
tional news featuring—mostly headlines and pictures. Some
where between is the road which must be followed if a paper
is to succeed and hold its readers. We have tried to yield to
this principle, and appreciative words from readers every
where convince us that our efforts have not been a failure.

THE DEFENSE PARTY
That was a highly representative gathering at the Na
tional Defense party Thursday night, comprising as it did
men who have gallantly fought in their country's behalf, and
men who have occupied, and are still occupying, positions of
prominence in the world of politics and business. The speak
ers hit straight from the shoulder—not carping, useless
criticism—but a determined declaration of what must be
done. Col. Quinn impressed his listeners most when he felt
that the age limits of the selectees were not wisely arranged.
The man of 35, he thinks, would be “absolutely useless” in the
service a few years later, and the training, he believes, should
begin with the youth. In this connection it is interesting to
note that is the talk of 18 to 25 in connection with the selec
tive service. If it is true that these ages are the most accept
able in all branches of athletics it would follow naturally
that it would be equally true of military service.

THE PRESENT OUTLOOK
(Herald Tribune)
The campaign in the Balkans, for all practical purposes, Is
over. The British were able to invest in the Balkans three
ground divisions and a certain amount of their air force in
order to sustain the heroism of the Greeks, bring in the Yugo
slavs and the Turks and so establish a southeastern front.
The force was too small and the attempt has failed. This
does not mean that it was a waste to make it. Except for the
troops and equipment lost in Greece (a small percentage of
the whole) the British are in no worse position than they
would have been had they remained passive; but the Germans
are. The Nazis are on the Aegean; but whereas they would
have arrived there, had the British refused to go to aid of
Greece, in peace and in full command of an undamaged com
munication net through the Balkans, they have actually ar
rived only at a heavy cost in life and machinery, with the
whole country disrupted behind them, and filled with em
bittered peoples whom the Nazis must now manage without
the aid of the “Quisling” governments that would otherwise
have undoubtedly appeared in the area.
On balance, the attempt has unquestionably gained more
than it has cost. But it is also true that the failure has cre
ated a new situation. Britain has lost her last toe-hold on the
Continent; at the same time she has paid a heavy price in
prestige which doubles the difficulty of securing a re-entry.
Whatever hope there may have been in either Vichy or
Weygand is now gone for good; Spain will doubtless fall when
ever Hitler chooses to demand it; unless Britain can find the
force to intervene soon. West Africa and Dakar will prob
ably follow; while Turkish resistance is now dubious at best.
Apparently, Efeyipt and Suez have been saved from the threat
through North Africa, and it is reasonable to hope that these
positions, together with Crete, can be held for some time. The
Nazis have demonstrated that no difficulties of terrain and
no half-armed resistance, however glorious, can stop them
anywhere on the Continent, so long as they are allowed to
choose their field and have time to prepare the onslaught.
There can no longer be any reliance on allies, on limited cam
paigns to “stiffen” this people or “arouse” that one. In the
meanwhile, the outcome of the war will continue to hang upon
the endurance of the citadel of the British Isles.
Hitler would now seem to have two alternatives—to press
the war at both ends of the Mediterranean, with the idea of
splitting the empire and re-establishing the Italians before
turning on the British Isles, or switching back his main forces
for an immediate all-out assault on Britain. In either event,
the strain upon the British people over the next few months
is going to be a terrific one, both materially and morally; and
with every respect for their magnificent heroism, one must
face the fact that this country can no longer comfortably
assume that they will not break under it. President Roosevelt
has given an emphatic “yes" to the question of whether they
will hold out and whether American supplies should continue
to be sent. But they will not hold out on words alone or on
planes and tanks consigned to the bottom of the sea.
The defeat in Greece spells the end of all half-measures.
Hitler will win the war, unless the democratic world now puts
all it has into preventing it, unless the United States fear
lessly "delivers the goods” as well as makes them—the goods
to hold the British outpost now, and to accumulate later the
crushing force which we now see to be the only answer to
Hitlerism.
MORNING’S NEWS IN A NUTSHELL

LOBSTER SANDWICH

additional cost.)
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The British have begun their evacuation of Greece. Tlie
Nazis are nearing Athens, the occupation of which will com
plete German triumph in the Balkans.
The Germans claim to have sunk 13 British ships in Greek
waters yesterday.
The German propagandists are using Col. Charles A.
Lindbergh’s New York speech to swing neutrals.
The United States Navy may extend its patrol operations
to Greenland.
The soft coal strike is no nearer settlement. Many rail
road trains are being cancelled.
Seventeen States will go on daylight saving time to
morrow.

(By The Roving Reporter)

It remained for a Vinalhaven
friend, Mrs. F. H. Winslow, to build
words from “The Roving Reporter,”
and this is her list, comprising 300
words:
Ere, ego, enter epi, erg, eve, even,
ever, err, error, erring, ern, e’en,
e’er, egret, entire, eon, ergo, ergot
event, eerie, eh, eight, eighteen,
either, entree, epithet, ether, go,
gone, got, gore, gin, get, give, given,
grieve, genie, genet, genre, govern,
governor, green, greet, grin, grip,
gripe, grope, grot, grit, grove, gee,
ghetto, gist, giver, goer, gotten,
groin, he, heir, hen, her, hero, hie,
hint, hire, hip, hit, hive, ho hog, hoe,
hone, honor, hoop, hop, hope, hoot,
horn, hot, night, nigh, north, in, it,
ire, into ignore, inert, inept, ingot,
Integer, inter, invert, ion, iron, in
here nor, not, nip.
Nee, negro, nep nerve, net, niter,
never, no, note, neigh, neither, oven,
open, ort, on, ogre, one, ore, over,
o’er, onto, ope, opine, option, orient,
overt,
overtone,
overtop,
oh,
putt,
prove,
protege, protein,
proven, peon, perigee, pervert, pier,
pith, piet, pivot, portion, potter,
prior, putter, pet, pen, pig, peg, poor
pin, peer, pore, pingo, pint, per. peri,
pert, peter, pie, pine, pint, pinto pit,
poet, point, pointer, port, porter,
potion, poteen, pot, pretor, preter,
prevent, prig, printer, print, privet,
prone, prong,, progenitor.
Reporter, ring, report, rip, riot,
rote, rove, rope, rep, regent, region,
regret, reign, rein, rent, rig, ree,
root, rot, revert, ripe, ripen, repent,
repine, reprint, river, thei r riven,
rivet, rotor, retire, renter, reeve,
reopen, reprieve, reprove, retrieve,
rover, rotten, renter, retriever, torn,
terror, top, tore, tin, tee, tern, tire,
ten, tenor, tent, terrior, tie, tier,
tiger, tine, ting, tinge, tip, toe, to,
tog, ton, too, torpor, trier, trig, trio,
trip, tripe, trine, troop, trope, then,
thin, teeth, tenet, there, tenth, terret, thereon, thereto, thine, thorn,
thing, three, thrive, throng, throe,
throne, tit, tint, tithe, tone, tooth,
toot, tot, tort, tree, trot, troth, vein.

veer, voe, veto, venire, vent, verge,
verger, voter, vireo, vigor, vernier,
vertigo, viper, vie, vine.

Lewiston Journal: “One must
admit certain exaggeration in the
story Elmer E. Allen relates In
Knox County, of a friend, Roy, who
was lecturing In the West.” The
State Chat editor had reference to
the lobster yarn, which wasn’t really
half as tough as some of the stories
Elmer tells about Roy.
One of my oldest Rockland
friends is former Deputy Sheriff
John E. Doherty, who on tomorrow
will observe his 83d birthday. Bome
of his friends have wondered if he
hasn't reversed the figures, for he
looks and acts nearer 38 than he
does 83. One of my earliest recol
lections of him was as baseball
player. Many years ago he was a
member of a local team known as
the Chickawaukles. His last ap
pearance on a ball field, as a player,
was in 1929 when he renewed his
youth as a member of the Ameri
can Express team in Portland. Loves
a joke and loves to tell a humor
ous story.

Tlie Jimmy and Dick hour this
morning was featured by a song
"Lovely Valley,” written by Gladys
Tolman of Rockville.
One year ago: Mrs. Leah Fuller
was elected president of the Rock
land Garden Club.—A reward of
$500 was offered for information
leading to the arrest of the per
son who placed the body of a child
in a Rockport quarry.—The Com
munity Bowling League had a tur
key banquet at the Elks Home, with
Albert McCarty as master of cere
monies—Mrs. H. B. Pales died at
her home on ,Camden street.—Al
fred G. Hills, 73, of Union, died In
this city.—Mrs. Nettle Rising died
at the age of 68 years.—Richard
Bird was elected president of the
Knox County Camera Club.—The
Finnish Relief Committee had
raised $6000.

GREEN TEAM," BUT IS HOPEFUL
Coach Melgard Pleased By the School
Spirit At Lincoln Academy
<b, Earl F Melgard, Coach)
Thursday Principal Clunie and I , As to who will be this season’,
called a meeting of all the candi champion, naturally, I would Ute
dates for baseball here at Lincoln to see my boys take it, however, :
Academy and were very well hesitate to predict as I was one o
pleased with the fine turn-out of those who said that Willkie woul<
boys. Nineteen boys in all turned win.
out, and several more will be out
Our schedule for the leagu
for our first practice.
games is as follows:
Although we have eight boys who ' Tuesday, May 6—Rockland a
played ball last Fall, the team as a Lincoln.
whole must be considered a “green” - Friday, May 9—Lincoln at Cam
team as we lost many of our regu den.
lars by graduation last June. Even
Tuesday, May 13 — Lincoln a
though we lack experience, I am Thomaston.
quite sure that the boy's enthusi
Friday, May 16—(two games
asm will go a long way towards Lincoln and Vinalhaven at Thom
making up for this.
aston.
Our more seasoned players are:
Tuesday, May 29—St. Oeorge a
George Cowan, David Hatch, Waldo Lincoln.
Waltz, George Jones, Douglas Stet
Friday, May 23—Lincoln at Rock
son, Ralph Bond, Paul Chadbourne land.
and Richard Hatch. Our rookies
Tuesday, May 27—Camden a
are: Douglas Cunningham. Parker Lincoln.
Gray, Randall Hagar, Louis Doe,
Friday, May 29—Thomaston a
Edwin Mank, George Gilbert, Wil Lincoln.
liam Bryant, Arthur Stevens, GNry
Tuesday, June 3—Open
Selgars, Edward DeWolf and Rob
Friday, June 6—Lincoln at SI
ert Baird.
Oeorge.
The batteries will probably be:
I Will the coaches of Rockland
David Hatch, George Cowan and Camden, St. George and Vlnalha
Ralph Bond as pitchers and Doug ven send me their “dope" as sooi
las Stetson doing the catching.
as • possible.—Sports Editor!
DAYLIGHT TIME

Daylight saving time goes into
effect tomorrow morning for the
usual Summer run. Before go
ing to bed tonight set your time
pieces so they will be one hour
faster, then you will not be late
at jhurch or on the trout
streams.
Five State Home Guard officers
were named yesterday by Adjutant
General George M. Carter to train
voluntary drill units in areas where
there were no regular detachments.
They included Lawrence K. Mans
field of Rockland

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
BEFORE THE RAIN
We knew lt would rain, for all tha
morn
A spirit on slender ropes of mist
Was lowering its golden Duckets down
Into the vapory amethyst
Of marshes and swamps and dismal

f piyh—

Scooping the dew that lay in tha
flowers.
Dipping the jewels out of the sea.
To scatter them over the land la
showers
We knew lt would rain, for the pop
lars showed
The white of their leaves, the amber
grain
Shrunk In the wind -and the light
ning now
tangled in tremulous skeins of
rain!

—•Thomas Bailey Aldrich

Every-Ollier-Uay
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Courier-Gazette Iree’s Latest Epic

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK______

Take heed and be quiet; fear
not, neither be faint-hearted. —
Lsaiah 7: 4.

The Memory Man Goes To
“Bosting,” Fracturing
Every Known Traffic Law

Adventures In Andes

Rockland High School Faculty

Being a Further Account
Of Capt. Bill Wincapaw’s
Experiences “Flying Gold”
In Bolivia

'$•
A

lit

(by Iree Member)
Well, old Iree is glad to be back
(Fourth installment)
home after a 10-day trip “up to
After arriving at the La Paz Air
(By K. 8. F.)
Bosting.” The ancient Model A
port
my friend decided that he
j Ford in which the trip was made
“White Mountain Holidays,” by J gabbled constantly but fell not by
would
stick to the airline flying.
tf
f
Richard A Hunt. Published by the wayside. There were times,
About two weeks later Mr. Bow
that artistic and highly intelligent however, when we dug her hide with
ers asked me if I knew that I had
Portland. Maine Company, Tlie botii spurs and forded her to caper
almost killed my friend when I took
Falmouth Publishing House. Port along at 45 m p.h. that we had
him on that trip to the jungle. I
some worry lest her intestinal forti
said no, as I could not figure out
land.
how that flight affected him at all.
Here is a treat for you and the tude should burst its bounds and
map is so comprehensive and re scatter itself blithely on the high
It seems that on the flight into the
jungle my friend had not fallen
markable on the end leaves, and way. However, the old girl failed
asleep. He passed out for the want
inside cover binding in this us not—bless her old iron heart.
We ran into heavy traffic in Bos.
of oxygen. I asked Mr. Bowers why
thrilling White Mountain National
my friend had not used the oxygen
Forest Map to study and enjoy ton, but, although I am a timid soul. 1
on the way in as the oxygen tube
To those who live -with under heavy traffic never disturbs me. It
?
•
*•
was right alongside of him. It
standing hearts the great out is the other way around! The way
I bother traffic is a caution. I
seems that some pilots have too
doors, and especially our New wanted to turn around at the North
much pride. This friend of mine
England Mountain regions, these
Station and I did so. The streets
knew that I was about 20 years
unstudied sketches will fill the were fuil (overflowing, in fact)
older than he and he decided that
hearts of climbers in these mag with trucks, busses, cars—and some
if that old pilot sitting alongside of
nificent hills with joyous memories vehicles like mine—toots, whistles,
him did not need oxygen he would
of days with snowshoeing and skis cuss words and screeching brakes
show
me that he did not need it
in these grand cathedrals of our but I heeded them not and proceed
either.
land. A gentle snow fall, or bliz ed to urge my tin steed forward in
He forgot that I live at about
zard with unrelenting violence, the direction I wished to travel.
12.C00
feet the year around and
which burn and freezes at the
Big, ugly, ungainly, ungentleFront row. left to right, sitting: Mrs. Ruth B. Spear, Miss Marjorie Wood, Mrs. Margaret Matheson, Prin that we fly at an average of 18,000
same time and then an outlook manly trucks bore down on me cipal Joseph E. Blaisdell, Ailston E. Smith, Miss Jeannette Stahl, Mrs. Elizabeth Grafton.
feet or better all day long, afid
that is breathtaking in splendor, with horns blasting the air but I
Second row, standing: Edwin Edwards, Jr., Donald Matheson, Miss Margaret Bennett, Mrs. Ellen T. Hall.
that
we know better than to move
as the sun spreads its glory over paid no heed to them, brakes Miss Ida Hughes, Mi:s Mary Lawry, Miss Relief Nichols, Mrs. Rita Robinson, Miss Mary Brown. William Whiting.
quickly
or talk at high altitudes.
these summits of wonder.
screamed, drivers swore, but they
Back row: Maurice Lord, William Felker, Mrs. Esther Rogers, MLss Florence Titcomb, Mrs. Dorothy LudThe
worst
thing to do at high alti
This is not a guide book but came to a graceful, if angry, stop wick, Miss Marguerite deRochemont, Miss Sereen Nottage, Raymond Bowden, Paul Nutter. —Photo by Cullen.
tudes is to get excited. This as a
every mountain climber or lover as my trusty vehicle calmly thread
rule causes you to gasp for breath.
will enjoy the photographic illus ed Its wilful way in and out and
The
air at this altitude is so thin
trations and delightful stories told through the mess.
that
it is impossible to get enough
Iam quite sure that I heard one
of personal experience by the au
Effective
April
27,1941
oxygen
no matter how hard 5'°u
thor and his friends. Do not miss burly driver shout, “Get that d--n
Yield To the Prowess Ot Arrivals
try
to.
Therefore
you just pass out.
road
louse
out
of
my
way
or
I
’
ll
run
Frequency
this book. It’s like a visit to
I
do
not
know
how
long a person
Mary
Sylvester
’
s
Team,
over
it,"
but
When
he
saw
my
iftaine
heights ln memory’s treasure
Daily Except Sunday Arrives at office
S. It. 1260,
4.45 A.M. can live when he is out for want of
plates and noted my friendly grin
Which Wins Cup
Daily Except Sunday Arrives at depot
Tiain No. 55,
10.25 A.M.
cabinet of travel.
and flowing white locks he waved
Train No. 57.
Daily Except Sunday Ai rives at depot
2.32 P.M. oxgyen. But I have known them
to be out for as long as half an hour.
his big paw and grinned back at
Maiy Sylvester's team won the
Train No. 775, Sunday only
10.20 A.M.
Arrives at Depot,
It
seems that the regulations of the
me.
championship of tlie women’s Com
Panagra Airlines call for the pilots
At another point, on Atlantic munity bowling league Wednes Departures
Frequency
Lvs.
Depot
Close
Depart
Continued from Page One)
avenue, we spied a lot of wooden
Daily except Sunday 7.20 A.M.
Train No. 52,
8.10 A.M. to use oxygen at all times when
7.30 A.M.
the war as much as we will ever horses sitting around a section of the day night, defeating the High
Daily except Sunday 1.20 P.M.
Train No. 54,
1.10 P.M. flying above 12,000 feet. This is for
1.30 PJW.
be. It Ls ridiculous to say that road. There was a lane left so that School ln a five-string match by
Daily except Sunday 4.00 P.M.
Train No. 65,
4J45 P.M.
4 50 P.M. the safety of everyone concerned.
tiie 1,400,000 selectees are ready to cars could get by on one side but, a margin of 85 pins. Tlie first
From my experience in high alti
Daily
except
Sunday
S.
R.
1994,
7.15
P.M.
7.06
P.M.
go to war, as has been declared. as two of tiie horses were so placed string went to Sylvester’s by 42
tude
flying this regulation of tlie
Train
No.
77C,
Sunday
only
3.00
P.M.
3.10
P.M.
3.45
P.M.
It takes two years to make a sol that we could drive between them— pins, tlie third string by 25. and
Panagra Airlines as to tiie use ol
the
fifth
by
31,
the
High
School
dier. I ho|x* you will not send we did so. After proceeding about
Frequency
Stages
Close Depart Ar. al Rockland oxygen should be strictly enforced
those boys over there before they 100 feet I heard a rather unpleasant gaining only 13 pins in the second
Daily
except
Sunday
Rockville,
12.00
M.
12.30 P.M.
7.15 A.M. on all airlines, as no pilot knows
are fit to go, and1 I believe we voice call (loudly) “Hey, there!” I and fourth strings.
when he Ls going to pass out for the
Tlie champions will receive the
Daily except Sunday 11.80 A.M. 12.00 M.
10.00 A.M.
Ash Point,
should keep some of the things we stopped and stuck my head out and
want of oxygen. There isn't any
Owls Head,
are sending out right here in returned his greeting, “Hey, there, cup at the annual banquet Mon
doubt
in my mind but what some of
So. Thomaston,
America to defend America. Don’t brother, fine morning, or afternoon, day night, to be held at Hotel
the
fatal
crashes of the Airlines in
10.30 A M. the United States, particularly over
isn't it? What can I do for you?” Rockland. Members of the team
Spruce Head. Daily except Sunday 11.30 A.M. 12.00 M.
leave ourselves naked! ’
Clarks Island,
Another fine speaker was De “What can you do for me,” he are Mary Sylvester, Ella Bradbury,
the Rocky Mountains, has been due
Dorothy
Richardson,
Madeline
blurted,
“
You
can
get
the
h
—
1
off
partment Commander Paul K.
7.30 A M. to pilots getting a little excited in
Glen Cove,
Night before 5.30 A.M.
1.15 P.M bad weather at high altitudes and
Daily except Sunday 10.00 A.M. 10.30 A.M.
Rockport.
Jullien of Waterville. ‘‘In our na that newly laid cement or else!” Richardson and Phyllis Wliitten.
The scores:
C amden,
4.30 P.M. passing out for the want of oxygen.
2.00 P.M.
2.30 P.M.
tional organization.” said he, "are “Newly laid cement?” quoth I, "You
Sylvester's ’Aam
Sunday only
3.00 P.M. This is particularly so when a per
Camden,
35 committees and 17 of them are should have signs up.”
9.55 A.M. 10.00 A.M.
Sylvester
—
"Good
Lord,
”
he
shouted,
“
What
directly or indirectly allied with
son is nervous or gets the least bit
Dark Harbor,
do you suppose these horses were
75 78 86 89 95- 423
preparedness or defense. That’s
excited.
Islesboro,
\
1
puut here for?” "I wouldn't know,” Bradbury—
what tlie American Legion thinks
1.15 P.M.
Daily
except
Sunday
After three years of high altitude
N.
Islesboro,
10.00
A.M.
10.30
A-M.
I replied. "If, as your words seem
109 80 87 87 84 447
about the matter. We have found to imply, they were put here to stop
Pripet,
flying without using the proper
out to our .sorrow ttiat to defend traffic why did you leave plenty of D. Richardson
amount of oxygen that your system
93 90 104 86 82—455 Islands
Frequency
Close Depart Ar. at Rockland loses, weakens one's resistance pow
you must be prepared. ‘All out’ space between those two horses for
Vinalhaven,
wars have no respect for man, wo cars to pass through? If I am not M. Richardson
ers. If you contact any kind of
North Haven,
86
90
86
90
86438
man or child. They are gun fod wanted in here 1 will back out the
sickness
you do not seem to have
Stonington,
Whitten—
der just as much as the man in !>ame way I came in.”
the
power
to throw it off. About the
Isle au Haut,
80 86 89 88 86—429
uniform. Every man woman and
only
way
to throw it off is to get
I was grinning all the time and
Minturn,
child has got to be prepared; we he noted that loud talk made no
down to sea level as soon as
Atlantic,
Daily
except
Sunday
1.30
P.M.
2.00
P.M.
11.00
A.M.
443 424 452 440 433-2192
do not want to fight with the aid impression on me, none whatever;
possible.
Swans Island,
High
School
Frenehboro,
of civilians, but because we have also, I guess that he decided that
I notice that the Altoplano Indian
Sunset,
got to do so. The world cannot I was a well meaning, inoffensive V. Willis—
I does not live long in this altitude
80 77 89 101 77 433
Deer Isle,
live half free and half slave.”
if he does any kind of hard work at
old codger for he dropped his high
*Blackington
Sargentville,
’all. Tlie average life is about 35
At this point Commander Sea- and mighty manner and grinned in
75 78 96 93 73 415
bury introduced other guests on a friendly manner and said, "O. K.
Matinicus,
years. He keeps going on very little
Criehaven,
Tues., Thurs., Sat.
7.00 A.M.
7.15 A.M.
3.30 P.M. food and puts up with the terrible
tlie stage—Gen. and Mrs. Albert feller, O. K„ I’ll take down one of Mazzeo—
86 102 78 93 103 -462
penetrating cold wind by continu
Greenlaw. Past Department Com the horses and you can drive right
Farrington
Corridor Open—
ally chewing Cocoa leaves, which is
mander Lew Fortier, Mrs, Edward across the cement.” I thanked him
Daily except Sunday .............................. 5.00 A.M. until 8.30 PM.
77 73 78 80 67—375
a powerful tonic. I have seen these
R Veazie (wife of tlie mayor), and did just that—drove right
Sunday only ......................................
10.00 A.M. until 3.00 P.M.
E.
Willisacross
that
partly
dry
cement.
Gosft.
Indians both men and women tread
Mrs. Mary I. Milliken, president
74 103 86 77 82—422
through snow all day long, some
of the Legion Auxiliary; Mr. Milli people are pretty nice, aren’t they?
I was pretty much "on the go”
Sylvester ................................. 83.4 Folland ........ .......................... 78.8 with sandals on and others in their
ken. Department Sergeant at
401 433 427 444 402-2107 Prescott .................................. 82.8 Littlefield ............................... 78.8 bare feet. At night they will pile
Arms Peter Thaanum and Mrs. all the time I was in Massachu
setts
and
wanted
to
look
up
George
*
Dummy
score in first two Farrington ...............
Thaanum; Mrs. Bernice Jackson,
82.6 Higgins ...............................
78.3 up rocks to get behind to ward off
Smith
—
who
writes
such
interesting
strings.
department vice president of Aux
R. Feyler ................................. 82.5 Quint ...................................... 77.9 the cold wind. Then they would
• * * *
to Tne Courier Gazette—but
iliary; Mrs. Mary Dinsmore, presi letters
Egan
........................................ 82.4 Thompson ..........................
77.3 squat on the ground, wrap their
couldn’t ma w the grade. Will try
Season individual averages:
poncho around them, fill their
dent of Winslow-Holbrook Auxili again if I land in that locality
Rackliff
....
....
..........................
82.3
Fifield
....
..............................
77.0
D.
Richardson
........................
89
8
mouth with cocoa leaves and chew
ary? Past Department Commander again.
E. Willis ••••............................... 87.3 Blac-kington ........................... 82.3 Johnson .................................. 76 5 themselves to sleep. Most all these
and/ Mrs. Hector G. Staples; Mrs.
Beaulieu ................................. 81.8
I was pleased to learn that our
James L. Boyle. Department Vice favorite paper. (The Courier-Ga Savitt ...................................... 86.7 Bird ...................
81.7 Thomas ................................... 74.5 people have green teeth from chew
ing the cocoa leaves. I think this
Commander James McCorrison, zette of course) is widely read in V. Willis ............................... .... 86.3 McKinney .......................... _. 816
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Alden and Cecil the localities I visited. Pleased Mazzeo ........................... ........ 86.3 Gross ...................................... 81.4 j Stickney ............ ..................... 70.3 country Ls the only place in the
McRae .................................... 85.6
world where you will find dark comSidal.
........................... 80.6
also to hear many express disap M. Richardson ..................... . 85 5 Flanagan
Adjutant General Carter out pointment when Iree Member
Doherty
................................. 79.9 Jacobs ............................ -..... 68.0 plexioned people with blue eyes and
green teeth.
lined Maine’s defense program. sketches were absent from an issue. G. Feyler ................................ 85.3 Stetson ................................... 79.8
There Lsn't any doubt but that
The National Guard, he said, was Not kndVing my identity they Crouse .................................... 85.3 Barnard ............... ................... 79 8
Because black is considered un
Kelley
....................................
85.3
all in the training camps, and the spoke quite freely on the subject.
Kent ........................................ 79.5 lucky toy the natives of India, au these Altoplano Indians are the
State is dependent upon home de
I ran into Gene Barter one day. McIntosh ................................ 850 Tripp ...................................... 79 4 tomobiles of that color cannot be dirtiest people in the world. They
never wash or bathe. The smell
fense.
Remember him? Yes, I know that McGraw ................................ 84 8 Edna Willis ..••••.......................... 79.3 soldi there.
from these people is so bad that it
“We are not so neaily ready as many of the readers will do so. He Soule ........................................ 84 6
84.6
is impossible to describe it in words
we would have been if the Legion drove one of Perry’s grocery teams Whitten ........
Bradbury
.................................
84.0
These people are lousy, full of fleas
program had been carried out,” for several years. Also was deliv
and very few of them do not
said the speaker. “It will eventu ery man for A. P. Crockett for some Estes ........................................ 83.6
have some kind of a disease.
ally reach the point where univer time. He was a live wire. I have
While traveling over the trail
seen
him
clear
the
wheels
in
a
fly

a
light.
At
first
I
looked
and
then
sal service will be carried out.”
from Sarata to Tipuani looking for
Mr. Carter told how the Federal ing leap and land on the ground I gazed and then I gazed and looked
airport sites I got caught over night
and State Governments were co while his horse was obeying his amazed! The hoss I swapped was
at 16,400 foot ridge. We had a
ordinating in the program of air command to “whoa!” grab a basket worthless but—you should have
large pack train with us and this
port and armory construction. cf groceries and deliver tlie order seen the hoss I got! I tock a whip
made traveling very slow or v.e
Wonderful progress has been and be back in the wagon in just and whipped him ’round, to see if
about
jig
time.
Old
age
is
sneaki
he
was
kind
and
sound,
but
the
would
have made a much lower
made in the past six months, he
ing
up
on
Gene,
same
as
he
is
on
more
I
whipped
him
'round
and
valley.
Where we decided to stay
declared. The Federal Govern
all of us, but he still holds his chin 1 ’round the more I seen he wasn’t
there
was
only one stone hut for 16
ment and F*B I are constantly on
high and smiles just as in tlie good sound. His neck was awful lean and
ol
us
to
stay
in over night. In the
the watch for Fifth Column ac cld days. He says he would give
party there were 14 Indians and
tivities. every ( (immunity must do j much to be living in good old Rock- 1 thin. aLso, his chest was sunk way
He had a ring bone and a whit
two whites.
its part, and the American Legion land. Me., again. I hope you will in.
and one hind foot was badly split.
My friend and I decided to sleep
is definitely in that program.
come back some day. Gene.
And soon I found this was not all—
outdoors
and let the arrieros (mule
The speaker said that Rockland
Foem by Mrs. Cuddy much en He also had a large shoe gall. He
drivers) stay in the hut as they
was or.ginally in the State Guard joyed; also letter from George had a patch upon his side—put
seemed very thinly dressed. In reg
program, but when the Legislature Smith. The following monstrosity there an ugly scar to hide. He had
ular travel people do not get caught
counted dollars and cents the drcoled from the pen of Iree about big bunches on his knees and corns
on this high ridge overnight.
number of companies was reduced. 50-odd years ago. The then editor. three limes as big as peas.
After we had made supper and
There are now two battalions with H M. Lord, dared to print it and
Bone spavins, too, upon his legs,
were ready to turn in for the night
500 officers and men—four com it is, no doubt, now buried in the as large as common turkey’s eggs
it started to snow, plus a fine wet
panies of 50 men each in a bat files of The Courier-Gazette of HLs teeth were filed and that old
A
5
minute
ride
in
our
drizzle.
After about an hour of this
talion and a headquarters com that vintage.
nag had ears that hung just like a
we
could
stand no more. So we de
pany. It will be a real organiza
"The Horse Trader’s Lament”—A rag. And then, before I did get
cided
to
bunk in with the Indians
tion and can be depended, upon. story in rhyme. It happened bout through, I found lie was a “cribber,” SpedalCourtesy Trudc will prove easier
for warmth. There were 14 In
'Ihe speaker stressed the impor • two years ago when I was tradin’ too! He was knocked out before’n
dians already in this room, which
tance of keeping the morale at a hosses. so, I went out on the street behind and then I found that he
handling than most passenger cars
was only about ten feet square
one night, when twant quite dark, was blind! Poor hoss! He looked
h’gh point.
Some
were squatting, others were
nor
twant
quite
light
(twas
just
just like a ghost and was as deaf
The party closed with dancing.
wrapped up in homespun blankets
so dark you couldn't see how good or as any pest. I didn’t stop to find
lying on the floor. We looked
bad a hoss might be) I stopped and out more but quickly got outside the
CUSHING
around for a place to sit down.
hailed a man out there, "Say, how’ll door I tried to trade him off next
Lynwood Cunningham, has re ye swap for my gray mare?” He day but couldn't give that nag away
Finally we squeezed in. Pretty soon
signed from the bakery route to hauled his hoss up, “whoa,” says
we began to scratch and dig. We
I drove him off but all in vain—
take a position at the State Prison. he "go get your nag and shift with He always came right back again.
knew that we were getting unwant
Mr. Gardner of Rockland has taken me!
ed
company. Even these I thought
I thought it rather strange At last I got all tired out and
21 LIMEROCK STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
his place.
was much better than freezing out
that he should want to swap‘so couldn't hardly get about.
Mrs. Sarah F. Seavey has so far quick with me, but. well. I knew
side.
I thought that something must
recovered from illness as to be able my mare was poor and thought that be done and so I went and got my
At last my friend could stand it
to go out of doors on pleasant days. his was better, sure.
no
more so he told me that he was
gun and not another word I said
NATIONAL
And so I went and got the mare but put a bullet through his head.
going outside and stay even if he had
The Snake River Canyon, Idaho, and swapped with him right then
walk all night to keep warn. I
What made me sick? I'll tell you
DEMONSTRATION WEEN to
is the deepest canyon in the and there. I got him in the barn what—’twas that old hoss I swapped
woke up beiore daylight and started
United States.
all right and then I went and got and got!
looking around for my friend.
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Found him huddled up with tbp With The Anglers
mules almost completely! covered
------with snow. He told me afterwards
Good Results Being Re
that he had walked around almost
ported At Swan Lakeall night. Finally he had to give
up and join the mules.
Major Lakes Clearing
It was now the beginning of the
rainy season. Our company decided
With Swan Lake the standout
it was a good time for me to take flshJng spot during the past few
our Ford plane to Lima Pent and j
Maine waters are rapidly
have a cargo hatch installed so
could handle bulky pieces of ma- continuing to become clear of ice
chinery. While this was being done and the angling season is well
they thought it advisable for me to uncjerway. The latest major lakes
continue on to New York and see if to cjear are: Cathance and MedtiyI could buy some more planes. I bejnpS |n Washington County,
took one flight mechanic with me to! WctrJ Lake in Weld, Wyman Lake
check up on the word of putting in ; at Bingham, Middle Carry Pond,
the hatch while I was on my way , qoj£j stream Pond at Enfield and
to the States.
Newport Lake.
It is a seven-hour flight from
Acting- chief Warden Earle BradLa Paz to Lima in a Ford We bury
gives the report on Swan
passed over Lake Titicaca .whic.i Lake
,
says that this comparatively
is the highest navigated lake in
small body of water is givii. up
world. It has an aiea oi
Chinook and landlock salmon
square miles and Ls situated at about weighing as high as eight pounds
12.500 feet above sea level. This in large numbers, and definitely
lake is very deep in places. Tlie recommends that anglers try their
people who live here say that at luck while the fishing is hot Well
some time or another where the j stocked. Swan Lake lias been a
lake is now was a range of volcanos consistent and frequently over
and that they sunk or exploded and locked producer.
formed this lake and that the deep
China, Damariscotta and Bhecpsspots in the lake are the mouths
scot Lakes have been producing
of the old volcanos.
On this lake is the greatest col well while the reports from Scua-n
lection of so called boats that I vary from fair to good
Best catch to date was toy Ralph
have ever seen. This same type of
McOouldrick
of Augusta who took
boat was used by the Inca Indians
a
nine
pound,
six ounce, landlocked
years ago. They still use them and
salmon
from
the Long Lake ex
they are built Just the same way.
panse
of
the
Belgrade
chain For
They are made of grass, held to
gether by grass rope or twice. The tlie past several years the Belneedle they use to sew these boats grades which have 'been heavily
together is of rattan The sail Ls stocked have given up some big
lateen type mage of rattan. All i ones and the McGouldrkk fish l.s
rigging Ls made of grass rope. There i just another example,
is not a nail, piece of wire or hemp J According to Maui ice Di-erin 1 <>.’
rope, cloth of any kind used in the Snug Harboi tiie fishing in tinconstruction of these boats.
| Belgrade* lias been much be:ter
After passing over this lake, , than average to date,
which is on tlie Altoplano. you fly
O- Z. Fahey c. the Bi.ehe.s and
over a small town on the western : Frank McKenzie cf West Outlc
end of Lake Titicaca called Puno. ! Camps, a couple cf Moo.sc head
This Is ln Peru. There is a railroad Lake veterans still contend that
that runs from this point over the the big puddle will be clear .May
Western Range of the Andes Moun 1st.
Thousands of tgjs from smelts
tains to Arequipa and then to Moliendo which Ls a seaport. There is entering tidal streams and brook,
a great lot of Vicuna, alpacca and w.ll be transplanted to various in
sheep's wool, cereals, cacao, rubber, land lakes and pends this Spring
coffee, gold, silver, and petroleum as part of a program to improve
shipped over this railroad
Its feed situations for game fish. The
population is about 14,000, made up program was instituted a year ago
of a few whites, but mostly Indians. and while it is too early to as
After passing over Puno we flew certain what fesults have been ob
over another high alto which s tained, it has been definitely es
about 16.0C0 feet above sea level. tablished that the spawn hatched
The distance between Puno and in the fresh water. Tlie method
Arequita is 200 miles. You then of obtaining the spawn is com
cross the Andes. If flying in an paratively simple Burlap bags are
airline you cross the mountains at laid on the bed of brocks in which
about 18.500 feet. You fly right by the smelts appear in the Spring
Mt. Misti, an active volcano. Right j when thes” begs are retrieved
at the foot of this volcano is Are they are covered with the spawn.
quipa, the Capitol of the Depart Transportation ls accomplished by
ment of Arequipa Altitude Ls 7750 keeping the spawn in water. Tlie
feet above sea level. Population eggs are then placed, in the bed
about 65,893. To me this is one of of tributaries entering lakes to be
the best pities in Peru. It is lo stocked. China Lake and Dam
cated in a beautiful valley where ariscotta Lake botii received a
they raise wonderful fruits and supply of the spawn last year By
vegetables. There is a very good Dick Reed
airport here used by the major air
lines. Panagra, Faucett and a Ger Hotel Washington at Cristobal, we
man airline called Lukansua.
left for Miami in a four-motored
From Arequipa to Lima Ls about flying boat of the Pan American
700 miles. This is a very uninter Airways.
esting country to fly over. No vege
.To be continued?
tation of any kind except in the
valleys of old rivers.
As you, approach Pisco, which Is
a well known seaport, tlie country ;
takes on a greener look. Tliis town ,
is about 175 miles from Lima.
News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
We arrived in Lima in due time
here.
where I left the Fcrd to have
work done on. I lelt the next day
by plane for the United States. On
Tlie fjrst and second degrees were
our way we made overnight stops at conferred upon two candidates MonGuayaquil, Cristobal in tlie Canal £:ay night at Meenahga Grange of
Zone. Up here from Lima we had Waldoboro.
Next Monday tlie
been flying in DC-3 Douglas Planes , Boothbay Harbor degree team will
of the Panagra Airlines.
confer the third and fourth degrees
After an over-night stop at the upon two candidates.

GRANGE CORNER

Evtfy-Ollici -OiV ’

TALK OF THE TO

April 27—Dayll-.-ht Saving b<
April 28 W
at Hotel Rockland. 8 o'clock
April 29
p
aoclatlon (place to
announ
April 29 W
I
tertalmip I

Happy-«u-luckle>, 4-H Club
Hall.
April 30—C tnden

Chamber

nierce meeting at V.M.C A
May 2
Thomaston
Knox (
On Parade ' at Watt- Hal:
May 2 Annual meetint: of W
Educational Club at Orand Am
May 3 K
i
Hope Grange
Muy 5 Camden -Special Tow
Ing
May 5- Lincoln Baptist A-

In

Wc ■

I;

May 10 American I. ion r
In Rockland.
Mav 11 Mothers I)av
May 13 Lincoln County f
Women's Club meet at Congo
:i) Cbm •
May 19 Knox County W.C 1
ventlon lull
May 21 Warren Exhibition
School Hobby Group
May 27
< amden
1»
ScOOOl ■ :
1 R
Opera Hou a
June 5 — Warren
Comtnei
exercises.
June 12 Rockland High
Commencement.

Harvey Richards, well kn
the North End boy.x as a
clerk at Havener's fruit t
..ttellc.l.

nautlcs in Paterson. N J

Tlie Cclby Co liege (kbalii:
leturned Thur.' day night 1
swing through New Brunswi
good will dchat,
Gordan A
urdson of this c ity Ls a mem
the team.
Wiiuslow-llo.h;rook. Unit, 1
can Legion Au?ciliary will .i
public dinner Wednesday
April 30 from 11 lu 130
Ix-g.on hall, Mi Mildred
chairman.

W.th -Rev I)r John ihn.i
as tlie speaker, the 12<)th
sary of Odd Fellowship will
served in the hall on Bcliool
Sunday at 7 30 p in duyllgl
these services are o|xm
public.
Wlnslcw-Holbi i I; Unit
was represented at the Thin
trict Council at Union thl
by Department Vice Presiden
n.ece Jackson. Mary Dinsmon
Alden and Lillian Alden, l
meeting will be in Wa
May 15.
Winslow-Holbrook Unit. .
can Le-gion Auxiliary w.i

Munday night and there wi.
child welfare i ;rnni, .sjwukc
be Mrs. Jenn
Tlicmas of
ariscotta and Dr. Wesley N.
gatt of Rockland Hastes
Mrs.

Evelyn

St. Clair

an-i

Belle Robarls.

A Regular Veterans A
has been organized for a
Army regulars and ex-rcgula|
be eligible for membershi]
must have voluntarily enlis
the armed forces cf the
States and served one yea
honorable i ecord in the
Navy, Marine Corps or
Guard; act-ve, discharged
tired. It Ls a non-profit on.
tion and operates tlircughi
United States, Its t,Triton
possessions.
Further infoi
may be obtained from: Ex-H
Maurice Jones. Post organ.
Knox County, Clark Island.

Now is tlie time to prunj
feed your fruit and shad<
Also shrubs. Tiet taken
Telephone Albert Quinn, 74
adv.
For flying instruction see d:
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rock)
adv.
OPERATORS WANT!
open for pe< il
have worked on Singer Sewn
chines. If von have had su
perience, apply to—

Positions are

VAN BAAEE\ IU II.BRI \
87 Camden Street,
Rockl.u

RUMMAGE SAI
AT TIIE
Congregational Chui

Saturday, May 3—9 o'

OWN-A-HOME SAVINGS CLUB

RADIO SERVH

• Now you can take a “trip” that leads to an exciting
destination ... a lifetime of happiness in your own home'
You can start at once, too, by joining our new Own-a-Home
Savings Club, and setting aside $10 to $25, or more each
month. You travel rapidly because your savings earn a
liberal profit. Perhaps within as short a time as 36 to 60
months, you will have the down payment you need to go
ahead with buying or building. Prove to yourself that
you can own a home by sending the coupon today it will
bring a special booklet explaining this new plan in detail.
Or, visit our offices for a copy without obligation.

AI.E MAKES—AIT. MODI
Kepaired, Adjusted. Insta

MAINE MUSIC CO

TEL. 708,

DAVID G. HODGKINS.

OPTOMETRIST
336 MAIN ST.. R(X Kl.AM
TEL. 26
Office Hours: 9 to 12.30—1.30
Evenings By Appointmei

Rockland Loan & Building Ass’n.
18 SCHOOL ST.,

ROt KLANi;

BURPEE’

ROCKLAND, ME.

FUNERAL HOME|
Send free booklet about your Ov;n a Horne
Saving* Club.

I

Ambulance Servict
TELEPHONES
S90 or 781-1 or 781-ill

110-112 LIMEROCK STK|
ROCKLAND, ME.

Evcry-Otlier-Dav'

talk of the town

A softball meeting will be held
Monday night at 8 o’clock in Perry's
coai Oif ice, and all those interested
are urged to attend, to enter teams
in the league. All teams planning
to enter must have representatives
present.

April 27-Daylight Saving begins.
Richard French, who has been at
A>,r.l 28 Women’s bowling banquet
the Brooklyn Dodgers’ training
, it tel Rockland. 8 o'clock
29 Knox County Poultry As- < amp m Reading, Penn., since April
■ ation (place to be announced),
v 1 29—Warren—Parents’ night en- 14, has been spending a couple of
. , iiment and demonstration by days w th his parents. Dr. and Mrs.
go luckles 4-H Club at Town
C F Fiench, and went this morn
“"v 1 30—Camden Chamber of Coming
to Quebec with other members
meeting at Y M C A
\i
2
Thomaston
"Knox County of the Brooklyin Dodgers outfit,
:.t Watte Hal!
where they will play baseball for
\<;i, 2 Annual meeting of Woman's
r . ..tlonal Club at Grand Army hall. the season.
\!
3 Knox Pomona meets with

SALT REINING INDUSTRY
How Prosperity Was Brought To Tropic
Isle By Ericsons Of Magee Island
——3".. .

Young Republicans of the Second
DLstrict will meet in Augusta Sun
M
5 Lincoln Baptist Ass’n meet*
day, according to announcement
,, West Rockport.
«l , 19 American Legion Poppy Day made^today by Chauncey Robbins,
‘ Kockland.
chairman of the Maine Council of
11 Mothers’ Day.
■j
13 Lincoln County Union of Young Republican Clubs. The group
n'i Club meets ut Congregation*
will lunch at tlie Augusta House at
' i lurch In Wiscasset.
\I
19 Knox County W.C.T.U. con- 1.30 and then assemble at 2 15 for
• un In Rockland.
Robbins said
. 21 Warren-Exhibition of High a business meeting.
! Hobby Groups.
that the meeting was for the pur
Ma. 27 — Camden — Doris Heald
,1 of Dancing Annual Recital at pose of discussing business perti
opera House.
nent to the Council to make pre
i . . 5 — Warren — Commencement
liminary plans for Fall activities.
High
School A similar meeting was held in Port
June
12—Rockland
n< ement.
land two weeks ago for the first
District,
with tne Third DLstrict
Harvey Richards, well known to
North End boys as a former group convening in Bangor at a date
,
at Havener’s fruit store, is to be announced.
ing Wright s School of AeroTlie United States Defense Sav
■
in Paterson. N. J.
ings Bonds and Postal Savings
Stamps will be placed on sale in the
Colby College debating team local Post Office at the opeping of
iied Thursday night from a business next Thursday, as part of
through New Brunswick for the national elfort to make America
.Mil debates. Gordan A. Rich- impregnable.
Postmaster James
iii ol ti.is city Ls a member of Connellan announced today that
team.
plans are nearly completed for this
community, along with thousands
y, Jow-llolbiook Unit, Ameri- of others from coast to coast, to
. i t ion Auxiliary will serve a do its lull part at tlie opening of
dinner Wednesday noon, the Savings program. Application
30 from 11 to 130 at the for tlie purchase of the First Sav
n hall, Mr... Mildred Wallace ings Stamp sold locally has been
luirinan.
received, and inquiries from civic
leaders and prominent business men
V, a Rev. Dr. John Smith Lowe indicate a general eagerness to be
peaker, tlie 120th annlver- among tlie first purchasers as Veil
Odt! Fellowship will be ob- as a continuing demand that will
j m the hall on School street be steadily maintained throughout
Further details in
g at 7.30 p. in. daylight time, the campaign.
i i vices are open to the regard to the Bonds and Stamps
will appear in Tuesday’s issue.
’.cw-Holbrock Unit A.L.A.
represented at the Third Dist Council at Union this week
Department Vice President Ber.lack on. Mary Dinsmore, Ann
A. jo and Lillian Alden. The next
meeting will be in Waldoboro,
May 15. '
Win. low-Holbrook Unit, Ameriiii I.'ion Auxiliary will meet
.I .ii iy night and there will be a
■ lfare program, speakers will
Mr Jenncss Thomas of Dam. otta and Dr. Wesley N. Was
n't of Rockland.
Hostesses are
Mi Evelyn St. Clair and Mrs.
Belle Robarts.

ular Veterans Association
i n organized for all the
regulars and ex-regulars. To
i-ible for membership, one
have voluntarily enlisted in
.med forces cf the United
State and served one year with
able i ecord in the -Army,
Marine Corps or Coast
!; active, discharged or reIt is a non-profit organizat.on ,iid operates throughout the
Unite
States, its territories and
Further infomation
posse* dons.
may 1 )■ obtained from: Ex-Regular
Maur: > Jones, Post organizeT of
Knox County, Clark Island.
A R

X ..v is tlie time to prune and
your fruit and shade trees,
limbs. Trees taken down,
oo tie Albert Quinn, 741-W.—
50-52

BORN
Sukeforth
At Camden Community
Hospital. April 22. to Mr and Mrs.
Frank Sukeforth of Union, a daughter
—Judith Marie.
8
Webster — At Vinalhaven. April 22.
to Mr. and Mrs Donald Webster a
son.

MARRIED
Conary-Tripp At Rockland April 25,
Everett E Conary and Marie Eleanor
Tripp
both of Rockland—By Rev
Kenneth H. Cassens.
Moulaison-I'olloek—At Perth Amboy,
N. J.. AprU 16, William H Moulalson
of Brooklyn. N. Y.. and Mrs. Irene
Gibbons Pollock of Perth Amboy, N J.
—By Rev Fr. James Harding.

DIED
Cushing
At Rockland. April 25.
Edna Alice, wife of J. W Cushing,
aged 54 years. 9 months. Funeral Sun
day at 2 o'clock from Burpee funeral
home.
Deane At Rockport. April 24, Annie
Eliza, widow of Leslie C. Deane. Fu
neral Sunday at 2 o'clock from resi
dence. Interment In Owls Head.
Hull — At Sharon, Mass., April 24.
Sarah Swan Hull, aged 96 years. 10
months. Funeral services Monday at
3 o'clock at Achorn cemetery.

IN MEM OR IAM
In loving memory of Leah L Andrews who left us April 26. 1909.
Two long years since you left us to
mourn
For a face that Is haunting us over
For a voice we are longing to hear
For a smile we'll remember forever
Though we try to forget every tear
There's a sad but sweet remembrance
There's a token of affection dear Leah,
And heartaches still for you
Sadly missed by grandfather, and
grandmother and sister. Mr. and Mrs.
Forrest R Davis and Katheryn An
drews.
Port Clyde.
*
CARD OF THANKS
This Is to thank all our friends and
neighbors for their many kindnesses
and floral tributes during our recent
bereavement.
Mr and Mrs. Harry Crockett
Rockland.
*

For flying instruction see Charlie
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.—

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank members of the E
A. Starrett Auxiliary, members of
adv.
2-tf Crescent
Temple, P. S.. and all friends
and neighbors for the lovely gifts and
remembrances sent me on my birth
day, April 23.
OPERATORS WANTED
Mrs. William Stickney
moil are open for people who
Warren.

worked on Singer Sewing Ma
ll' von have had such exiice, apply to—

A BAALEN I1LILBKUN CO.
Rockland, Me.

50-52

RUMMAGE SALE

CARD OF THANKS
May we express our sincere gratitude
and appreciation to each and all for
every kind word and deed extended
us ln our recent bereavement, for all
the lovely flowers and those who
loaned cars; especially to Mrs Crozier
and Mr Russell we are deeply gratef' Hr. and Mrs. Perley Perry. Mr and
Mrs
Almond Gushee,
Mrs.
Belle
Whittier._________

AT TIIE

"Silsby's Pansy Plants” (30,000)
will be ready for distribution
Congregational Church
through local stores, early in May.
Saturday, May 3—9 o’clock Get
your pansy beds ready.—adv.
48-51
50-tf

RADIO SERVICE
U I. MAKES—ALL MODELS
Repaired, Adjusted, Installed

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
HORSE for sale, weight 1503 lha.
WILLIAM DONAHUE. Head of the5^2

MAINE MUSIC CO.
TH.. 708,

ROCKLAND, ME.
40-tf

DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR.
OPTOMETRIST
MAIN ST.. ROC KLAND, ME.

RUMMAGE SALE

CH U RCH ESI

AN INTERRUPTED VACATION
£. K. Leighton Tells Of Experience On
Grounded Liner Manhattan—
A Word About Taxes

SEBMONETTK
Fascism or Freedom?

H,Grange.
, 5 Camden—Special Town Meet-

unden Street,

PaQS TfiPW

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, April 26, 1941

Friends of the Ericksons who have “and strange as it seems I like the
a Summer home at Magee Island place. Everybody is nice to work
on the Knox County shores, will be with, the Ericksons are swell fel
interested in the following account lows and tlie job is interesting. I
of their present activities:
just haven’t gotten bored, although
• • • •
I expected to when I came here.”
Inagua, Bahamas, April 17 (The
Two c.f the Ericksons 2re married.
Pest Special News Service)—Out Their wives have their own parts
here cn one of the western fringes to play in the development and life
of Britain’s empire, three hustling of Inaugua. Arioch’s wife has or
Yankees are using all their native ganized a Red Cross chapter, in ad
energy and ingenuity to transform dition to teaching the native chil
this languid tropic island into a dren as much as she can about
beehive of activity.
sanitation and domestic sciences.
The Brothers Er.ckson, late of
There is no doctor on the island,
Swampscott, Mass., are running a so the Erickscn wives frequently
salt refining business that gradual are called upon to pitch in and help
ly is restoring to Inagua a measure the trained nurse who looks after
of the prosperity the Island enjoyed tlie health of the islanders. On one
at the turn of the century and occasion they worked with the nurse
then lost completely during tlie for 28 hours to assist at tlie birth
World War.
of twins to a native woman.
One of the most prosperous colo Adventure?
nies in the Bahamas, Inagua was Yes. sometimes. In 1937 .for in
virtually ruined by the world-wide stance, George and Willis Duvalier
economic dislocation that occurred ran amok on the island with shot
after 1914. When the Ericksons guns leaded witli birdsliot and metal
came here five years ago, the jungle slugs. They killed one of their own
had begun to reclaim the long-since people and burned the wireless sta
deserted manor houses of the early tion, commissioner’s residence and
English residents.
all the Erickson workshops.
They brought with them six other
They fired at the commissioner,
young Americans—chemists, tech singeing his side, and wounded
nicians and engineers. Using some Josiah Erickson slightly w\th birdcf the abandoned buildings and shot.
equipment of the old salt industry Tlie ccmmssioner and the Erick
and supplementing it with machin sons left the island in a motorboat,
ery designed by Arioch W. Erickson, hoping to intercept a steamer and
eldest of the brothers and mechani send a message to Nassau.
cal director of the concern, they
But the motor broke down and
began to produce salt.
the boat drifted to Cuba, where its
Now they employ 200 men stead passengers were imprisoned on
ily and plans are drawn for further suspicion until the United States
expansion In some especially ac Department and the London Colo
tive periods, the firm works day and nial office could identify them and
night shifts and ships as much as obtain their release.
7500 tons of salt weekly.
Meanwhile, the Duvaliers had
The nine of them, each clad in dominated the town for two days
khaki shorts and a sun helmet, before stealing a boat and escaping
work together through the heat of to Haiti. Captured in Haiti and
the day with a cheerful camara returned to Nassau for trial, they
derie.
were hanged in January of 1938.
It's the spirit of working together There have been other adventures
and occasionally flaughing together too. mcstly of a less violent nature.
that keeps the members of the little Seme of the Americans find their
their chemical
American colony content to live excitement in
laboratories while others enjoy
in tliis isolated spot.
‘‘I’ve been out here five years,” teaching the native boys to play
said one cf the young chemists. basketball.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Prescott are FOR NEEDY CHILDREN
occupying their Willow street
Where Part cf Proceeds Will
home after several years absence
Go From the Poppy Sale
from the city.
May 10
Through Freeman S. Young’s
real estate brokerage these recent
sales have been made: The Mer
rill property cn Rankin street to
Law’rence Miller; the Stewart prop
erty on Warren street to Edwin
Hall cf Glen Cove; the Kalloch
property at 14 Spruce street to Leo
Martell, who will reside there.

Park Theatre feature offerings
for the coming week: Sunday and
Monday, "Scotland Yard” (with
matinee at 4 o'clock Monday);
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs
day, Lon Chaney, Jr. in “Man
Made
Monster,” and
“Horror
Island,” with Leo Carillo and Peggy
Moran; Friday and Saturday. Wil
liam Boyd in “In Old Colorado.”

, Nearly 50 young people attend
ed the inter-church social held at
the Universalist Church Wednes
day evening. Games and relays
were enjoyed under th; leadership
of Jack Lowe and Eleanor Tracy.
While the refreshments were be
ing prepared, the entire group held
a community sing. The members
of the entertainment committee
were Dorothy Trask. Methodist Ep
worth League; Eleanor Tracy, Uni
versalist Y.P.C.U.; and Stanley
Murray, Congregational Comrades
of the Way. Dr. and Mis. Lowe
were chaperones and Miss Quint as
sisted in serving.

At THORNDIKE HOTEL STORE
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
DINNER
APRIL 30-MAY 1
9.00 o’clock
AMERICAN LEGION HALL
Benefit of lladassah
50-57 Wednesday Noon, 11 to 1.30

PRICE 35 CENTS

53-51

The little red poppies, worn in
honor of the World War dead on
Poppy Day, May 10, help care for
needy children cf war veterns
throughout the year. Every poppy
that is worn means more help for
the children who have been left
without a father's support becauuse
of the last war. Then, there are the
children whose fathers have died
or are not in position to work in
the poppy program. The money
contributed for the poppies goes to
work for them and keeps working
all year through the Auxiliary’s vast
child welfare program.
It is hoped that everyone will re
member these children when thtey
secure their poppies on Poppy Day
and contribute as generously as
i possible to the Auxiliary's welfare
fund. These poppies will be sold by
Wnslow-Holbrook Unit, Saturday.
May 10.
Mary Dinsmore,
President
Tlie radio offered by the Sons of
American Legion Drum Corps is to
be awarded to D. Chapman, who
may have it by calling at HouseSherman's and presenting his
certificate.

DANCING
EVERY SATURDAY NITE
At

GLEN COVE

Two and cne-half months have was a wreck after the disaster. I
^lapsed since the steamship Man When tliat arrived we spent two
more days at Miami Beach, ihen
hattan went ashore at West Palm drove to New Orleans, where we
3each, Fat . but the incident—if shipped the car, and proceeded to
such, it may be termed—will not Pasadena. Cal f. by rail.’’
;oon be forgotten by a Rockland
The Manhattan had a list of 20 ,
;ouple, Mr. and Mrs. Edward K. degrees, and the passengers were
Leighton, who had embarked cn obliged to walk down a long gang
the craft two days previously bound plank to board the launch from the
for California. Never in actual cutter. With a rough sea running
peril they speak of it new rather in the little boat bobbed around in a
terms of annoyance as an inter precarious manner and the debark
ruption to their Winter tour, and ing passengers had to watch their
of their personal belongings the step to avoid walking into space,
snly item not restored to them was as one woman d.d. A timely rescue
Mrs. Leighton’s typewriter.
was effected.
The Manhattan went on the
The Leightons were in Pasadena
Beach at 8 p. m. Jan. 12, with moon j two months, guests the while at the
and stars illuminating the South Huntington Hotel.
Precipitation
ern sky. The Leightons were in was the heaviest in more than half
the smoke room at the time, and a century, 40 inches of rain having
the first thought was tliat the fallen when the Rockland tourists
.teamsliip had been struok by a left for home.
leavy sea. There was no mistak
The homeward journey, by mo
ing the character of the second tor was over the Southern route,
erash however. It threw Mr. Leigh featured by a number of interesting
ton about three feet against a chair, stops, the first of which was at the
and the impact sent Mrs. Leighton famous Carlsbad Caverns in New
full upon him.
Mexico.
The propellers churned about 20
The Blue Grass country in Ken
ninutes in a vain attempt to float tucky they found especially fasci- !
the craft, the only result being to noting, especially tlie visit to the j
ground it more firmly, 3C0 yards Joseph Widner horse farm in Lex
from the shore. The depth of wa ington, on whose 7500 acres were lo
ter there was 14 feet, and the Man cated a tan bark track, under cover,
hattan draws 33 feet.
a regulation race track, several
The 200 passengers packed their large stables, a horse cemetery iu
hand baggage and spent the night which repose the remains of some
leeping on chairs, couches or even of Mr. Widner’s famous race horses,
tlie floor. There was no panic, and the bronze statue of the sire
which was fortunate, for according of Man O’ War. In the flesh they
to Mr. Leighton, as told in his in saw Man o' War and War Admiral,
terview yesterday with a Courier- whose wonderful turf feats have
Gazette reporter not a single ship’s thrilled a nation.
officer came to offer reassuring
Passing through Virginia v,ithwords. When questioned they did out paying one's lespects to “Jimnot even deign to answer.
my”" McNamara was not to be
"We sat around until 10.30 the thought of, so at Hot Springs there
next morning,” said Mr. Leighton, came in response to the Leighton’s '
"and were told by the purser to b.dding Mr. McNamara and his
pack our baggage as we would be nephew, John McInnis, to be their
taken ashore. Debarkation did not dinner guests.
j
begin however until 1.30 p. m, a
The honieward journey was accom- '
Coast Guard cutter anchored a mile plished under perfect weather con- '
away sending a launch which would ditions, with only tlie tiniest rain- i
take 17.
storm to dampen the windshield,
“As was customary in cases of the Leightons arriving here April,
this kind it was “women and chil 16.
dren first,' but Mrs. Leighton would
Mr. Leighton expressed interest
not consent to go until I did, and in the Legislative controversy over 1
it was 9 p. m., 25 hours after the the matter of taxation.
Manhattan struck that we were
In New Orleans he says, cigarets
taken off—the last beat but one to are 25 cents a package, five cents
leave the steamship. Only seven for State tax, and five cents for
passengers then remained aboard. city tax.
J
We reached the shore at 10 p. m.,
Mr. Leighton has no hesitancy
and in common with the other pas abcut declaring himself in favor of
sengers, were taken to the Biltmore a sales tax. He says that 27 States
Hotel. We remained there a day have it, the rate in California be
and a half until our baggage arrived. ing 3 percent including a 3 percent
“Because we had friends at Miami tax on cooked foods. He would
Beach we went there to stay until not favor such a tax on foods ob- i
we could get our motor car, which tained at groceries.

Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Conant have
returned from a trip to Wallaston,
Mass., where they were guests of
Cigaret Tax Becomes Law their daughter, Mrs. Walter Fickett
while Mr. Conant visited the Bos
—Gasoline Tax Bill
ton clothing market.

At The Capitol

NOW IS THE TIME!

S. E. EATON

Beano at G.A R. hall Monday
2.15. Dcor prize and free specials
—adv.

AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY INSURANCE
*» REDUCED
(ANNUAL PREMIUMS)

HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES

Effective May 1st, 1941

Admission 35c and I5c, plus tax
117Stf

CLASS A 1 RISKS—PRIVATE PASSENGER CARS

LET ME DO YOUR LANDSCAPING ! !
the perfect touch needed to distinguish your home

SPECIALIZING ON LAWNS
I CAN SAVE YOU MONEY !
Ort Pruning. Spraying and Lawn Service—Why take a chance
when you can get
GUARANTEED WORK DONE

CHARLES P. CLANCY
27 Traverse St.
Tel. 169-W
Rockland, Maine
♦ 27
NO JOB TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL
I

PRESIDENT’S OFFICIAL VISIT
A special meeting of Miriam Re
bekah Lodge was held Thursday
night for tlie official visitation of
Mrs. Melissa Brackett of Dixfield,
president of the Rebekah Assembly
of Maine. Other special guests
present besides Mrs. Brackett were
Mrs. Bill, acting marshal, also of
Dixfield, Mrs. Ena Hawkins of St.
George, district deputy president,
Mrs. Inez Crosby of Camden, past
assembly president and treasurer of
the A.R.A. and Luke S. Davis, past
grand representative of the Grand
Encampment. Miss Gertrude Heal
and Mrs. Agnes Wilbur were ad
mitted to membership. Guests were
present from Maiden Cliff Lodge of
Camden, and Mystic Lodge of War
ren. Mrs. Brackett presented the
lodge with a certificate of merit and
Mrs. Lurana Robinson, vice grand,
was presented a certificate of per
fection. A social hour was enjoyed
and refreshments served under the
direction of Mrs. Addie Brown, as
sisted by Mrs. Blanche Fales, Miss
Ruth Rogers and Mrs. Gladys Stud
ley. Miss Virginia Post, Mrs. Jessie
Snowman, Mrs. Ruth Benner, Mrs.
Lena Rollins and Miss Emma Hard
ing served. Preceding the meeting
the honor guests were entertained
at dinner at tlie Copper Kettle, ac
companied by several other mem
bers of the lodge.

At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)
Rev. E. O. Kenyon rector, the serv
ices for tomorrow will be appro
priate for the second Sunday after
Easter: Matins at 7.10; Holy Com
munion at 7.30; Church school at
Passed To Be Engrossed
9.30; Holy Eucharist and sermon
Legislature last night enacted an
The Boy Scouts are doing their at 10.30; Vespers at 7.30. Wednes
emergency £cenj. a pack cigarette share in the preparedness program day and Friday, Mass at 7.30 a. m.
tax bill designed to raise the major fcr emergency, and are working
hard cn signaling, both on semoAt the Universalst Church to
portion of funds necessary for ex phore and Morse code. This is in morrow at 10.40. Dr. Lowe will be
tended old age assistance. Tlie connection with the communications ; assisted in the service by one of
vote for final passage was: House group. Aga.n they are proving their the high-up officials of the Uni118 to13with 17 members absent; ; value to the community and have versahst Denomination, Rev.Charles
Senate. 25
to 0
Gov Sumner already held three meetings. Those H. Emmons of Boston, vice presi„
...
. . .
,
participating from Troop 202 are dent of the Universalist General
Sewall signed :t immediately.
, Cliftcn Hunt, Kenneth Hartzell/Convention. Mr. Emmons will deUnder provisions of the emer- Curtis Lindsey and Leslie Nelson; liver the sermon. Interested friends
OFFICE WANTED
gency clause, collection of
thetax Troop 203, Richard Simmons; Troop as well as members of the congreWanted
Office or Room suitable for
must be begun by June 1 and no 204, Charles Carr, Alfred Milks and gation are invited to hear Mr. EmNATUROPATH
icense or tax imposed by thebill' Joseph Mills. From Sea Scout ship ' mOns. The Church School will
Central
Location. Write—
n
no
rocuiiroH
»-»•»•
in
.
«
.
—
.
.
«
jail be required. prior to that date. : lied Jacket are Richard Spear, An- meet in the vestry at noon; Junior
RALPH II. AMES, N. D.
sen Olds, Roland Hayes and RobThe Senate concurred with the ert Smalley. They are working un- YP.C.U. at 5 30 p. m. and' Senior 76 Woodlawn Ave., Portland, Me.
Y.P.C.U. at 7.
50*51
cuse and passed to be engrossed ^er tlie direction of O. E. Wishman,
• • • •
a b.ll providing for a half-cent in- , skipper of the Red Jacket and his
“Stepping Up” is to be the sub
crease in tlie four-cents-a-gallon | lirst mate, J. A. 'Puff" Perry.
ject
of the sermon at the First
gasoline tax.
Baptist Sunday at 1030. A live
A companion measure providing
The white-breasted sea eagle, church school will meet at noon !
that tlie State take over mainten
WATER PIPES RENEWED
native
to the islands of the East with classes for all ages. The I
ance and snow removal on state-aid
AND WIRED OUT
and third-class roads also was en Indies, subsists almost entirely on Christian Endeavor Inspiration
NEW SEWERS LAID
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
grossed by both branches. Both be found in the waters of that re- hour will open at 6.15 o’clock. The
PLUGGED
measures will come up tlie expected a diet of sea snakes which are to people's evening service lasting 63
SEPTIC TANKS A CESSPOOLS
minutes will open at 7.30 with tne
final day of the current sess-on. gicn.
AND CEMENT WORK
prelude and big sing, assisted by
for enactment.
REPAIR
CELLAR WALLS
If national defense is to be an the instruments and choir. Mr.
Sponsors of the amendment esti
mated the additional gasoline levy all-out effort, the preservation— MacDonald will bring to a con
wculd wield $800,000 annually, yes, and the strengthening—of spir clusion his series of sermon's on
TEL. 11OT-R, ROCKLAND. ME.
specifically earmarked for the road itual and social values is impera “The Divine Plan of the Ages.'
tive.
maintenance pregam.
by discussing “The Final Act in j
• • • •
The Senate yesterday approved a
bill legalizing the sale cf hard
cider after adopting an amendment
preventing its sale in beer parlors.

Music By

I will gladly tali and Estimate Your Landscape Planting at
No Charge or Obligation

Amer.ca calls her sons. These
are testing days. Men of every
race and creed are marching
into service under tlie selective
draft. Young men leave their
families to serve the country
in these days of peril, and out
side the few rank isolationists,
there are few complaints. Deep
in the consciousness of most
Americans lies the conviction
that this Nazi cancer of super
racial egotism must be cut out
to save free men. This same
malady obtained 26 years ago
and' it was thought a cure had
been effected; then the disease
was headed’ by an all highest
Kaiser, who fled, leaving his
generals and armies to settle
as best they might. Now a
corporal paper hanger, raised
to great power, menaces man
kind. He is on his way out.
Millions of men, billions of
treasure, sufferings that can
never be computed lost to the
world by an inflated stubborn
race.
Here is as true a call as ever
came to a son of men. Rev.
Maurice S. Sheehy, D. D.. head
of the department of religious
education of Catholic Univer
sity announced that he was
joining the nation's armed
forces as a Navy Chaplain as
he could no longer 'be a “fence
sitter”.
My action is due. in part, to
the fact that a few weeks ago
I chanced to read in Dante’s
"Immortal Legacy to Culture” a
discretion of the fence sitters,
“the angels who refused to fight
either on tlie side of God or
Lucifer, who had lost their in
tellectual good.”
They were
isolationists, or as Dante said,
“they were for themselves only.”
Dr. Sheehy said he was in
favor of our National Defense
policy and all it implies, and
added that despite his Irish
blood, he was convinced tliat
England’s cause is the cause of
freedom of the United States of
America and of Christianity. He
is not content to be a “fence
sitter”.
A great Baptist minister said
to me as I came out of church,
“The Republican party will lose
its soul if it dees not change
its ways
He. too, is an Irish
man.
Fortunately Willkie, and not
Landon, speafcs for the soul of
the party, that under Lincoln
saved the body and soul of this
Republic.
—William A. Holman

Time.” Tlie choir will sing ab
both services There will be bap
tisms at this service. There is
no such thing as the right use of
a wrong thing.
• • • •
“Probation after death" is the
subject of the Lesson-Sermon that
will be read in all churches of
Christ, Scientist, throughout the
world, on April 27. The Golden
Text is: “God hath both raised up
the Lord, and will also raise up us
by his power" (I Corinthians 6:14>.
The citations from the Bible in
clude the following passages: "But
they were terrified and affrighted,
and supposed that they had seen a
spirit. And he said unto them. Why
are ye troubled? And why do
thoughts arise in your hearts? Be
hold my hands and my feet, that
it is I myself; handle me, and see;
for a spirit hath not flesh and
bones, as ye See me have” (Luke 24:
37-39).
• • • •
Sunday morning at tlie Little
field Memorial Church, the pastor.
Rev. C. A. Marstaller, will speak at
10.30 on “The Observant Christ.”
There will be special music. Sun
day-School follows at 1145 with
classes for all ages. At 4 o’clock
there will be a baptism in tlie First
Baptist Church. Young People’s
meeting at 6 o’clock with Lucy
Munro and Mary Studley as lead
ers . “Coming to Christ" will be tlie
subject used by the pustor for the
evening service at 7.15. Special
music will include a selection by tire
choir. Mid week praise and prayer
service Tuesday evening at 7 30.
The Iuadies Aid will meet Wednes
day evening with Mrs. Alfred Lord,
5 Bay View Square. Tlie annual
business meeting of the church will
be held Thursday evening at 7.30.
• • • •
At the Congregational Church,
Rev. Homer S. Huey of Bangor
will occupy the pulpit Sunday
morning at 10 30. Sunday School
will meet in the unified service as
usual. Comrades of the Way will
meet at 6.30 and the Pilgrim Fel
lowship at 8 p. m.
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CHAPTER XXI

Each night for a week past, Ben
ning had gone to sleep with a Joy
ous, rhythmic throbbing in his brain,
the echo of what to him was a glo
rious music. It was the music of
marching feet and of rolling trains
and caissons, music that conjured
up visions of a great day yet to
come.
What time he could find to himself
away from his duties at GHQ of
late afternoons, he spent on the
roads at the edge of Salt Lake listen
ing to that same refrain as it beat
from the heavy field shoes of march
ing infantry on their way to the
westward trains.
A beautiful sight were those
bronzed, strong bodies of men who
marched with slanted muskets or
sat upright in trucks behind their
rolling caissons. They showed their
long hard months of training, these
rugged youngsters; and their faces
were gravely radiant with a sol
dier's high morale as they faced the
west at last on the great adventure.
Texas and the Pacific states had
suflered unspeakable cruelties and
hardships under the heavy heels of
the invader. What wealth they had
was stripped to the bone, what en
ergies they had were harnessed
against their own country to aid
their armed oppressors.
There had been those months of
a reign of terror when cities within
range of the Atlantic were shelled.
IBombcrs rained the country’s great
cities with death, carrying their as
saults in the dark of the night far in
land to such cities as Chicago and
St. Louis, Cleveland, DeLolt, Cin
cinnati, Indianapolis.
Then had come the Van Hassek
demand. President Tannard him! self had insisted that Van Hassek be
allowed to present to the whole
I country his terms of peace. Over
all the networks, Van Hassek had
spoken for the Coalition Powers.
Peace could he had at the price
of Alaska, Hawaii, the right of un
restricted immigration, renunciation
of the Monroe Doctrine, Internation
alization of the Panama Canal.
Tannard’s voice came ringing
back now In Benning’s memory. An
answer to go down in history.
“I he United States asks no terms.
We mean to destroy the armies that
have invaded *our shores and then
we will hold to an accounting those
predatory powers that are responsi
ble for international brigandage.
That is our last word to our ene
mies, until you come before us on
your knees in the humility of utter
defeat! ”
There had been glorious days as
well, as the months drifted by.
There had been that day of two
months ago when the Third Army,
reorganized, reinforced, and invinci
ble, crashed down across Texas to
drive the invader south of the Rio
Grande.
Behind the passes ot the Rockies
there was formed this great army
whose fighting reserves now
marched into the west Long, pa
tient months this had taken, months
that had tried the courage and re
sources of the country.
Benning turned from his reflec
tions to the realities of headquar
ters. Dusk was falling, the skies
were filling with planes, planes that
pointed their noses to the west. The
vast caravan of men and guns
[moved on in its endless rhythm as
It emptied the huge training camps
of the Salt Lake Valley of their half
million men.
At headquarters he checked his
personal effects, musette bag, belt
and pistol, map-case, field-glasses,
raincoat, steel helmet. The buzzer
from Flagwill's desk rang at eight
o'clock. Flagwill was now a twostar general with the assignment
of chief of staff of the western group
of field armies.
“Smells to me like a crush note.”
Flagwill said, sniffing at a small lin
en envelope and handing it to Ben
ning “But since it came from Paris
in the diplomatic pouch and was
shot here from Washington by air
courier, it may have some impor
tance.”
Benning slit the envelope open
with a paper-knife. A message on a
single slip of paper, which bore no
signature, read:
“Mon Capitaine, I presume you
may know already that M. Bravot
is in your country under masquer
ade in the hope of redeeming him
self In Van Hassek’s favor,”
Benning passed the note to Gen
eral Flagwill and said, with a
thoughtful smile: “That note from
our little French girl startles me,
sir.
Rather a coincidence to re
ceive this just when Bravot has been
on my mind today. I’ve had a
hunch the fellow might be around
somewhere.”
Flagwill stood up and took from
tlie pocket of his coat a pair of sil
ver oak leaves. He handed them to
Benning and said: “Here's your new
Insignia of rank, Coton^L With
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A metallic click told him
weapon was empty.

affectionate best wishes.”
Shortly before nine o'clock, Ben
ning wound his way in Flagwill’s
sedan through the endless troop con
voys to the landing-field. In his dis
patch case were the secret orders
that would put Holling's Fourth
Army into the attack. Four planes
were lined up at the field to carry
as many field-officer couriers with
orders that would put the group of
four field armies into action.
Benning’s pilot, stiff and erect at
attention beside his fuselage, salut
ed punctiliously. In his present pre
occupation it was only Benning’s
long habit of sharp observation that
picked up the minor inconsistency
of a pilot with goggles fixed over
his eyes before he climbed to the
cockpit.
As Benning searched the pilot, he
saw the officer’s body stiffen. Ben
ning’s hand drove to his bolstered
service pistol as he picked out in
the moonlight his fellow’s profile.
The masquerader flashed into action
at the same instant. With swift,
even deliberation Bending leveled
his weapon and pressed the trigger.
Bravot sank to the ground.
Pilots and ground crew rushed
up. Benning leaned over the fallen
man and stripped off the goggles.
Floodlights were switched on. a hur
ried search made for Captain
Trench, pilot of the plane. Trench’s
body was found in the shadow of a
near-by hangar, a knife thrust
through his heart.
Benning hastily searched Bravot’s
uniform. In a canvas dispatch case
he found cleverly counterfeited or
ders for a prompt withdrawal of
three divisions from an important
salient in enemy lines east of Sac
ramento.
In the small hours of the morning,
Eenning’s plane put him down at
Carson City. A military automo
bile took him north aro«nd Lake Ta
hoe, thence west into the slopes of
the Sierras.
Columns plodded on, silent shad
ows in the night, an endless cara
van of men moving to the front.
Daybreak was close at hand when
he reached the Fourth Army’s ad
vance command post.
The army commander took the
dispatch from Benning. broke the
seal, and read with a visible tighten
ing of jaws.
“Very good,” he said. “This is
Just what I’ve been waiting for—my
army is itching to jump off.”
From the distance heavy artillery
grumbled at the dawn, its vibra
tions tossed from mountain to moun
tain in a dull, ominous monotone of
sound.
In front of them the invader held
the superiority of strength in the
present moment. But Van Hassek’s
air force no longer commanded the
skies and his espionage system east
of the Cascades and Rockies had
been snuffed out by firing squads.
Benning worked feverishly to ac
quaint himself with the intimate de
tails of enemy strength, morale, and
dispositions. In five days a million
men would be ready to attack. Be
hind that mighty cavalcade of
trained fighting men, another half
million were in the final stages of
seasoning for battle, and could be
pushed forward when the need for
them arrived.
The Fourth Army was shaping it
self to attack to the south and west
Whatever the cost, it was to push its
way past Sacramento and cut the
Van Hassek forces in twain. Simul
taneously the First, Second, and
Fifth Armies would press forward
with a vigor tlrat would prevent Van
Hassek from centering his reserves
against the Fourth. Upon the ad
vantages of the first few weeks of
action would depend the final
massed attacks that were aimed
to sweep the invader into the
Pacific.
Dawn of the day of attack came
with a roar of artillery that shook
the skies down a three-hundred-mile
front Old-timers vowed that not
even the Argonne witnessed such
volcanic wrath of artillery. Light,
medium, and heavy artillery pound
ed the Van Hassek trenches for an
hour and In its wake came the iiifantry waves pushing relentlessly
ahead in the first red welter of the
tortuous miles to »the sea.
On a day, after crimson weeks,
that Benning flew in reconnaissance
over Sacramento, the first Ameri
can waves were at last on the edge
of the city. A heavy pall of smoke
told that the invader had abandoned
the city in flames, indication that he
meant to hold farther to the west
rather than trust here to counter
attacks. That told Benning. too,
that the Van Hassek lines to the
north and south would be drawn
back.
Benning’s pulse surged as he
viewed from the skies heavy enemy
columns marching to the west from
Sacramento to take up. some new
strategic disposition. The spectacle
seemed to yffulito Hague’s proiphe-
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Here is a picture reminiscent of
coopering activities at the North
End, 30 years ago.
Front row, sitting, left to right—
Osgood Blake, Ferd Clapp, Fred

Reed, E. H. Philbrick, Sidney Oxton,
Ferd Thcmas, Eugene Cates, George
Post, Ferd Larrabee, George Camp
bell G. O. Wentworth.
First row, standing — Calvin

WALDOBORO

WARREN
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Miss Alice Craig of Cambridge,
Mass,, is guest of Miss Elizabeth
Genthner.
Miss Sara Ashworth and Miss
Natalie Ruggles of St. Johnsbury,
Vt., are visiting Miss Ashworth's
parents. Dr. and Mrs. T. C. Ash
worth.
Mrs. Albert Benedict of Montclair,
N. J. is spending a few days at
her Summer home at Medomak
Fred L. Burns and Alton Winchenbach were business visitors
Monday in Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Rackliffe and
son George of Mansfield, Mass., and
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Benner of
Rockland were visiters Sunday at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Osborne
Welt.
Mrs. Jennie Benner and Mrs.
Louise Jackson visited Wednesday
in Rockland.
Brigadier General George M.
Carter. Adjutant General of Maine,
will address the Lincoln-Sagadahoc
County Ccuncil of the American
Legion Sunday night. The sub
stance of his address will be con
cerned with tlie “Cooperation of
Civil Organizations with National
Defense in the State. The meeting
will be held at the Grand Army
hall at 8 o’clock. An invitation is
extended to the members of all
other civic organizations and other
citizens who are defense-minded.
The address will be preceded by a
brief program.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Gray attend
ed a joint meeting of the Legion
and Auxiliary at Wiscasset, Wed
nesday at which Mr. Gray, who is
adjutant of the Waldoboro Post,
spoke on the topic of "Education
and Child Welfare.''
Mrs. Margaret Ford, teacher at
the Feyler’s Corner School, Is a
patient at Knox Hospital. Mrs. A.
D. Grav ts substituting for her.
Architect's sketches and specifi
cations are in preparation for re
modeling or repair work on the
Brick School building. One of sev
eral proposals will probably be se
lected by the town after the prac
ticability and costs have been deermined.

There will be no regular services
at the Methodist Church Sunday.
Sunday School will be held at 11.45.
Virgil Hinckley of Searsport has
been recent guest of Mrs. Hinckley
at Open Gates.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Staples of
Monmouth have been recent visitors
at Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gerry’s.
Mrs. Charles Sewall of Wiscasset
was a caller in town Wednesday.
William Jameson, U. of M. is
spending the weekend at his home
here.
Miss Dorothy Creamer, R. N.. of
Portland was overnight guest Thurs
day of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Milton Creamer.
Mrs. Louis Martin entertained
Thursday night Mrs. William Free
man, Mrs. Alphie Ponsant and
Miss Laura Creamer.
Mrs. Mary Costello and Miss
Helen Perkins of Hartford, Conn ,
have been spending a few days in
town.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Butters of
Cambridge. Mass., have been recent
guests of Miss Grace Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Miller and
son Stephen, and Sumneg Hancock
dined Wednesday night at Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Gerry's. Mrs. Gerry
was hostess Friday afternoon to the
Mending Club.
Mystic Rebekah Lodge will ob
serve visiting officers' night Mon
day.
The Haippy-Go-Luckies 4-H Club
will give the annual parents’ night
entertainment and demonstration at
7 o’clock Tuesday night at town hall.
Mrs Annie Flint of Passagrille
Beach. Fla., has been visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Hastings.
Services Sunday at the Baptist
Church will be: at 10 30 “Back to
Work.’’ and at 7, the Seventh
Commandment, "Thou Shalt Not
Steal.’’ Church school will meet
at 12.
The B.Y.P.U. will meet Monday
night at 7 o'clock at the Pleasant
ville Rural School House.
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Gray re
turned home Monday from a visit
of a few days in Waterville with
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Gray.
Mrs. A. P. Gray was honored Fri
day at a dinner party held in
Rockland at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Newbert, for her
birthday anniversary. Other guests
present were A P. Gray and Mrs.
George Gray of this town. Mrs.
A. P. Gray received many nice
gifts.

FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. William Sheriff and
daughter Alice of Quincy, Mass’.,
and James Cook, Jr., of Wollaston,
Mass., were weekend guests of Capt.
and Mrs. Melvin Lawry.
Mrs. Anda Monroe of Thomaston
and Raymond Careter are engaged
in caring for James Murphy who
has been ill several months.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Carter have
returned from a business trip to
Boston.
Mrs. Mabel Beale was hostess
Tuesday afternoon to the Red Cross.
Gertrude Oliver was dinner guest
Tuesday of Mrs. Blanche Wallace.
Capt. and Mrs. Lew Wallace en
tertained friends Wednesday at the
Morton cottage in East Friendship
Supper and social evening were en
joyed.
cy, bring nearer the day of fulfill

ment
Dark months lay ahead; many,
many men yet must die, and the
country’s stamina would be tested
to the last fiber of its strength. But
for Benning there were no doubts.
The dawn would come, that glorious
dawn of the day when he had vowed
for himself a glorious adventure.
On that day he meant to wing his
way to the north again whence had
come those fierce shadows in the
fog. There he would see their sur
vivors as they melted back into the
Pacific before the mighty vengeance
of our massed valor.

(THE END^
- ---
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Richards, Albert Newhall, Frank
Storer, Fred Ames, George Carr,
Frank Cargill, Evander Turner,
Leslie Brown, Frank Staples, ----Thompson.

Back row—Fred George, George
Thorndike, Albert Cables, Earl
Stevens, ------ Robinson, Alabama
Gross, James Simmons, George
Turner. Charles Wellington.—Photo
loaned by E. H, Philbrick.

Kathryn Maxey; nothing below B.,
Leona Jones and Curtis Tolman;
juniors, four A's. Catherine Wren;
three A’s Richard Burgess and
Charlotte Moore; nothing below B.
Glenice French, Lowell Moody,
Evelyn Smith; sophomores, three
A's, Ann Norwood, Dorothy Sim
mons; nothing below IB. Lois Bazemore, Leona Sidelinger, Edward
Barrett; freshmen, four A’s, Mary
Drewett; nothing below B, Frank
Barrett and Ethel Wotton.
Attorney Jerome C. Burrows of
Rockland was speaker Friday at
an assembly.
The big date has just been an
nounced for the Hobby Exhibition,
which will be held May 21. in the
Andrews Block. The doors will
be open from 8.45. to 6. In charge
of the displays will be: Airplane
Models, Frank Barrett; Press Club,
Mary Drewett and Edward Barrett;
Camera Club, Madeleine Haskell;
Scrap Books, Charlotte Moore;
Sewing Club, Leona Jones; Radio,
'Leon Mathews and Lowell Moody;
Student Council, Bowdoin Miller.
The purpose of the exhibition is
to show the citizens the material
results of extra curricular activi
ties, and to explain them by ver
bal demonstration.
Coming events are: May 2, Ex
change Assembly at Rcckport; May
9, a round table discussion by the
speech class; May 30, Memorial
Day, holiday; June 1, Baccalau
reate; June 5, graduation.

SOUTH THOMASTON

Congregational Committees
Mrs, Marv Moore, president of
the Congregational Indies’ Circle
has announced these committees
for the church fair to be held
Aug. 14:
Fancy work, Mrs. Eleanor Barrett,
Mrs. Edna Overlock, Mrs. Katie
Starrett, Mrs. Abbie Newbert, Mrs.
Ruby Kailoch and Mrs. Pearl Ord
way; aprons, Mrs. Gertrude Hahn,
Mrs. Elizabeth Munsey, Mrs. Edna
Moore. Mrs. Lula Cunningham, Mrs.
Alzada Simmons.
Cooked food. Mrs. Evelyn Robin
son, Mrs. Laura Starrett, Miss
Frances Spear, Mrs. Flora Peabody,
Mrs. Olive Boggs and Mrs. Helen
Maxey.
Miscellaneous, Mrs. Grace Sim
mons, Mrs. Belle Walker, Mrs. Mar
tha Brigham, Mrs. Grace Campbell,
Miss Eda St. Clair, and Mrs. Mattie Emerson.
Grabs, Mrs. Lillian Mathews, Mrs.
Mildred Berry, Miss Rosa Spear,
Mrs. Katherine Moody, Miss Raychel Emerson and Mrs. Mildred
Starrett.
Candy, Mrs. Willis Vinal, Mrs.
Alice MacDougall, Mrs. Julia Watts.
Mrs. Flora McKellar, Mrs. Pearl
Boggs, and Mrs. Gertrude Starrett.
Decorations, Mrs. Nancy Clark,
Mrs. Anna Starrett, Mrs. Alice
Mathews, and Mrs. Alice Watts.
Entertainment, Mrs. Eleanor Pip
kin. Mrs. Carrie Wyilie, Mrs.
Marion French, Mrs. Ethel Griffin,
Mrs. Marjorie Spear.
Supper, Mrs. Carrie Smith, Mrs.
Corinne Perkins. Mrs. Jessie Walker,
Mrs. Marjorie Spear, Mrs. Eleanor
Pipkin, Mrs Adelaide Norwood,
Miss M. Grace Walker, Mrs. Ruth
Philbrook, Miss Lillian Russell, Mrs.
Eva Perry, Mrs. Hda Russell, Mrs.
Mary Halligan.

High School Activities
(By Gloria Haskell)
Members of the Camera Club are
preparing for Exhibition Day, May
21. New material has been bought
such as printer, dryer, paper and
tongs, with the help of the Stu
dent Council. Club members are
learning to develop their own films.
Under the direction of Miss Hay
den. the girls of the softball team
are making jumpers and shorts.
There will be light blue to
LICENSE NOTICE
match their hats, and are uniforms
The Licensing Committee of the
to be worn in the soft ball games. City
Council of the City of Rockland,
The ninth edition of the “Tat hereby gives notice that the said Li
censing Committee will hold a pub
tler.’’ will be out April 28.
lic hearing in the City Council Rooms
T. C. Stcne of Rockland and Mr. at City Hall, on Wednesday, the thir
tieth day of April. A. D. 1941. at sevenLowe of Belfast showed the pic thirty o'clock In the afternoon. East
Standard Time, for the purpose
ture. “Challenge of the Hurri ern receiving
applications for licenses
cane,'’ Friday at assembly. This of
which shall be Issued by the Muni
Officers of the City of Rockland
showed the damage the hurricane cipal
for the ensuing year.
did to poles and wires, and how
Persons having ojectlons to the
of any of said licenses, will
help came from every state to Issuing
be given full opportunity then and
there to be heard In the matter.
erect them again.
FRANCIS D ORNE
Principal DeVeber has
an
RAYMOND C. PERRY.
nounced these honor students in
Licensing Committee of the
City Council.
the last ranking period: Seniors,
Rockland. Maine, April 19. 1941.
four A’s, Madeleine Haskell, and
50-51

Miss Susie Sleeper is spending a
vacation with her sister Miss Helen
Sleeper in Bridgewater, Mass.
Staff Serg. Austin Ripley of Hickam Field, Hawaii, arrived home
Tuesday to speno furlough with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ripley.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bowers and
daughter, Mrs. Ava McDonald of
<
Winthrop. Mass., were recent guests
of Mrs. Victoria Clement.
Mrs. Eva Sleeper and Miss Eliza
beth Till were In town during the
week to prepare their home for
occupancy. They will return next
week for the season.
Miss Mary Sleeper is on vacation
from teaching in Bangor, and is at
her home here.
Mrs. Laura Ritterbush of Camden
was guest Tuesday of Miss Mary
Bartlett.
At the People's Methodist Church,
Sunday, the service was an afterEaster program in charge of Miss
Hazel Lane, evpressed in the Bible
story and with Easter songs. The
Young People's Choir sang very ef
fectively, “There is a Green Hill
Far Away.” Mrs. Lotta Crowley
was elected as teacher of the Young
People’s Class, taking the place of
Mrs. Bernice Sleeper, who is very
ill. In the evening the Christian
Youths’ Association went to South
Hope to take part in an Easter
play, "The First Easter Morning.”
The worship service tomorrow is in
charge of Mrs. Ermine Tyler, and
begins at 10, daylight saving time.

ROCKVILLE
School has been closed this week
and will be resumed Monday. Some
of the pupils have been "celebrat
ing" their vacation by having chick
en pox.
Donald Moran of Hyde Park has
returned home after passing the
Easter vacation with his grandpar
ents, Mr. and Mrs. John S. Ranlett.
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Sherer spent
Patriot’s Day with Mr. and Mrs.
Charles A. Sherer in Brunswick.
They had as guests Tuesday Mrs.
J. F. Jaseph of Fitchburg, and Mrs.
Edith Follansbee of Rockland. Mrs.
Maurice R Clough of Boston is
now their guest.
E. H. Perry has been in Lewiston
on business this week.
Mrs. Fannie Brewster has re
turned to her home here after pass
ing the Winter with her daughter
Miss Emma Brewster in Bedford,
Mass.
Kenneth Thurston has employ
ment with the Rockland & Rock
port Lime Co.
Cards have been received from
the O’Jala twins who are having
the trip to Washington with other
members of the Senior class of
Rockport High School bearing the
message, "Having a wonderful time
but It is rather hot.”
STATE OF MAINE
CITY OF ROCKLAND
A hearing will be held at the City
Hall In the City of Rockland, on Mon
day, May 5. 1941 at 6.30 o'clock E.S T.
In the afternoon, by the municipal
officers, on the application of the
Samoset Company at Rockland Break
water for a ilcense to sell splrltuoua
and vinous liquors.
All persons may appear to show
cause. If any they may have, why said
application, should not be approved
by the municipal officers
Dated at Rockland, this sixteenth
day of April. A. D 1941.
Attest:
E R KEENE.
City Clerk.
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Pink

Red DOROTHY PERKINS,

GRUSS AU TEPLITZ,

Yellow AVIATOR BLERIOT,

Yellow

ETOILE DE HOLLAND,

Red BLUE RAMBLER, Violet-Blu
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Pink BABY RAMBLER,
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FORSYTHIA
HYDRANGEAS
SNOWBALL

£

In Everybody’s Column TO LET
Advertisements in this oolumn no*
to exceed three lines Inserted once foi
25 cents, three tlmee for 50 cents. Ad
ditions! lines five cents each for on*
time, 10 cents for three times. Plv*
small words to * Uns.

FOR SALE
FARM for sale, 20 minute ride from
Rockland. 130 acres. 50 acres field, re
mainder pasture, woodlot and timber.
Excellent well and spring Trout brook
runs through pasture. House, 8 rooms,
slate roof; barn 90 x40' Tie-up for 20
head of cattle, buildings could not
be replaced for $10,000. Owner unable
to carry on this large farm
Will sell
for $2,750
L A THURSTON. Old
County. Rd Tel 1159____________ 50 52
SEVERAL modern houses for sale. 5
to 10 rooms, desirable locations. Price
from $1500 to $5500. These properties
can be financed. If you have suitable j
down payment.
L. A THURSTON,
Old County Rd., Tel 1159_________ 50 52

SMALL clean rent with bath to ir<
garage and garden If desired Call at
19 GREEN ST . Thomaston.
50*56
COTTAGE to let. located on St
George River. Me., near Rockland Me
furniture and cottage new. three bed
rooms. living room with fireplace
writing and bathroom, kitchen, gairage. boat, marvelous for seekltiu
quiet
References required
MRS
ELIHU B
WASHBURNE Glenmere
Me
________________________ 50*52
LARGE pleasant front room to let.
suttbale for two persons; has 2 closet-,
Central location. 16 Walker Place TEI
42-M______________________ 50-52

4- ROOM furnished apartment to let
heat, lights, hot and cold water toilet
place for garden. $5 week
SHOLFs
FARM, 420 Old County Rd_______50*52
TEN AMENT to let. six rooms, bath
and garage at 52 Pleasant St Newlv
finished Inside Inquire at 12 MYRTLE
ST.________________________________ 49*51

FURNISHED apartment to let at
283 Main St. V. F STUDLEY Tri
LARGE tee refrigerator for sale, very I 1154 or Tel, 330.__________________ 48-“
suitable for country store on some
farm where Ice is available. It came
FURNISHED 3-room apartment with
from an A. & P. market which sun porch to let at 5 drove St.; al’o 7changed to electricity. Original cost room house and garage at 27 Chestnut
$210 For sale very low. H W LOOK. St. ISADORE GORDON. Tel 299-W
Tel. 703
49 51 _ __________________________________ 43-tf

SEPARATOR for sale; 2 oil brooders;
Nesco roaster; oil stove and oven;
small electric water heater.
TEL.
1199- WK
49*51

FOUR-room heated apt to let. auto
matic hot water. At 15 Summer St
H M FROST. Tel, 318-W_______ 39-If

LIBERTY fisherman 14-ft. for sale;
16-ft. canoe, also sponson; 21-ft. In
board boat; new dory 13 ft.: two lad
ders, 16 and 20 ft.; cook stove; two
parlor heaters; two heifers, two and
one year. KENNETH KNIGHT, Rock
port_______________________________ 48*50

WANTED

Mrs. Mary N Mcnaglm
Cove and her brother i
Hawkins of Pasadena, c
been visiting Mr. and M
Monaghan at the h
on Giten’s Island.
A band meeting will i
Firemen’s hall Tueiclay n.
ceeded by supper at 6.
L. W. Lane. Walter H
is in charge of the clam
Mrs. Angus Hcnnigai
Thursday frem Rcckh.i:
with Mr. Hennigar she i
Winter.
Mrs.
Murray Zwick
Thursday to Slonii
jelatives befo e returnii.
ton.
Mrs. Ernest Conway 1
relatives in Portland
Bruce Orindl? has en
in Bangor.
The Knit-W.ts met
night with Mrs. Eliza
son.
Mrs. Hcrce Cccmbs . n
ter Bertha of Rockland i
guests the past week (
Mrs. Emile Coombs
Unicn Church Orel
large attendance Thui
housekeepers being M
Calderwood. Mrs. Ivan (
MTs. Rebecca Arey, M:
min Patrick
Miss Sara Bunker
Mazie Quaekenbush ol i:
N. 4-, are guests of M
parents Mr and Mi
Bunker.
Monica Swears recei.
brated her ninth bit tin
home of her parents M:
George Swears, by ir.
nine girl friends, i Ga:|
played end luncheon
sandwiches and threi
day cakes, cne made b
grandmother, Mrs. Jan.i
The hostess riceived in
Tlie feature of the pa
surprise to Monica’s mot
the group of girls sana
rite song "In Old Wyomii
present were: Jane Slue
Skcog, Deris Skoog. Pati
Phyll s Bogren, Ann
Connie Phillips and Ada
In the shew window
store is a miniature re
of an cld salamander
used in the granite in
the Bod well Granite C
made toy Charles Ncwbo
The One O’clock <
Thursday night with Mr
Fred Cocmbs.
Union Church Sum.
meets at 10 tomorrow.
11. Jchn Whittington i
in the absence of tlie p
ia attending the Metho

FURNISHED apartment to let at
41-tf
MORSE built 30 ft by 8 ft power ^00 Unloq St. LEOLA ROSE
boat for sale. GROVER C WALLACE.
OFFICE
to
let,
centrally
located,
Matinlcus. Me.
49*51
steam heated, low rental. TEL. 133
EIGHT-piece oak dining room set ____________________________________40-51
for sale
Inquire L. B WARDWELL.
FOUR unfurnished rooms to lei
12 Jacobs Ave., Camden.
49-54
with sun porch and toilet. Inquire
PIGS for sale. Yorkshire. Chester. 12 Knox St.. TEL 156-W
31 tf
GLEASON HILL FARM, Tel. 4-5,
ROOM
to
let
at
15
Grove
St.
MRS
Union.
49*51
FLORA COLLINS, Tel. 579-W
39-tf
FEW shares of Knox Woolen Co.
5- ROOM tenement with bath to let
stock for sale. Can accept or reject
bids. Send, bids to "B" care of Cou Newly renovated. Opposite Maine Cen
tral
Station. Rent reasonable. Inquire
rier-Gazette.
49*51
M. ARMATA. The Men's Shop, Main
UPRIGHT piano for sale at 15 Ocean <Sc Park Sta., Rockland.
39-tf
St. Apply to MRS SAVILLE. at Mrs
Marshall's. 9 Ocean St.
49-51

STRAWBERRY plants for sale, at
Olencove. W C. LUFKIN, R D.. Rock
land. Tel. 44JL___________________ 48*50
DARK loam for sale, first class, de
livered RICHARD MAKIE. Tel. 553-M
West_ Meadow Rri.______________ 48*59
ELBL'ITCIC range for sale; also 2
mattresses, one new. one used and a
$30 linoleum border at 1 3 cost. Apply
ANZALONE BARBER SHOP. 477 Main
St.. City.
22*24
ROUND oak white enamel wood or
coal stove for sale, electric plates on
end. Call after 6 p m. week days.
P A. SIMMONS. 32 Shaw Ave., Rock
land. Me.
48-50
IRON Age Potato Planter for sale;
also harness and other farming tools
M LOFMAN, Rockville, Me
48*50
1937 FORD coupe for sale, good con
dition. not used for 2 years. A real
buy—only $210 TEL. Warren 3 41 48 tf
RICH dark loam for sale for flower
gardens and lawns. Delivered Small
amount of loam can be bought at
residence for house plants. WILLIAM
ANDERSON. West Meadow Rd . Rock
land, Tel 1245.
46*51-tf
FARM. 41'i acres for sale. 7-room
house, bam. garage, good well, elec
trie pump and lights, gravel pit. fine
wood lot. same lumber 20 acres, blue
berries. fine buildings
Price $2100
V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St.. Tel
1154 or 330.___________________
45-tf
40-ACRE farm for sale In Washing
ton, wood and lumber Would exchange
for property In Thomaston or Rock
land. C. M OVERLOCK 135 Holmes
St., Tel. 774-M____________________ 44-tf
Hard wooaper foot, fitted, $150?
Sawed. $1.40; long, |1.30. M. B.
C O
PERRY. Tel, 487,__________________ 3j)-Yf

A

hard .c**1' ®W. atovs. nut

14.50 per ton, del. Household soft coal
i per ton. del Nut else New River soft
not screened $9 ton del. M B. it C.
O PERRY. 519 Main St., Tel.'487 39-tf

MISCELLANEOUS

notice- -This Is to state that
Harold B. Kaler of Washington. Me
has been appointed sales representlve
f°t us in Knox County and adjacent
KALAMAZOO STOVE A
°°' W H Owen- Auguwta
Branch Mgr
51-53
STATE OF MAINE
SEWING machine* oiled and adCITY OF ROCKLAND
^building a specialty.
47*49
A hearing will be held at the City BOX 254. Rockport
Hall In the City of Rockland. May 5. „„99°D J?om* for a(?e<l persons or In
1941 at 6 30 o'clock E.S T. In the after valids.
Practical nursing experience
noon. by the municipal officers, on References
MRS WILLARD HALL.
the application of the Samoset Com- Warren. Tel 57-11,
50-52
>any at Rockland Breakwater for a
Icense to sell malt liquors.
Want Vim? StlmuAll person may appear to show cause, lanta In Ostrex Tonic Tablets pep up
^ln5 VlUni'n B-I. Iron CalIf any they may have, why said ap
plication should not be approved by
Introductory alee
only 35c Call, write C. H MOOR &
the municipal officers.
Dated at Rockland, this sixteenth CO., and all other good drug stores
day of April, A. D. 1941.
39*51
Attest:
i.
5*
ll
*bl«
hair
good*
at
RockB. R KEENE.
Kafr Store. 24 Elm eR. Mall orders
City Clerk. solicited.
H. O. RHODER, Tel. 519-J
5OA-53

f

41Stf)

I WO pressmen wanted for dry clean
ing department
Applv PEOPIE 3
LAUNDRY. 17 Limerock Ft.______ 50*51

BOY. high school age want'd t >
work few evenings a week Good pav
Apply "M S." % Courier Gazette
_______________________________ 50J2

f'S

WAN fEn To Buy: A 7-9 room house
with barn or garage In or near Re kland. Give location, full description
with photo and price Write "J" car'1
Courier-Gazette office.
50-51

GIRL wanted for general house
work and care of email child
MR’
LEIGH, 558 Main Bt.. Tel 503
49 51
Two experienced waitresses wsntct
a£ HOTEL ROCKLAND__________ 49-50
MIDDLE aged man wanted for llgh:
farm work few cows, one hor'e. Ot'<'
that can drive car if necessary BOX
41. Damariscotta Mills. Me.
49*54
POSITION wanted ss housekeeper
or practical nurse.
Write "T" ctue
Couiler-Gazette.
49-51
I want a home, will buy. rent cr
board
Write C. C GOVE Gen De
Boston. Mass.________________
49*51
DROPHEAD typewriter desk wanted
In good condition. State price and
size
MRS MELVIN WOOD. Belfast
R.F.D. 4
49*51
MALE, Instruction. Ambitious ttirn
who would like to become expert Weld
ers
We will train you quickly m
spare hours to hours to qualify i' r
Jobs In Aircraft. Shipbuilding and
other essential Industries Men trained
In gas and arc welding have stead
work, top wages Training include’
actual shop practice. Free placemen*
servloe. Write for facts
UTILITIP'
INST., care Courier-Gazette
48 ’59
UPRIOHT piano In good condition
wanted, plain case preferred
MAINE
MU8IC CO- Tel 708._________
44-'£
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
called for and delivered T. J FIRM*
ING, 19 Birch St . Tel. 212-W
34-n

Eggs And Clucks
READY to lav pullets for sale t:
each
EMILE LAINE. North Cuahm50*11
CLEMENTS Red Chicks and Clemcross pullet chicks are available ' r
shipment during April and May Hi”
not have the most profitable strs.n
at reasonable prices? Hatched In tlie
best equipped sanitary hatcher? In
the State. Personal attention to even
order. Send a postal card for free 16page Illustrated cntalog and price lift
Tel. Winterport 39-24 collect for ru*i)
orders.
CLEMENTS BROS FARMS
Winterport. Me.

Buick SPECL
OVLDN’

W

distance
to race wit

clamped on It
Yet, in a sens)
to that happe
that lacks lh
pound Carhu|

For your engi
quantities of
line before it

But singlc-c.d
terns can han|
of air*
To that extef
It inc has a
limitation on J
operation.

f Optional

WANTED
HOUSEKEEPER
Must be able to take care of children

TKL. 44, THOMASTON
Or Call at 30 Knox St., ThoinaaWn

WHEt

r Every-Other-Day '

I

' Evcry-Other-Day
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MRS. OSCAR o. lank
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Phone 558

Mr- Mary N. Monaghan ctf Lcng
Cove and her brother Edward E.
Hawkins of Pasadena, Calif..Ahave
bem visiting Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Monaghan, at the lobster pflu’.Ml
on Gi ten’s Island.
A band meeting will be held at
p,remen’s hall Tuesday night, preI ceeded by supper at 6. chairman
I l W. Lane. Walter H. Ingerson
i is in charge of the clam diggers.
Mrs Angus Hennigar returned
I Thursday from Rcckland where
I with Mr. Her.nigar the passed the
I Winter.
Mis. Murray Zwicker Went
Thursday to Stonington to visit
Lf . itivts befo.e returning to-Bos

ngland Grown
ar Guaranteed

**

ton.

LIMBERS

Pink

PF.RKINS,

BLERIOT,

Yellow

VIBI.ER.

Violet-Elu-

MBLER,

Re I

N PILLAR. frlmo'i
Red

ACQUET,

;ci SHRUBS
• FYSVCKLE

DRSYTIIIA
DRANGEAS
NOVYBALL

(an rent with hath to let
Harden If desired. Call at
•T Thomaston.
50*56
to let. located on St
•Me near Rockland. Me
tl cottage new. three bedig room with fireplace,
bathroom, kitchen garmarvelous for seeking
rrences
required.
MRS
WASHBURNE
Glenmere.
_____________ 50*52

*asant front room to let.
two persons; has 2 closets
Ion, 16 Walker Place. TET,
__________________ 50-32
irnished apartment to let
hot and cold water, toilet.’
irdi-n. $5 week
SHOLFS
>ld County Rd______ 50*52

to let, six rooms, bath
at 52 Pleasant St Newlv
le Inquire at 12 MYRTLE
___________________ 49*51
apartment to let at
V. F STUDLEY, Tel
330 __________________ 48-tf
3-room apartment with
let at 5 Orove St.; also 7iml garage at 27 Chestnut
B GORDON, Tel 299-W
____________
43-tf

Mrs Ernest Conway Is guest of
I rein lives in Portland.
B. uce Grindla has employment
! in Bangor.
The Knit-W.ts met Tuesday
i i.;;ht with Mrs. Elizabeth David
son
Mrs. Horce Cccmbs and tlaugli| ter Bertha of Rockland have been
guf.-ts the past week of Mr.> and
Mr Emile Coombs.
Unicn Church Circle had a
large attendance Thursday the
keepers being Ms. Austin
Cuiderwood. Mrs. Ivan Calderwocd.
Mr- Rebecca Arey. Mrs. Benja
min Patrick.
Miss Sara Bunker and Miss
M izie Quackenbush of Ridgewood.
N J are guests of Miss Buhker’s
parents Mr .and Mrs. Nelsen
Bunker.
Monica Swears recently cele
brated her ninth birthday at the
h me of her parents Mr. and Mrs.
George Swears, by tntertaining
nme girl friends. ■ Games were
plaved and luncheon included
- indwiches and three large birthhav cakes, cne made by her great
grandmother, Mrs. James- Gregory.
The hostess received many gifts.
Tlie feature of the party was a
‘urprise to Monica’s mother when
the group of girls sang her favo
rite -ing "In Old Wyoming’’. Those
present were: Jane Shields. Greta
S; og. Deris Skoog. Patricia Skoog,
Plivll s Bogren, Ann Robinson.
Ccnrfe Phillips and, Ada Dyer.
In the shew window cf a 1'ocal
store is a miniature reproduction
of an cld galamandcr, formerly
used in the granite industry by
tlie Bodwell Granite Co. It was
mac' by 'Charles Newbold.
The One O’clock Club met
Thursday night with Mr. and' Mrs.
Fred Cocmbs.
Union Church Sunday Schcol
meets at 19 tomorrow, worship at
II Jchn Whittington will preach
in the absence of the pastor, who
; attending the Methodist Confer-

heated apt to let. autoater
At 15 Summer St
Tel, 318-W.39-If

apartment to
I,EOLA ROSE

let at
41-tf

let. centrally located.
. low rental. TEL. 133.
_________________ 40-51

(urnlshed rooms to let
rch and toilet. Inquire
TEL. 156-W_________ 31-tf
ft at 15 Grove 8t.
■INS Tel, 579-W

MRS
39-tf

Not What “lister” Be

Cap’n Grimes who holds the keys
and the coins to a swell lobster
supper to wind up the season in
But “Old Man” Sanborn
all its steam, hot air and tobacco
Here Is a Story In Which
Led the Field In
smoke, and if Der Captain doesn t
“Swallows” Plan An
get busy at once he is liable to
Cascade Closeup
Active Part
have a full sized mutiny on his
In what was expected to be the hands. These bowlers have a lot
last game of the present season ' of patience in some things but Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette;—
Blaster has ccme and gone, and I
the Ganders tock the measure of their tempers are short when their
imagine
many lips in America gave
I
food
rations
are
cut
down.
Startthe battling Skippers Wednesday
night and after cne cf the best ! In? cn Oct. 1 last Fall, these two grateful thanks that the Easter
matches of tlie Winter came out teams have bowled a total of 29 message came to them from the
J matches, the Gander-: having the pulpit of churches where freedom
on tc.p by 21 p ns.
I
The Ganders, smarting under a phencmenal lun of (luck say the of worship and speech is still per
long series of defeats, got the jump Skippers) (good bowling say the mitted. Sad must have been the
in the flrst string, which they , Ganders) winning the flrst 13 day among believers in Europe, who
wen by 22 pms, due in a great mea j straight games, but th? Skippers have even their spiritual lives ar
sure to Link Sanborns string of i finished strong cn the tail end of ranged for them by the dictators;
117. and although the Skipir.en the season and won 11 of the last yet in their sadness the hope of
copped the next two strings it 16 matches. As no records are the ressurection must have brought
was only by four and three pins kept of performances at the table, ccmfort. Above the death and
respectively, too small a margin to the question of who is supreme desolation all about them, they
there is still open fcr argument, must still have glimpsed the heav
offset the initial loss.
Old Man Sanborn may not be but there are some outstanding enly vision, since the heavenly is
what he "uster be.” but he was stars cn both sides. If Der Cap born of the unseen things that
good enough to top everybody else tain can catch Icibsters epeugh he cannot be destroyed by the will of
cn this occas on, and that after a is going to t’.y and settle the ques any earthly dictator.
Changing the subject from spirit
week s
lay-off
from
practice. tion in the very near future.
ual
to physical things, here are a
Ganders—•'Littlefield. 244; San
Shields kept up his good work and
couple
of stories I heard about an
born.
321;
Grimes,
294;
(Libby,
273;
kept the ol’ Goose in his place, but
Private Charles F Baird, son of
J
old-school,
Maine physician, long
the real hero of the evening was Goose Arey. 282; total. 1414.
MT.
and Mrs. Henry Baird of
Skippers—Hall. 219; Drew'. 292; since gathered to his ancestors.
the Honorable K Carver, who has
North
Haven (left) and his uncle
One day he happened to notice
consistently said he could guaran Peterson. 288; Carver. 283; Shields. the bluing a housewife was using Private Arthur S. Calderwocd. sen
tee only an average of 80. but who 313; total. 1393
in the rinse water of the family of Mr. and Mrs. Frank F. Calderon this historic occasion delivered
washing and it gave the Doc an wood of North Haven. These boys
an average of 95. Some cf the MATINICUS
idea. He purchased a good supply are stationed at Clark’s F.eld,
Ganders were mean enough to in
of the blueing, with which he tint Pampanaga Ph.lli ppine Islands. Ob
Mrs. Fred Philbrook is ill.
sinuate that Keith sold them cut
Mr. and Mrs. Dorian Ames were ed a stock of liquid medicine. To servations made toy a younger
all the time he was bowling on business callers in Rockland tlie the blue water was added one or brother of Baird include the fol
the r side, but anybody who has past week.
two common, inexpensive herbs, and lowing comments:
watched Keith bcwl would readily
Glennis Ames is at home from the resulting bottles of medicine
agree with him that he should Rcckland,
where
she attends were sold for $1 a bottle, directions, syrup! Perhaps it would have been
so many drops before meals! Many more successful, had he poured in
not guarantee any more than the school.
89. and at times that much would
Joan Young of Rcckland is visi were the patients cured—by imagi seme pancake batter to go with
nation! And the old Doc reaped the syrup!
present its difficulties.
ting Gracie Philbrook.
the
dollars he needed.
• • • •
Gene Hall was listed with “the
Mrs. Dalton Raynes is in Rock
stragglers” in this match, and land, called by the Illness of her He drove the old style gig. and j S Ls for Spring, best time o' the year.
he was not above taking too many [ W s for willows, whose "pussies" arc
Scotty Littlefield gave Skipper daughter, Margaret Ford.
here:
sips
of hard cider or something I A 's for
Gene a fine shellacing.
Gene
Robert, Richard and Scott Young,
arbutus, fragrant and sweet,
for Ully, trout lillles so neat:
seemed to be having trouble with children of Clyde Young of Rock stronger. At such times his good ' LL lsls for
loon, crying over the lakes,
his curve ball. Sometimes it would land are visiting relatives on the horse took his master home, or O is for osprey, watching fish wakes;
waited
while
the
Doc
slept
off
his
W s for whip-poor-will, bird of the
curve too much sometimes it island.
jag by the wayside. One day two S are night.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alton
Raynes
and
the little birds, cheery and
wouldn't curve at all. and some
transients came along and saw the
bright—
times it wouldn’t even roll. Gene family of Owls Head are at the waiting gig. with its owner stretched
Swallows—they're here!
says he believes he could do bet home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. out under the shade of a tree. The
Nancy S. Savage.
ter with a square ball, anyway. Dalton Raynes.
Waldoboro. R. D. 3.
doctor
had
been
to
visit
a
patient
Keith and Kenneth Ames are
Gene has been seriously handi
up country and the woman’s hus
visiting
on the island.
capped ever since the Ganders
band had given him a live duck and CRIEHAVEN
•Mrs.
Annette
Keighley
is
guest
stepped him from bowling bare
a
gallon of home brew. The duck
Misses Norma Blom and Barbara
footed. and cut his delivery from of her daughter, Mrs. Dorian Ames. was put in the gig box and most
Blom are home from Leavitt In
Tlie
families
of
Norman
and
four balks to three. But he in
of the jug's contents in the Doc's stitute for a week’s vacation.
sists that during the Summers lay Charles Thompson have moved to stomach.
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Barter have
off he is going to study ways and Rockland.
The two strangers feared foul
Frank
Ames
is
visiting
his
son
returned
after spending the Win
means, and claims he will be cn
play and went to investigate,
arousing the Doctor. Still foggy ter at their Tenants Harbor home.
deck in the Fall with some brand Harold, in Richmond.
Roberta Young has returned to in brain, he said, when asked his All except the Tupper and Crie
new ideas on how to trim the Gan
Hyde Park. Mass., where she at name:
families are now here for the
ders. One of these is by means tends school.
Summer.
“If there’s a live duck in that
of his new “esoteric entonic eradiMr. and Mrs. Lavon Ames and
Mr. Gordon, superintendent of
cator” ball, of which he would not daughter have returned from Rock gig box my name’s Dr. ----- but if
you don't find any duck, then I unorganized and' wild land, called
further elucidate, but which, we land.
don’t know who I be.”
here recently to inspect the school.
gather from its name, is something
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Andersen
terrible to behold.
A man bought a can of motor oil visited Mrs. Anderson's parents in
All eyes are now turned to BURKETTVILLE
Community Sunday School will and a can of maple syrup, both re Loudville the past week.
meet
at 10 in the schooi house. ceptacles being of the same size
Mrs. Gladys Blcm has returned
ence at Caribou. There will be
and shape. At the end of the day, from two days’ visit with friends
There
are
classes
for
all
ages.
anthem? toy the choir, Leola Smith,
in the dim light, he took out the in Rockiand.
organist. Junior Epworth League
can of oil and poured it into the
Andrew Holmes called on friends
meets at 4; Christian Endeavor at 1 The first America nnaval officer motor before starting for home.
in
Matinicus recently.
6; evening worship in charge of to become an admiral was David
For some unexplained reason the
Glasgow Farragut. 2 J Mass. 18. motcr didn't act right, so the car
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wilscn are
the choir.
was stopped at a garage for exam visiting his parents .n Tenants
ination. Finally, when the oil was Harb)'. Mr. and Mrs. Wilson and
examined the garage man inquired Crpt. and Mrs. O;am Simpson
what kind of oil had been used. The went Friday to Rockland in Mr.
owner of the car brought forth the Simpson's boat.
Miss Joan Gupt.ll is visiting
empty can, which he’d thrown into
[
Myrtle
Gove.
the back of the car. to prove he’d
Miss
Constance Fletcher and
used a popular make of motor oil.
Much to his surprise he found he’d “Dottie" Fletcher were guests
lubricated the motor with maple Tuesday of the Blom girls on their

Happy Hope Farm

lement with bath to let
'ed Opposite Maine CenRent reasonable. Inquire
The Men's Shop, Main
Rockland.
39-tf

Page Five

ISLANDERS FAR FROM HOME

ACCURACY SAVES MUCH TIME

The boys have a boy to shine
their shoes and make their beds.—
The hotest part of the day is 100
degrees, and about 60 degrees at
night.—They have to take a tea
spoon of salt ever>* day because
they perspire so freely—Pampanga
is about 65 miles inland from
Manila—They have very good
foed (but not like the kind mother
used to bake).

Acclaimed as one of the best nar
ratives of science is “Magic in a
Bottle" by Milton Silverman, who
tells, with many thrilling incidents,
the true story of the discovery of
such wonder-working modern drugs
as quinine, digitalis, and sulfanila
mide.
• * • ♦

Ellen Glasgow’s "In This Our
Life" must at once be called the im.
pressive culmination cf the creative
lifework of one of the few major
American novelists. Miss Glasgow’s
philosophy of life is implicit in all
her books—that character is destiny.
Never before has it been revealed
so inevitably, so passionately, as it
is in her latest novel. It is a novel
of modern times, ending a few days
before the outbreak of the war in
Europe. The scene is a Virginia
Tidewater city. The members of
the Timberlake family — mother,
father, and the two young women
who are their daughters—are the
central characters of an intensely
dramatic story. The characters are
true, vital creatures.
Last Fall the Howell's Medal for
fiction “for eminence in creative
literature as shown in the novel,”
was awarded to Ellen Glasgow by
the American Academy of Arts and
Letters.
• • • •
Despite all the bombs, “Gone
With the Wind" has completed a
55 weeks' run in the very heart of
London.
• « • •

Jits'5

Elizabeth Coatsworth, well known
ns the winner of the famous New
berry Medal for her children's

!D
ien wanted for drv clea’ rnt
Apply
PEOPI E S
Limerock Pt
50*51

story. “The Cat Who Went to
Heaven." has now turned her tal

ents to the adult field and written
a novel of an artist and his young
wife and their visit to the Carib
bean tropics. Miss Coatsworth has
lived" in Central America so she
knows the exotic jungle scene which
she describes in “The Trunk.” In
private life Miss Coatsworth is the
wife of Henry Beston, historian and
naturalist.
• • • •
Charles Morgan's novel “Tlie
Voyage" has received the James
Tait Black Memorial Award for fic
tion. The James Tait Black awards
are given each Spring for the best
novel and the best biography of th?
preceding year. These awards, the
most valuable In Great Britain,
were founded by the late Mrs. Janet
Voats Black in memory of her hus
band. a partner in the publishing
house of A. & C. Black. Ltd., in
London. The prizes now amount
annually to about 250 pounds each.

school age wantrd. to
dings s week Good pay.
r; Courier Gazette
50 52

Buy; A 7-9 room house
[garage In or near Ro-kbratlon. full description
)d prlre Write "J" car*
e ofllre
50-51
ge
MRS
of -mall child
49 51
atn 8t . Tel 503.
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KLAND___________ 49-50
<1 man wanted for light
w cows, one horse. One
car If necessary
BOX
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ranted ss housekeeper
Hunt
Write "T" care
49-51
|ome, will buy, rent or
C C GOVE Gen. Del

40*31
typewriter desk wanted.
lUon State -price and
I HI IN WOOD. Belfast
__________ 49*51
ilctlon. Ambitious men
to become expert Welfltraln you quickly in
hours to qualify f°5
aft. Shipbuilding and
Industries Men trained
c welding have steady
ges Training includes
•actlce Free placement
for facts
UTILITIES
urler-Gazette
48*50
> In good condition
e preferred. MAINE
708
44-U
wanted to upholster,
delivered T. J. PLEMSt . Tel 212-W
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Buick SPECIAL 6-passengerSedanet,$1006.Wkite sidewall tires extra*
ouldn’t

W

a sprinter or a long

We remove that clothespin very simply

— by having two carburetors; one that
distance runner look silly trying
handles all casual driving smoothly
to race with a clothespin firmly
and
efficiently, another to jump in with
clamped on his nose!
more air and more fuel when you call
Yet, in a sense, something fairly close
for extra power by stepping on the
to that happens in nearly every car
gas treadle!
that lacks Buick’s sensational Com
Simple? Very simple indeed.
pound Carburetion.f
For your engine has to breathe in huge
quantities of air to be mixed with gaso
line before it is burned in the cylinders.

But single-carburetor fuel supply sys
tems can handle only a given volume

And simply marvelous in the extra
Fireball wallop it gives you and in the
gas savings you get — as much as 10%

the same-size en

of air.

gines.

Chicks
>ullets for sale, U
IE. North Cuahing
50*lt
Chicks and Clemare available for
prll and May. WhV
t profitable strain*
»? Hatched ln tne
iltary hatchery 1°
I attention to every
al card for free
alog and price list
24 collect for rush
3 BROS.

To that extent, then, an ordinary en
gine has a clothespin on its nose — a
limitation on air supply for big power

Maybe you’d better
go see your Buick

operation.

dealer now.

^Optional equipment on the Buick SptciAL, standard on all other models.

★delivered at Flint,
Mich. State tax, optional

tXIMFtAl OT OENttM MOTOCS VMUt

NTED
EKEEPER
lUdren

ULstOll

return trip frem Brownville and
Turner Center to Matinicus RockLight.
Errors like this cost employers and the Government time and
monev. If the employer’s social security tax return does not
include each employee’s social security account number or has
the number incorrect, the Government must ask the employer
to check back on his pay roll records to correct the error.

to 15% over pre
vious Buicks with

equipment and accesso
ries—extra. Prices subject
to change without notice.

C. W. HOPKINS

C. W. HOPKINS

712 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.

12 BAYVIEW STREET, CAMDEN, ME.

WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT BUICK WILL BUILD THEM

As the time for filing another report, or the number will be slight
ly incorrect, or the employe's name
quarterly social security tax return will be spelled wrong. “In these
approaches. Leroy F. Kittredge, cases," he said, “we must ask the
manager of the Augusta Social Se employer to check back on his rec
curity Board office, reminds em ords and supply the correct infor
ployers to make certain they report mation. Sometimes the employer
each employe’s name and social se has failed to get the correct name
curity account number correctly. or account number from the em
In this way. he said they will save ploye and must take time to check
the time and expense of later hav with him. That means a waste of
ing to check back on their pay-roll time and consequently is expensive
i for the employer.”
records to correct any errors.
Kittredge pointed out that the
Kittredge stated that practically
law
makes the employer responsible
all employers have now learned the
importance of correctly reporting for maintaining a record of the
their employe's account numbers employe's name, account number,,
and names as well as their wages. and wages and for reporting them [
He added, however, that occasion correctly to the government. The
ally an employe’s account i number next quarterly social security tax
return is due on or before April 30.,

Poultrymen Urged To Fill
Their Laying Pens To
Capacity This Fall

A Monhegan Writer Paints
a Fine Picture, But Not Of
Frocks OrJVlillinery

County Agent R. C. Wentworth
of the Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau
is sending to poultrymen the fol
lowing letter compiled from ma
terial prepared by Frank iReed.
extension poultry specialist;
In an announcement received
frem US.D.A. Secretary Wickard,
poultrymen are urged to produce
every poes’ble egg from present
laying flocks this Spring and Sum
mer The effort is part of the
nation’s determination to assure
ample food supplies for the
United States, Great Britain and
other nations resisting aggression.
Eggs are among the foods se
lected because they are ideal for
converting ever-normal granaryfeeds into defense foods. Eggs, as
poultrymen now realize, are high
ly nutritious and are one of the
best of the so-called “corrective
foods". Most of this hoped-for in
creased production will be frozen
or dried. It is in this latter form
that eggs are of greatest value
when shipping space is limited. A
caes of 30 dozen eggs dries down
to about 10 pounds.
Feed supplies are plentiful, and
the Department of Agriculture has
announced that it will support
long term egg prices at a figure
which should make egg produc

Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
We become accustomed to tlie
Easter Parade as one of finery
worn by human beingIn fact,
this is a fixed routin-; so fixed
that many fall to see another pa
rade far more beautiful. This is
the Nature Parade! What Is mere
genuine? And cculd there be a
more aprepriate date than Easter,
for this colorful event?
A red-winged blackbird perches
atop a last year's cat-o-nine-tail,
the cottony remains making a per
fect throne for this Spring beauty.
He spreads his glossy wings, dis
playing
the
scarlet
epaulets,
banded with gold, and/ sings Yes!
Yes! Yes! Spring is here! The
bluebirds warble their Easter
anthem—the songs are so filled
with Joy. we must feel joyful tco.
Their blue jackets, with the red
vest flash frem roof tops to tele
phone wires, singing as they go.
A pair of Eastern meadowlarks
waddle through tlie deep grass,
foraging for their Easter dinner.
As they search for foed one calls
to his mate in a sharp clear
whistle, end ng with a delightful
warble; then they take flight show
ing their brown ccats, tails
trimmed with white, and a breast
of deep yellow, with a collar of
black—like a string of onyx
beads. The palm warbler, bpfl:tlng this season, hops over lawn-;
his fre&h Easter 'bonnet of henna
gaily displayed, with a dress of
gray over yellcw, flits his ta 1
showing the white.
Juncos, robins, sparrows, in
cluding the tree, song, chipping.
Savannah, field, fex and whitethroated1 all join in the celebra
tion. Tire brewn creepers, flick
ers, golden, and ruby-crowned
kinglets, rusty blackbirds, starlings,
mourning doves, a catbird, phoebes
and chickadees are here tco. The
Northern shrike—known as the
butcher bird—feasts on these holi
day song birds.
No cantata could be more mu
sical than this bird choir when
jodned in unison. It is like being
in another world. One forgets
that a war is raging in all its fury,
tliat people are suffering untold
anguish. Wandering alcng a wood
ed path I see pussywillows in full
bloom—it seems that they Just
can’t grow any larger—a blue flag
leaf ls peeping out upon another
Spring; nature living again. Tli.s
is Easter.
After taking advantage of this
free entertainment, I notice that
there is another parade. Maynard
Ome and Oscar Burton have
added a fresh coat cf paint to the
Monhegan store. Tlie green, and
white dress, with yellcw trim
mings glisten in the sunlight. On
the beach, a dory has a new Spring
dress of rose. Snowdrops nod
their heads in a garden, with blue
crocus dotted here and there. It
is not only the people who can
have a parade, it is all about us.
How thankful we should be that
we have the privilege of celebrat
ing the Easter season, each in his
cwn way.
Josephine A. Townsend
Monhegan. April 21

tion profitable.

Our
Book
Corner

An Easter Parade

Every Possible Egg

The Department

plans to release com from the
ever-normal granary to assure
adequate supplies of feed.
Maine poultrymen can do their
part in this defense effort through
filling their laying pens to capacity
this Fall, and through the program
of Summer management explained
in the circulars sent out to those
enrolled in the "Laying Flock
Management" project.
Expan
sion ln permanent new housing is
probably not justified. Poultrymen who have not already received
this material may send for free
Circular No. 140. "More Eggs When
Eggs are High.” which outlines
a program for increasing Summer
production.

Aunt Jane’s Woes
Daisy and Susanah Con
spire To Postpone a
Coveted Hair-Do
To Tlie Black Cat:—
I’m mad at Daisy. Of course I
can t stay angry very long at some
one whom I've cared for ever since
she was bern, but I surely iwas
tempted to do something drastic
when Da sy kicked me. Yes, you’ve
guessed it—Daisy, eartag No. B9256
is the cow -which tried to toite off
my hair. As I was milking her and
thinking of that permanent I was
going to get tfor Easter, swoosh,
eight quarts of fresh vitamin rich
milk was tipped up and over me
by “one shake of a cow's leg."
I shook the milk cut of my eyes
and looked at Daisy. She wiggled
her left ear, took another chew on
her supper and said: “The beauties
of Hollywood have nothing on ycu
now that you’ve had your milk
bath.” Daisy knows as well as I
do that I'm homelier than a barn
fence and no milk bath wculd
change me. so I shock my empty
pail at her, and scared her Into
telling me the true cause of her
sudden Jitterbugging. So she told
me that earlier that day a rotoln
had perched at the open window
and told1 her of the Spring ln the
air which would soon bring tlie
green grass to the pastures where
Daisy could then just eat and eat
and stretch in the sun or roam at
will. “So," said Daisy, “wouldn t
you kick up your heels lf you'd
had to stay ln all Winter and then
heard that soon you could go out
again?”
Hm. I thought, and went Into
the house to change my clothes.
The third time never falls, they
say. It was the third episode that
absolutely prevented me from get
ting that hoped for permanent for
Easter, not for beauty tout to make
me a little more respectable, so to
speak Instead of a new "hair do"
I had a sore eye and couldh t see
the words in the hymn book at
Easter services. Susannah was the
cause of that. She swatted me in
the eye with her tail. Her stall ls
next to Daisy's and I think they ’re
in cahoots to prevent me from ever
getting that permanent.
But I'm stubborn and' have firmly
decid’d to hie myself to a beauty
parlor soon. Shh, don’t tell Daisy!
Aunt Jane.

TENANT’S HARBOR
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Mathc’Vi
af Belmont, Mass., spent the week
end at their Summer ho ne, the
"Creekside,” (formerly the Hanrah
Tracy house).
The handsome Easter lily adorn
ing one of the tables at church th?
past two Sundays, was sent 11
memory’ of the late Miss Margaret
Pratt, daughter of Mr and Mr,.
William Pratt Jr., of Kittery.
Granville Bachelder was leader
of the prayer meeting Wednesday
night in the absence of the pastor
and Miss Virginia White was leader
Friday of the Christian Endeavor.
Rev.

COTE'S
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MAGIC WATER
Is Fall Strength.
It Costs a
Little More hot It Is Concentrat
ed and Therefore Goes Farther.
Fall 32-oanee Bottle.

1. Miami await* yoo' Bait iaih«
aonahioe of golden daya and the
onoling breetM of starry nigh (a
A COMPLETE vacation is yours
—at B Comodoro Hotel, easily
necssaible to all activities Petes
are froas IJ.50 single to 14 09
double Attractive season re tea
ISO newly redecorated rooms
with bath Our air-cooled coffee
ehop ia famous for its fiae.
moderately priced food. Popular
Cocktail Lmnga.

ROCKLAND, ME.
Service te:
Vlnalhaven, North Haven. Ston
ington. Isle aa Haat, Swan’s
Island and Frenchboro
WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change withoot notice.

m.

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
(.
e.
Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. «.M
Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.M
Ar. 3 JO
Lv. North Haven,
Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. M5
Lv. 1.30
Ar. Rockland,
lll-tf

sermons,

3

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

ADD THE
WATER — DON’T BUY CHEAP
BLEACHING COMPOUNDS
AND PAY FOR WATER.

Cassens'

fli tropical skiee

Iraq’s new railread connects
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT AD?
Baghdad directly with Syrian and
WORK WONORRH
Turkish lines, which in turn are
connected witli the railways sys
tems in Europe.

YOU

Kenneth

singing, and teaching the men's
class all were much appreciated at
last Sunday's services.
“Happy Days are here again”
says many a one cn the street and
In the homes, now that the quarries
have started again. Clark Island
and Wildcat both are operating on
a five-day schedule a week, lor the
present.

Vader Parental -Olractlaa
XWE.FN H ADAMS. MANAGER

Is w

r««T tTIMT AT MCOMD AVt
’joeiH rai vies souks
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Katherine Hardy celebrated her
10th birthday recently with a
party at her heme on Main street.
The guests were Katherine O’Ccnrell, Joan Vinal. Priscilla Starr,
Joan and Audrey Yeung, Doro
thea Stanley, Leon Simmons,
James O'Neil, Edith Hunt, and
Frank Hardy Games were enjoyed
and refreshments bore out a pink
and white color scheme.
Mrs. Francis Tillson has re
turned after a brief visit with her
daughter, Miss Harriet Tillson, a
student nurse at the Maine Gen
eral Hospital, Portland.
Tne annual business meeting
and election of officers cf the Gar
den Club was held. Thursday at
the home of Mrs. J. Edward Elliot.
The annual reports of officers and
committees were given and Mrs.
C. E. Shorey, chairmaYl of the
nominating committee, presented
these names of officers who were
elected: President, Miss Rita C.
Smith; vice president, Mrs. Agnes
Boynton; secretary, Mrs. Margaret
Stone; treasurer. Mrs. Mary Over
look.
During the social hour
which followed tea was served,
Mrs. Albert B. Elliot pouring.
Beta Alpha will meet Monday
night at the heme of Mrs. Leona
W.lson. Main street.
George Tillson went last night
to .spend the week-end with his
father, Francis Tillson.
•Mrs. Donal K. Thompson <Doro
thy Starrett) was complimented at
a tea given yesterday afternoon
by MLss Mildred Demmons at her
Main street home. A color scheme
of yeilod and green was carried
out, jonquils and forsythia being
used as house decorations and the
tea table with its lace cloth bear
ing a centerpiece of yellow rose
buds in a j>ewtcr vase, flanked at
either side by green candles. Mrs.
William C. Brocks. Jr., and' Mrs.
Forest Stone poured, and Mrs. P.
E. Demmons was assisted in serv
ing by Mrs. Alfred Strcut, Miss
Jane Miller and Miss Ruth Seabury, the latter cf Rockland. The
guest list included Miss Betty
Brooks of West Newton, Mass.,
Mrs. Willis Stiles of Woodfords,
Mrs. Sherman Wotton of Swamp
scott. Mass., Mrs. Howard Carver
of Rochester, N. Y„ Mrs. Irving
Thompson of Bangor, Mrs. John
Wickwire ol Ellsworth, Mrs. Albert
P Heald, Mrs. J Edward Elliot,
Mrs. Murray Miller. Mrs. J. Ed
ward Marks, Mrs. Karl Stetson,
Mrs. Frederick Dennison, Mrs.
Elmer Ingalls, Mrs. John Hubbard,
Mrs. Clayton Staples, Mis. War
ren Everett, Mrs. Ashley Hubbard,
Mrs. Stephen Lavender, Mrs. Rich
ard Feyler. Mts. Garncld' Cole,
Mrs. Albert Elliot, Mrs. E. R. Moss
and Mrs. Phoebe Starrett.
Mrs. Susie Newbert is chairman
of the Baptist Ladies’ Circle sup
per to be held next Wednesday
afternoon following the regular
meeting.
The proceeds from the weekly
beano parties being sponsored by
Williams-Brazier Post, A. L. Mon
day n ghts are to be used for the
community service and charity
work regularly done by the Post
and its Auxiliary. Several special
games are played each night, the
latest being a "Bank Night Beano”.
Charles E. Bailey of Newton
Center. Mass., is guest cf Mr. and
Mrs W B D. Gray, having accom
panied Mrs. Gray on her return
heme Thursday after a visit with
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Copeland in Newtcn Center.
In The Churches

All church services on Daylight
Saving Time:
St. James Catholic Church Mass
at 9 a. in.
St. John's Church. At 9 a. m.
Holy
Eucharist. St.
George’s

Every-Olliei -Day
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Camden Town Meeting
Citizens Will Vote On
Selling and Buying ot
Property
A special Town Meeting will be
held May 5 at 7.30 o’clock in the
Camden Opera House to transact
three items of town business that
are beyond the jurisdiction of the
board of selectmen:
To see if the town will vote to
sell to the Central Maine Power
Company a parcel of land, as
staked out by the Power Company,
100x100 feet, cn the bank of Me
gunticock River basin 200 feet
westerly from the grandstand at
the ball park cn Knowlton street,
together with a right of way from
Knowlton street past the property
new owned by Clarence Thomas,
and following along said river bank
to lot above mentioned; and au
thorize the Selectmen to give deed
for same.
To see if the town will vote to
purchase the "Spear” lot. with
buildings thereon, now owned by
the Baptist Church, and located
on Washington street north of the
Opera House lot. and how the
money for same shall be raised.
To see if the town will vote to
authorize the Selectmen to con
vey or lease for a period of years,
rights of way to property owners
abutting the so-called “Spear” lot.
Tlie Central Maine Power Co
desires to acquire this land in or
der to bring in a high tension wire
to improve electric service.

Church, >Long Cove. At 2.30 p. m.
Evensong.
Federated Church. Sunday School

at 9.45, worship service at 11. The
morning sermon is entitled "The
Present Demand fcr Religion." 'Hie
anthem for the morning is "Do
Not Pass Me By,” by Lawrence.
Pathfinders meet at 2 o’clock and
Nathalie Bell is tlie leader at the
meeting of the Epworth League at
6 o’clock. The evening topic at
7 o'clock is “The Emergence of a
Nation."
Baptist Church. Sunday School
at 9.45. worship at 11. The moming topic is “Calm and Courageuos
Under Fire”; there will be two
anthems "O For a Closer Walk
With God," by Foster with inci
dental solo by Mrs. Katherine
Veazie, and "If Ye Love Me? by
Simper. Christian Endeavor meets
at 6 o’clock and the evening topic
of the 7 o'clock service is "Christ,
the Hope of Mankind.” Mrs. Car
rie Butler will be soloist in tlie
evening.

CLARK ISLAND
Howard Monaghan and son Keith
of Port Clyde were recent callers on
Mr. and Mrs. James Harrison.
John Andrews of Franklin and
Olaf Benson of Waldoboro are
boarding at Mrs. Victor Blotnberg's
while employed at John Meehan <fc
Sous quarry.
Mrs. Henning Johnson is a sur
gical patient at Knox Hospital.
The quarry of John Meehan and
Sous is operating five days a week
Mrs. Laura Richards and grand
son Richard Ludwig of Rockland
are visiting at Mrs. Richard's for
mer home here.
Mr. and Mrs Herbert Lewis and
daughter Barbara of Braintree,
Mass., have returned home after
visiting Mrs. Lewis’ parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Johuson.
Mrs. Helen Magnuson of Hing
ham, Mass., has returned home after
visiting the past week with ner
mother Mrs. Victor Blomberg. She
was accompanied on return by Fred
Thompson, also of Hingham, who
has been visiting in Camden.
Miss

Alice

Caven has returned

home from Knox Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wilson and
children of Rockland were guests
Sunday of Mrs. Jessie Williams.
Charles Cromwell returned home
Sunday from Rhode Island where
he has been employed the past
Winter.
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by Gladys St. Clair Heistad
Miss Leoline Wilson, who. en
route from the Senior Class Wash
ington tr p. stopped over in Boston The first week in May is Na vation thia year the festival willl
to visit relatives, was called home tional Music Week 'May 4-10). C. open, with a concert devoted to
Thursday night by the sudden M. Tremaine, secretary of tlie Na- works by students of the School,
death of her grandmother, Mrs i tional Music Week Committee, who are candidates fcr doctor's
Among
Leslie C. Deane. Miss Barbara j announces the inauguration of degree in composition.
Richardson, also a member of the what was originally planned as an American composers whose new
Washington group, who was visiting Inter-American Music Day has wciks will be presented are: Wil
friends in Newton, returned with new been extended to a full week, liam Grant Still, Bernard Rogers,
l to be observed Simula tneously w.th Dr. Hanson. Deems Taylor, Mabel
her.
Daniels, Charles Griffes, etc.
Mrs. Christie Whitney and Miss National Music Week in the U S A.
• • • •
|
Tne
purpose
is
to
extend
an
inviHortense Bohndell attended a spe !taticn to all the countries of the
Several
performances
of Bach's
cial meeting of the Rebekah Lodge Western Hemisphere to pay tribute
“
Mass
in
B
Minor
”
have
been
in Rockland Thursday night, held with us to Music—the most demo
given
in
various
parts
of
the
coun

in honor of the President of the cratic of all the arts—and to par
try of late, and drawing capacity
Rebekah Assembly.
ticipate in its enjoyment.
audiences. The Mass commanded
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Auspland, I It is hoped that sucli participa- small houses when first introduced
son Edward and daughter Elinor I ticn will further strengthen the to the pubi c, it is said, but gradu
went to Deer Isle Friday to spend j feeling cf friendship, which is so ally Bach has developed “box-of
the weekend with Mrs. Auspland’s J mutually helpful, and which Ls fice appeal”—and not meant to be
grandmother, Mrs. Charles Smith. fostered on emphasis of our com flippant. In composing the Mass,
A. G. Johnson, a missionary from mon interests. At some future time, Bach had tiie difficult task cf sat
S W. China, will be at the Pen conditions may be propitious for isfying both the intense Protestant
tecostal Church on the night of j the inauguration of an Interna. faith of the Saxons, and a Roman
May 1. He will show stereopticon I tional Mus c Week in which all the Catholic Elector. This was accom
slides. Service will begin at 7 civilized nations of the world will plished by selecting for the text
o’clock. Public is invited.
join. Music is the one common lan- the only liturgy common to both
The Trytohelp Club will meet at i guage through which we can best Churches, the Kyrie and the
the Baptist vestry Monday for a express and best advance our com Gloria. The three remaining parts
covered dish supper and social eve mon aspirations and promote the ' cf the Mass—the Credo. Sanctus
ning.
spirit of amity.
I and Agnus Dei, were composed for
Mrs. Josephine Wall who has been
No one would deny that there are ' different occasions, and added to
at the home of her daughter, Mrs. j many conflicting interests even tlie main bedy of the Mass at a
Mark Ingraham for two weeks, is among
tiie
nations of
tliis later date. When Bach died in
now with her granddaughter, Mrs. rapidly shrinking world which are 11850, he had not yet heard a peramicably disposed, or that there 1 formance of the complete work,
Russell Thurston.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will Ls need for us all to us? our best “whose greater pages to quote the
meet Wednesday afternoon at the efforts to adjust our differences. ■ late Lawrence Gilman, "have for
Tlie problem Ls greater and tlie so lalmcst
a century been regarded as
home of Mrs Hazel Cain.
I
Prin. and Mrs. George Cunning lution more urgent when, as at pres I the ultimate example of sublimity
ham returning from the Washing ent, some nations are frankly bel- i in musical art.”
ton, D. C. trip, will visit friends at ligeret and resort to forte. The
Marblehead, Mass., over the week only permanent, hope of civiliza PORT CLYDE
tion, human progress and tiie en
end. arriving home Tuesday.
Capt. and Mrs. Carlos Davis are
richment
of life lies in the oppo
Mrs. Minnie Crozier and daugh
I
n
Mystic. Conn , where Capt. Davis
ter (Mrs. Beulah Richardson, re site direction—a direction construc ! will join tlie yacht, Cora Barca, for
tive
and
premising.
We
should
turned Tuesday from a brief visit
earnestly seek out such interests and I the Summer.
in Boston.
Mrs. Arthur Davis and daughter
Due to the absence of the pastor, together advance them, so they may
Hilda spent the weekend in Bath.
contribute
to
the
fullest
measure
to
Rev. F. Ernest Smith, who is at
Mrs. Ralph Simmons and daugh
tending the MethodLst Conference our national and individual lives.
in Caribou, all services at the Joint participation in cultural en ter and Mrs. Holmes and daughter
joyment is an inviting avenue cf passed a few days in Massachusetts
1 MethodLst Church will be omitted
approach, and music is the most recently.
Sunday.
friendly means of inter-communi
George Davis of Hartford, Conn.,
Funeral services for John Frank
cation. An Inter-American Music vis ted his parents, Mr. and Mrsl
Carey, whose death occurred at Week surely has much to recom
Montville. Monday, were held Wed mend, it should meet with wide Sydney Davis recently.
Mrs. Minnie Wilson, Miss Harriet
nesday at the Russell funeral home. spread favor, and may well prove
Wilson
and Mrs. Lucy Sillery of
Interment was in |Sea View ceme a stimulus to a co-operative spirit
Thcmastcn called last Saturday on
tery. Mr. Carey was for many years in other fields.
Mrs. Elden Davis and Mrs. R. B.
a resident of this town.. Rev. C. V
The "Gcod Neighbor’’ policy in the
Overman of the Baptist Church of domain of music has already been Ulmer.
ficiated at the services.
Allan B. Craven of Boston was
given strong impetus by the South
Frederick Lane. Wallace Page. El American tour of Toscanini and the at the Fo'castle rase weekend.
bert Runquist and Barbara Waldron NBC Orchestra, and by Stowkowski
Mi. and Mrs. Howard Phmney of
of the Senior Class, R. H. S., re and the National Youth Orchestra. Stoughton, Mass., are spending a
turned Thursday from the Wash There has also been the visit of few dnys in town.
The Carrolls cf Belmont, Mass,
ington trip.
Carleton Sprague Smith under the
Erling Heistad and daughter Mary auspices cf the Conference on In are at their Summer liome here for
of Lebanon. N H, are week-end ter-American Relations in the field two weeks.
The Witling Workers held a food
guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. O. of Music, for the purpose of pro
sale
Thursday at the Community
Heistad.
moting reciprocal familiarity with
Mrs. Annie Eliza, widow of Leslie each other’s music between North room.
Miss Lenata Marshall of Portland
C Deane, died suddenly Thursday and Latin America. It is heped
night at 6.15 at her home on West that through the stimulus of Inter- spent a few days at her home here
street following an illness from American Music Week, all the na the past week.
Basil Day of Thomaston visited
heart affliction covering a period tions of this hemisphere may be
Thursday
with Carlas Davis, Jr.
come
better
acquainted
with
the
of several weeks. Surviving rela
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Dave’s and Mr.
tives are a daughter, Mrs. Ralph music of their sister countries.
• » * •
and Mrs. Rodney DavLs were in
Wilson of Rockport and a son,
Thomaston Wednesday to attend
Once
again
the
reminder
is
made
Charles Collins of Reading, Mass.,
also several grandchildren. Funeral that churches, schools, service clubs the funeral of Mrs. Raymond Davis.
services will be held Sunday at 2, at and ether organizations observe
the home. Rev. J. W. Hyssong of music week in some way. I would
Brunswick officiating, with Rev. C. suggest that a report of sucli obAlabama
V. Overman assisting. Interment ervances be sent to the paper foe •
California
will be in the family lot at Owls publication. It will be well to listen
to the radio a good deal during Na
Head. Obituary deferred.
Colorado
tional Music Week as many special
District of Columbia
programs will be presented. Any
Florida
CLARRY HILL
one wishing suggestions for pro
Georgia
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hausen grams, etc., may get helpful detail
'noted by Ralph Trim)
spent last week-end with Mrs. by communicating with C. M. TeIllinois
Hausen’s grandmother, Mrs. Gussie maine, Secretary, National Music
Indiana
Week Committee, 45 West 45th
Ross.
Iowa
E. C. Cutting has been a recent street, New York, N. Y.
• • • •
Maine
visitor in this vicinity.
The annual Eastern Maine School
Maryland
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Fraser and
Music
Festival is scheduled for May
Massachusetts
two children of Bath spent a few
Michigan
days recently with her parents, Mr. 9 and 10 at Augusta. It is expected
there
will
be
more
than
2000
stu

Minnesota
and Mrs. A E. Burns.
Missouri
MLss Sadie Kelley was a caller dents accompanied by a goodly
number of directors, supervisors and
Monday in Union.
Nebraska
Justis Colby and friend of Brock interested friends. High School and
New Hampshire
ton were recent overnight guests Grammar Schools frem the eastern
New Jersey
northern parts cf the parts of the
New York
State will participate.
Various
North Carolina
groups will have auditions before a
North Dakota
board of judges who will rate them
Ohio
cn different phases of their per
Vermont
formances; there will be a parade at
Washington
the noon hour, and
evening con
Wisconsin
cert in Cony High School Auditorium
given by a massed chorus of 103
Alberta
voices made up of glee club units
(ncrcdttoy
'Ralph Trim)
from the Kennebec section. The
Hawaii
chorus will be under the direction
Mexico
of Warren Freeman, supervisor of
New Brunswick
music in Belmont, Mass. Assisting
Neva Scotia
in the evening concert will be the
<
noted
'by Ralph Trim)
Faimington Orchestra of 75 pieces
Ontario
and tlie Cony Ugh School Band.
t noted by Ralph Trim)
Miss Elizabeth Canavan, supervisor
Quebec
of music in Augusta, is general
... ........
chai: man for the event.
Then on May 23-24 a music fes
Probate Notices
tival for New England Schools will
STATE OF MAINE
take place in Auburn. .Early re
persons interested ln either
sponse to invitattions indicate that of Totheallestates
hereinafter named
the attendance will run into many
At a Probate Court held at Rock
ln and for the Countv of Knox,
hundreds of youthful musicians land.
on the 18th day of March ln the year
frem widely scattered points. It is | of our Lord one thousand nine hun
and forty-one afid by adjourn
expected that the massed bands will ! dred
ment from day to day from the 18th
include 1630 young people—this is j day cf said March. Th? following
having been presented for
just one feature that comes to matters
the action thereupon hereinafter In
mind.
dicated it ls hereby ORDERED
• • • •
That notice thereof be given to all

Out Of State Cars

Tel. 713

Mr. and Mrs. Norman Fuller will
spend the weekend in Wakefield,
Mass., and cn return will be ac
companied by their daughter Edna
who has been guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Hicks.
Miss Paul.ne Leo spent the week
in Boston with her sister Josephine
who is employed there.
Kenneth Blackingtcn who has
been confined to his bed two
months, is improving.
At Community Hospital: A
daughter was born Tuesday to Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Sukeforth of
Appleton. MLss Priscilla Craw
ford is a surgical patient. Merchant
Shuman has returned to the hos
pital as a patient.
Mrs.
Marguerite Barnes of
Brooklin is visiting Miss Mary
Barnes on Megunticock street.
Miss Marion McDermott has
been spending the week with her
sLster in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman C. Ord
way of South Paris will visit thear
daughter and son-in-law Mr. and
Mrs. Alton Crone next week.
Lubln Young is in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dexter and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cockson have
returned from their trip through
New Hampshire and Vermont.
The Chamber of Commerce will
meet Wednesday night, at 7.30 at
the Y.M C.A. In addition to the
regular business there will be in
formal discussions of what is be
ing done along Defense lines by

JL. Berry and Hope Clark and was
the only Civil War Veteran in this
j community. He was married to
a schoolmate, Mrs. Cora Perry
Fuller and had been a most re
spected citizen and one of the old
est.
Those surviving Mr. Berry are:
a daughter. Mrs Grace Bemis; a
brother. Rev. William F. Berry of
Vassaltocro; a granddaughter. Mrs.
William Law of Shreveport. La.;
a grandson, Richard Bemis of Lew
iston; and three great-grandchil
dren, Sybil H. Caw. Grace C. Law
and A. Nye Bemis. Rev. Weston
Westbrook.
P. Holman was the officiating
Mrs. Albert Fletcher and her clergyman and burial was in
mether, Mrs. Harry Hunter of Mountain cemetery.
HaveriU, Mass., were guests Tues
day and Wednesday of 'Mr. and
CUSHING
Mrs. Arthur Dean. Belfast road.
Mrs. Edith Stevens is at home
Nicholas L. Berry
from Biddeford for the Summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Baile\ i f
Nicholas L. Berry, aged 95 died
at the Veteran’s Hospital in Tcgus, i New York are at their Pilot Point
April 18 and was buried from his ' home for the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Morse,
late residence. Harden avenue,
' daughter Mrs. Doris Thomey and
April 21..
One of nine children, he was 1 her son, Roderick are vacationing
bom in this town, son of Nicholas in Zephyr Hills, Fla.

be Mrs. Charles Lundell of Rock
land. The Church School con
venes at 9 45; the Forums at 6
Prayer meeting will be held in the
vestry Thursday at 7.30.
The
Ladies Circle meets in the parlor
Wednesday aftemocn and the
Philathea Class Friday night.
There will toe no services Sunday
at the Methodist Church due to
the Maine Conference in Caribou,
which Rev. Wetcn P. Holman is
attending.
Miss Priscilla Dean and Miss
Evelyn Allenwood have been spend
ing the week in Portland and

PARK THEATRE SUNDAY-MONDAY

of Mr. Colby's mother. Mrs. Emma
Jackson
Mr. and Mrs. R D Burns, who
Tlie three stars tinkling and twinkling sn happily are. left to right. Bob Hope, Dorothy Lamour and Bing
Crosby, who go tiaveling once again in their newest Paramount comedy with music, “Road To Zanzibar.” The have just returned from Florida,
new film was directed by Victor ScherUinger, who direct-led the trio's first picture together, "Road To recently spent a few days with his
brother, A. E. Burns.
Singapore.”

Mr. and Mrs. William Park
wo children of East Ha
lfa.ss., arp the guests oi
Parker’s parents, Mr. and J,
E Stoddard.
A

complimentinj

party

Ralph Pest was held Tue-da\
,t the home of Mis Walter
Ocean street Guest? j
,ere MLss Marion Mullei
Vivian Black. ML.. Marion
yl,>. Carl Ph.lbn k, Mi
jinall, Mr? Florence po.?t
Hazel Vasso, M: Edward '
grs. Paul Plo.ird and Mi
gerriani. Mrs. Post receiver
ind luncheon wa . ei ved

tl,e cereiiK ;iv at

"Devon (,

ndt the young couple le?
much gaiety by motor lor pa
liiiown. Tl" y wU1 re Me a
mid Six Mile road. IJetroi

May 19. "Bud Wahle is the
cn of George E. McLaughi
s associated with General
u Detroit.

Slick screen mystery at its best robber discovers among his new
ly found possessions a lovely and
is blended with romance and
charming wife, Nancy Kelly, and
comedy in “'Scotland1 Yard.” 20th an honorable and very tempting
Century-Fox's fast-moving thrill position as head of Britain's great
drama showing Sunday-Monday at est bank!
Thrill is heaped on thrill as the
the Park Theatre with Nancy
Kelly, Edmund Gwenn and John drama speeds toward a spine-ting
1 Loder heading a powerful fea ling surprise climax. Tlie humor
ous side of the situation isn’t for
tured cast.
Bomb-wracked, blacked-cut Lon gotten either with Edmund Gwenn
don is tiie pulse-pounding back "Scotland Yard s" dogged ace op
ground for the mystery challeng erator attempting to get to the
ing the worldfs most famous de bottom of the mystery.
tective system. A,missing bankers
Then, when rhe long arm of the
face is stolen by a charming Gestapo stretches across the
gentleman-bank robber who plots Channel the drama grows even
the greatest robbery in history.
1 more tense, and the denouemi nt
Here’s the perplexing but inter ‘ rocked last night's audience with
esting situation. Plastic surgeons ' excitement and surprise.
unwittingly reconstruct the face
Fast
pace, clever
dialogue,
of a soldier-bank robber and re i mounting suspense and expert di
construct It according to a photo rection by Norman Fester moke all
graph of a banker in a locket he of the tense situations and thrill
had stolen. Thus, on his return ing action n “Scotland Yard' ring
to England1 the charming bank ' tiue.

CLUTCH-PUSHING

.Miss Lucille igaii was 1
Tuesday night al a shower
y the telephone girls in tin
tion room. Mis Egan w
Muted an electric mixer a.
spread, and the guests presei
s. Everett Blethen, Mr- 1
Palmer, Mrs. Ralph A
ss Ethel Rackltff, Miss
Havener, Mis. Vinal Daile;
William Dean, MLss Virgin),
ion. M iss Ruth Anderson. Mi
Bowley, Mrs. James Oallui
Madelyn Hanscom and Mrs
Small cf Camden. MLss Ruti
-,dl. Mrs. Willis Heal. MLss I
Spear, Mrs. Gladys Whit
Jr.s. Delia K.i kpatrick. The
Hiss Gertrude Heal and M.
ette Staples. Tlie commit
barge included MLss Ru>.
Spear and Miss Rackliff, ant
riches, cake, brownies an 1
cere served.

Can a girl be too boautlfu
Fatal Gift." the new n<
hrl whose extraordinary
test
iroved to be her
-it starts in the American
Magazine with the April 27t
m Sunday Advertiser adv
visit Lucien K. Green <*
second floor, 16 School stre
fellows Block, City, tor I i
Coats and Cloth Coats, at u.
prices.

wore/

SUN.-MON.-TUE!
fe«jour,
Ltamow,,-

«• «°'

io”'*'thin9
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Po'Of*ount
p'Wtwnt*
(me

CROSBY
(OB

HOPE
OOBOTHY

WITHH1DRA-MITIC DRIVE *
(AND HYDRA-MATIC. ALONE )

•••»

persons Interested, by causing a copy
of this order to be published three
weeks successively In The CourlerCriz tte a new pmer published a'
Rockland ln said County, that they
may appear at a Probate CouYt to be
held at said Rockland on tbp 2rtl
diy of April A. D 1941 at nine o'clock
ln the forenoon, and be heard there
on if they see cause
VRANK S EDWARDS lat» of Csmd n deceased
Will and Petition for
Probat» thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
letters Testamentary issue to Una D
Edwards of Camden, she being the
Executrix named ln said . Will, with
out bond.
Attest:
MARY V RYDER.
Register Pro tern
44 S SO

Miss Ann Povich is ‘jwnti.
weekend in Bo. ten.

A very pretty wedding tool
April 19 at “St. Hugo cf tlie
Blocmfield Hills, Detroit, t
Albert George Wahle and
Ann Strobin. A wedding bn
r 50 guests immediately ti

Sunday-Monday-Tuesday at The Strand

Tlie annual festival of American
music, given under Wre direction of
Dr. Howard Hansen, of the East
man Schcol of Music, Rochester,
N Y . takes place on five successive
evenings f om April 28 through I
May 2. in Rochester. As an inno- ’

jjrs. Rebecca Ingraham s <
i!;g her 93d birthday annr,
1(%|ay, at her heme on P.
areet. Many friends are r<
l(>iing the occasion by sendu
aids and flowers.

Mr. and Mrs Walter M
jjeedham. Mass., were recent
)f Mr. and Mrs. Oscar S D
Main street.

various organizations in the «om-

munity. Among those who will
lead in the discussions will be:
Fied Eddy of the American Legion
Allan MoAlary of the CamdenRo. kland! Water Co.; Allen Payson. Camden Fire Department;
Charles E. Lord, Red Cross; and
Edwin Dodge of the Relief Com
mittee. This will be the last meet
ing of the Chamber for several
months and all are urged to attend.
Rebekah Lodges in District 16
will meet Thursday with Miriam
Rebekah Lodge, 'Rockland. The
afternoon session is at 2 and the
evening session at 7.30.
The
meeting will be in charge of Mrs.
Edna Hawkins, district deputy presi
dent of Tenants Harbor. Mrs.
Melissa Brackett of Dixfield, Presi
dent of Rebekah Assembly of
Maine will be the guest officer.
George H. Thomas is attending
the New England Coal Dealers’
Association Convention in Springfield.
Barbara Crabtree, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Crabtree is
.suffering from an 'arm injury.
A box lunch eupper for the mem
bers of the Good Cheer Class will
be held at the parish house Tues
day at 6 30 Red C/oss work will
be done following the supper.
The Baptist Church will hold
worship Sunday at 11. Tlie subject
of the sermon will be "The Means
to the End." The guest soloist will

Evcfy-Ollicr-Day

LAMOUR

THERE IS NO CLUTCH TO
PRESS, NO GEARS TO SHIFT!
rT'RY the “drive” that goes all the way to

"EFFORT-METER” TESTS, conducted
in 15 major cities, prove that the driver of
a standard transmission car “pushes out
and lets in the clutch” an average of 228
times an hour — that his left foot is actually
on the clutch pedal a total of 21.6 minutes
out of each hour. All this means work!

* make things easy for the driver—HydraMatic! Tiresome clutch-pushing is
out. Manual gear-shifting is out. No
other drive in the world is so simple [CIXFKAI
| MOTORS
and easy to operate. Drive the easy
Hydra-Matic way, today — in a Built and
Barked Itv
smart, swift-stepping Oldsmobile! General

(,M

★ OPTIONAL AT EXTRA COST

Motors

UNA ME
ERIC BI

I'lm NEWS, < MU<M

TIME OF SHOW
Sunday, 3.00, 6.45, 8.

Week Days, 2-0!). 6.45,
Daylight Saving Tin

NOTDINC TO DO DVT

TAKE IT EASY I

TODAY
"WAGONS HOLE AT NI
Humphrey llogarl, Sylvia

Ph
WEDNESDAY

zf^OLDvSMOBILE
FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
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Edith Stevens is at home
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for the weekend.
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NINETY, ACTIVE FOR HER YEARS

I
Rebecca Ingraham Is observChapin Class will meet Tuesday
!. r 93d birthday anniversary night, at the Talbot avenue home
I
v, at her home on Pleasant of Mrs. H. P. Blodgett.
:nt Many friends are remem. ing the occasion by sending her
Mrs. Clinton Barbour was hostess
■ .nets and flowers.
Thursday night to W I N. Club, for
bridge and refreshments.
Mrs.
Miss Ann Povich is spending the Gardner French, Mrs. Florence
l , ktnd in Boston.
Knowltcn and Mrs. Vance Norton
fft)
won prizes.
\I.- and Mrs. William Parker and
children of East Hampton,
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike
,. are the guests of Mi s. nave returned from St. Petersburg,
er’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. II. Fla., where they spent the season. ■di,
Stoddard.
Miss Annie M. Frost goes today
A party complimenting Mrs. for several weeks’ visit in Massa
Ti Pest was held Tuesday night chusetts, where she will be guest of
I.e home of Mrs. Walter Bars- friends and relatives in Lynn, At
z
Qcean street. Guests present tleboro and Taunton.
Miss Marion Mullen, Mrs.
m Black, Miss Marion Ginn,
Raymond Gardner of Farmington,
I:
Carl Philbrook, Mrs. Sam Mass., is visiting his mother. Mrs.
Mrs, Mary Ilall of Glen Cove celebrated her 90th birthday Wednesday.
<..11, Mrs. Florence Post, Miss Allen Gardner for a few days.
She
received many floral gifts and friends called on her throughout thf
1 Vasso, Mrs. Edward Childs,
I
day.
A native cf Ellsworth, she was married to the late William Kail and
Paul Plourd and Mrs. Paul
Mrs. Elizabeth Leppanen of New
in Glen Cove 65 years ago. There were six children, three of whom
riam. Mrs. Post received gifts, York city is spending a few days settled
are deceased. She lives with her son, Edwin Ilall; and a daughter. Miss
luncheon was served.
as guest of her three daughters. Emily Ilall. A second daughter, Mkss Adah Ilall. lives in B.’.ston and made
Miss Miriam Leppanen, Mrs. Ver the trip to Glen Cove to be with her mother on her birthday. Mrs. Vail
; M and Mrs. Walter Mills of non Simmons and Mrs. Eino Stein, is active for one of her years, having a ready smile and a cheery word for
' <:h&m, Mass., were recent guests and her two grandchildren, Kath her friends when they drop in to visit her.
.lr. and Mrs. Oiscar S Duncan, leen Stein and Patty Ann Simmons
,1. n street.
CONARY-TRIPP
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Daniels | Everett Eugene Conary of Rock NORTH HAVEN
Supt. of Schools. George Bragdon
A wry pretty wedding took place are week-end guests of Mr. and land. son of Everett A Conary of
i
was
in town recently.
il 19 at “St. Hugo cf the Hills,” Mrs. Lewis J. Johnson, Wellesley New Yoik city, and Miss Marie
Mrs.
Evelyn Carver nf Malden.
H.lls,
Mass.
■
infield Hills, Detroit, uniting
Eleanor Tripp, daughter of Mr.
I
Mass.,
and
Mr. and Mrs. Harold
:t George Wahle and Helen
and Mrs. George O. Tripp of this
Mrs. Berniece Jackson, depart city, were married last night at , Carver of New York have been
A
Strobin. A wedding breakfast
,'j guests immediately followed ment vice president of the Third the Tripp home cn Pine street Rev visiting relatives here for a fe*
eremony at “Devon Gables," District American Legion Auxil Kenneth H Cassens officiated at i days.
... . the young couple left amid iary, installed officers of Roland H the single ring service.
Miss Katharine Conley of Bath
h ti c.aiety by motor for parts un- Smith unit in Bath Wednesday
Besides the bride’s family, Mrs. was a week-end visitor at the home
i ah They will reside at Third night. A banquet was held at Hotel Geraldine Moore and Mrs. Ken of her sister. Olive Conley, who is
Six Mile road, Detroit, after Sedgw.ck. Mrs. Jackson was as- neth Cassens were present. The i a teacher in the public schools here.
|\l •. 19. “Bud’’ Wahle is the grand- ssited by Mrs. Minnie Smith as ser young couple will remain at tlie;
The Baptist services Sunday will
of George E. McLaughlin. He geant at arms.
be conducted by Rev. H I. Holt.
Tripp home for the present.
.. cciated with General Motors
Sunday School meets at 10. Wor
Mr. and Mrs. William Rhodes of
Detroit.
Mrs Wilbur Senter and daughter ship will be at 11. sermon, “The Law
Springfield, Mass., return tomor
ti
Lucille Egan was honored row after a brief stay with Mr and J Carolyn spent Thursday as guests of Unequal Exchange.” The eve
ning service will be at 7.29, the sub
of Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker.
h a day night at a shower, given Mrs. Charles A. Rose.
ject, “The Early Bird Catches the
I the telephone girls in the recreWorm.'
’ Young peop'e’s meeting at
Mrs.
Horatio
C.
Cowan
and
Mrs.
Mrs. George Porter of Brighton,
n room. Miss Egan was pre6
30.
J.
Donald
Coughlin
entertained
yes

Mass.,
has
been
spending
a
week
oted an electric mixer and bedi ad, and the guests present were terday at a dessert-bridge at Mrs with her mother. Mrs. A. L. Vose.
Bousfield's Bid Adieu
J\1
Everett Blethen, Mrs. Freder- Cowan's home, with Mrs. Frederic
A farewell surprise party was
Mrs. Lina Carroll will be hostess
Palmer, Mrs. Ralph A. Smith, Bird the honor guest. Awards went
jEiven
Monday night to Dr. and Mrs.
iMi.-s Ethel Rackliff, Miss Norma to Mrs. Thomas C. Stone. Mrs. Earle to a benefit beano party Monday Bousfield at the K P hall. Dr
ivener, Mrs. Vinal Dailey, Mrs. Gowell, Mrs. Everett Munsey, Mrs. afternoon at 2.15, in the G.A.R hall. and Mrs. Bousfield were “taken for
'.’.'.Ilium Dean, Miss Virginia ConLawrence Miller, Mrs. Rupet L.
Mrs. George True of Malden. a ride” and then invited to go to
ti. Miss Ruth Anderson, Miss Inez Stratton, Mrs. Robert M. Allen and
the hall for ice cream.
■Bowley, Mrs. James Gallup, Mrs. Mrs. Donald C. Leach. Others bid Mass., returned Friday, after being
Upon their arrival there, a large
(Madelyn Hanscom and Mrs. Mary den were Mrs. L. E. McRae, Mrs. the guest of her mother, Mrs. E. C.
Moran,
Sr.
group
of friends had gathered to
Charles
Berry,
Mrs.
Stafford
Cong[ '.mall of Camden. Miss Ruth Rusgive
them
a friendly hand shake
don,
Mrs.
Frank
A
Tirrell,
Mrs.
11, Mrs. Willis Heal, Mkss Eleanor
Mrs. L. M Emmons of Portland and greeting. A brief program had
■Spear, Mrs. Gladys Whittemore, Wiibur Senter, Mrs. Cleveland Sleep
IM: DiTia K.rkpatrick, Thomaston er, Jr., Mrs., John H. McLoon. Mrs. is visiting her daughter, Mrs. For been arranged. A vase of yellow
|\1 - Gertrude Heal and Miss Char- Theodore Bird, Mrs. Sherman Dan est R. Pinkerton, Simmons street jonquils, with an envelope contain
I Ite Staples. The committee in iels, Mrs. W. Seymour Cameron, , She was accompanied by Mrs Pin- ing a sum of money and tied with
j ,a:ge included Mi. s Russell, Mkss Mrs. Lloyd Daniels, Mrs. George i kertons brother, State Patrolman yellow tulle was presented. Rev.
H. I. Holt making the presentation
iear and Miss Rackliff, and sand- Adams cf Hartford, Mrs. Donald i Robert Emmons and his wife.
Dr. and Mrs. Bousfield responded
idles, cake, brownies and coffee Leigh, Mrs. Edw.n L. Scarlott, Mrs.
Mrs. Mildred Condon was a visi with expression cf grateful affec
H. J. Weksman. Mrs. Dana S New
ere served.
man, Mrs. Henry Clukey, Mrs. tor in Portland Wednesday.
tion. At the close of the program
ice cream and cake were served.
Can a girl be too beautiful? Read Gilmore W. Soule, Miss Carrie
Mrs. L. E. Frost and sen Sherwood
i’atal Gift.” the new novel of a Fields, Mrs. Roy E. Estes, Mrs Ed have retuurned after spending the
Dr. and Mrs. Bousfield leave May
I .rl whose extraordinary beauty ward Barnard, Mrs. Charles Rose, Winter in Wollaston. Mass. They I, their future plans undecided at
I .■ ved to be her greatest handicap Mrs. Harold Leach, Mrs. Jerome were accompanied by Mr. Frost, who present. With them go the best
' it starts in the American Weekly Burrows and Mrs. Albert Elliot. spent the weekend here.
wishes of a large circle of friends
■Magazine with the April 27th Bos- Mrs. Theodore Bird and Mrs. Adams
and these fine people will be greatly
■i Sunday Advertiser.—adv. 57’It assisted the hostesses in serving.
Mrs. E'.mer E. Trask Jr., is visit missed in the community.
ing
this week at the home of Mr. Henry Dyer
BVTTERCVPS
visit Lucien K. Green <fe Son’s
and
Mrs. Alfred Condon in Bath.
[For The Courier-Gazette]
Henry Dyer, one of the older resi
■ second floor, 16 School street. Odd
When the night is charming
dents
of this community died Mon
Mrs. Cora Winslow is a surgical
And the buttercup* are white.
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
day.
Mr.
Dyer was born in Vinal
It s the moon that is disarming
patient at the State street hospital
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
With her golden yellow light.
haven, Sept. 12. 1855 in what is now
in
Portland.
prices.
9-tI
And when the dawn Is dozing.
known as Brown’s Head Lighthouse,
And the buttercups are red.
son cf Rcxanna (Thomas) and
It’s the sun that is Imposing
MONHEGAN
As his rosy tapers spread.
Howland Dyer and one of nine
George Green, William Orne and children. His boyhood days were
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
And when the dusk is ending
And the buttercups are gray.
a friend Fred Allen, have been spent in Vinalhaven where he at
It s a ghost that Is Impending
Aomour
spending a week's vacation at tended school and was engaged in
In the creepy end of day.
’’•'lour, /Tryou’** •"*
John Harsen Rhoades
home. They will return today to the fishing industry when a young
'Tt lamourf" K
1
New York, N. Y.
Thcmasion and Roeklar.d.
boy.
Miss
Bessie
Mortimer
and
At the age of 20 he was married
nephew Frederick Mortimer re to Almira Crockett of that town,
turned last Saturday to Medfield, and although their married life was
O
C
K
CAMP
Mass.
started in Vinalhaven it was only
MP
Harvey CdRhnian was on the for a brief period when they moved
LAST TIMES TONIGHT
island this week. He has returned to this town and took up their resi
JOHNNY MACK BROWN
i to Friendship where he spent the dence in the homestead near the
in “PONY POST”
Winter.
village. No children were born of
Also Serial. Sport Reel
Capt. Manville Davis, and Ever this union but two children were
Cartoon, News
ett Carter went Sunday to Thom brought up by Mr. and Mrs. Dyer.
Po'0"'ovnt
P'
aston in the seiner Njorth. The A niece of Mrs. Dyer’s was taken
BING
boat is tied up at the Morse Com by them when only eight days old
Sunday and Monday
pany s deck where carpenter work and Flora Thompson of Deer Isle
is
being dene in ^preparation for when four years of age
f
Tha
most
amazing
Ik
BOB
Mr. Dyer's occupation was lobster
the installation of a new Superior
mystery Scotland Yard
fishing
in the Summer and smelt
90
h.
p.
engine.
I
ever was asked to solve!
) Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Stanley fishing irvWinter until failing health
and sen Alfred have returned prevented. He was a kind neighbor
OOROTHT
from a visit in Fr endship and I and ready to help the needy when
ever called upon to do so.
Thomaston.
A few years after the death of
Frank Hallowell, fish warden of
Boothbay Harbor has been guest hjs wife in 1931 he sold the homethis week at the heme of Mr. and I stead and came to tiie village to
1 reside with his- niece Mrs. Lester
Mrs. Dwight Stanley.
Maurice Davis, sen of Mr and Sjtone whom he brought up from
Mrs. Leslie Davis has returned infancy. She had given him every
possible care and service. For the
from Gorham.
past
five years Mr Dyer had been
Mrs.
Thelma
Herrick
and
unable
to walk and since that time
daughter Mabel Frances of Rock
UNA MERKEL
had
been
gradually failing in health
land have been visiting Mrs Her
ERIC (LORE
and
sfength.
rick’s parents Mr and Mrs. Er
Funeral services were held at the
Directed by Victor Schertiinger
nest Wincapaw. They w.ll return
home
Thursday, Rev H I Holt of
today to Rockland.
Plus NEWS. CARTOON
ficiating.
I James White is ill w.th chicken
Mr. Dyer is survived by his niece.
TIME OF SHOWS
pox.
Mis.
Stone, and several other nieces
Sunday, 3.00, 6.45, 8.45
: Eighteen golden pheasants were
and
nephews. The bearers were
Week Days 2 09, 6.45. 8-45
sent to the island by die Dry Mills
NANCY KELLY
Chester
Dyer. Maurice Dyer. Her
Daylight Saving Time
Gam? Farm, Tuesday in care ot
EDMUND GWENN
man
Crockett
and Oscar Waterman.
Fred Townsend to be liberated
TODAY
Burial
was
in
the Brown Cemetery,
JOHN LODER
here
x
“WAGONS ROLL AT NIGHT"
HENRY WILCOXON
family
lot.
j Earl Field. Jr., has received his
Humphrey Bogart, Sylvia Sidney
MELVILLE COOPER
Selective Service papers. He is the
Special Children's Matinee
last cne to receive this question- dinand Day have been placed in
MONDAY AT 4.00 P. M. %
naire. Tire men registered in this third class.
COMING TUES.-WED.-THURS. town are: Vernon Burton, 1685,
Manville Davis. 1527; Ranjond PORT CLYDE
Big Double Horror Show
Orne. 1692; Douglas Odem. 1570;
The Advert Christian Church
LON CHANEY, JR.
Albert Annable, Jr . 1522; Richard ‘services Sunday, will be: Worsh.p
In
“
MAN
MADE
MONSTER
’
’
WEDNESDAY
Nunan. 1G76; Raymond Remick. at 10 30; Sunday School at 1145;
LEO CARILLO in
1548; Isaac White. Jr.. 1566: Flo\d Loyal Workers at 6 and evening
“HORROR ISLAND”
Singer, 881; Henley Day. Sr., 895; service at 7. At tlie morning serv
Henry Stanley. 851; Ferdinand ice the pastor. Harry R Daniels,
NEW SUMMER SCHEDULE
Day. 865: Earl Field, Jr.. 886: will speak cn the subject “Babel;’
Matinees at 2.00 P. M.
Adclph Mersfelder. 891. Manville and at the evening service on “The
Evenings at 6.45 and 8.45
Davis, Raymcnn Remick, Isaac Com.ng judgment ’’ Prayer meet
Daylight Saving Time
White. Jr . Floyd Singer. Henley ing will be held in the vestry Wed
'Day, Sr., Henry Stanley, and Fer- nesday at 7.

XI

!
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BOYS TOW

Heads Five Groups
This And That

Seven

HER FIFTH BIRTHDAY

Mrs. Sticknev of Warren
Reaches 88-Mark—Open
House Celebration
A gallant little lady, heading five
living generations, observed ner
83th birthday anniversary in War
ren Wednesday, namely, Mrs Wil
liam Stickney, guest of honor at
open house that day at her home,
during which time she received 65
neighbors who came to congratulate
her.
She received gifts galore, includ
ing a maple, chintz-covered chair
from the children and grand
children, seven lovely bouquets of
flowers, carnations, jonquils, sweets,
dress goods, among the latter a
niece from E. A Starret Auxili
ary. S U V., of which she is a mem
ber. She was remembered with
gifts and cards from nine states—
Maine New Hampshire, Massachu
setts. New Yoik. Pennsylvania,
Connecticut. New Jersey and Mis
souri, and the District of Columbia.
Her daughter, Mrs Helen Hilton,
with whom she makes her home,
had made her a huge four-tier
birthday cake, which was hand
somely decorated, and which bore a
single candle on its summit.
Mrs. Stickney was also remem
bered with a gift from the Crescent
Temple, P S.
The five generations present were:
Mrs. Stickney, 88; Mrs Clara Lermond. of Warren, 69, daughter:
Mrs. Earle Maxey Jr., 42, of Thom
aston, granddaughter; Earle Maxey
Jr., 22, of Waldoboro, great-grand
son: and son. Dale Lee Maxey,
three weeks old, great-great-grandson. The total years amounted to
221.
Mrs. Stickney's years rest lightly
upon her, surprisingly so, since she
is very active, walks to the village
three times weekly, a distance of a
half mile, and the return trip up
Warren’s steepest hill. Except for
a slight deafness, she is exception
ally spry, and gives one the impres
sion of being about 20 years younger
than her actual age.
Since October, her fingers have
been busily plying the crochet hock,
and she has turned off a surprising
amount of lovely material, includ
ing 100 of the new style dish cloths,
with matching holders, 39 table
doilies, and edging for 20 ipairs of
pillow cases. She has also pieced
a quilt top and crocheted innumer
able luncheon sets. Besides she has
helped with the house work, made
aprons, and worked button holes.
Most of her work Is given to mem
bers of the family and friends.
Punch, cake and cookies were
served by her daughters, Mrs. Clara
Lermond and Mrs. Helen Hilton of
this town, her daughters-in-law,
Mrs. Abbie Stickney of Warren and
Mrs. Nora Stickney of Rockland,
her granddaughters, Mrs. Elsie Gas
par and Mrs. Ruth Maxey of Thom
aston and Miss Shirley Stickney of
Rockland.
Mrs. Stickney was born in Waldo
boro, daughter of Charles and Clar
issa Mank, one of five • children.
She has lived in Warren for 52
years and is the widow of William
Stickney, Civil War Veteran, former
commander of William Payson Post,
S.U.V. They observed their golden
wedding anniversary, Dec. 11, 1921.
Mr. Stickney died in 1927.
Mrs. Stickney has been a member
of the E A. Starrett Auxiliary for
over 40 years, serving at different
times as color guard and outside
guard, and belonged before that to
the William Payson Relief Corps.
She also is a member of Crescent
Temple, P S. She had not missed
a meeting of the Auxiliary, the past
year, except the one on her birth
day. Wednesday, and which the
members of the Auxiliary attended
in a large group.
She has two sons, Ralph of Rock
land, and Joseph of Warren; two
daughters. Mrs. Helen Hilton and
Mrs. Clara ■Lermond of Warren;
five grandchildren, Mrs. Elsie Gas
par and Mrs Ruth Maxey of Thom
aston, Miss Shirley Stickney and
Eugene Stickney of Rockland, and
William Stickney of Framingham,
Mass.; eight great-grandchildren,
Earle Maxcjl Jr., of Waldoboro,
Harlan Maxey of Warren. N. H„
Robert and Marilyn Maxey, Phyllis
Gaspar and Ila Gaspar of Thomas
ton, Richard and William Stickney
Jr., of Framingham, Mass.; and one
great-great-grandson. Dale L«e
Maxey of Waldoboro. 21 days old.

The Chinese, Japanese and Man
churian governments are reported
to have agreed on a system lor
control of the supply and demand
for motor cars.
e • • •
How would Rockland citizens
like this? A street car in Para.
Brazil was surrounded by a herd
of zebra and held the frightened
crew and passengers in the car
vrtil a rescue party with arms
and clubs routed the beasts.
• • • •
Well, it's quite a popular game
this bridge playing. It is estimated
there are over 35.000.000 persons
who enjoy tiie game in America
alone.
• • • •
And so Palm Beach has the
Duke of Wuidsor and the Duchess
for a short stay. These are not
the times for much excitement
over royalty.
• • • •
It has been discovered recently
that Mallard ducks are new build
ing their nests in trees instead ol
cn the ground as formerly.
• • • •
Mrs. Lucille Potter Bavin who
gave such exquisite pleasure to tlie
musical people of Rockland, re
cently in the Easter concert given
by the Rubinstein Club, is to sing
the part of the “Angel'’ in the May
Festival in Portland May 13 when
the oratorio “Pilgrims Progress”
will be given and it is predicted
that many will go frem Rockland
for this brilliant event in the music
of the State. Tiie Rubinstein Club
is sending a chcrus to join the
grand choir of voices.
• • • (k

Gas For Bombers
A fleet of bembers and pursuit
planes consumes enough motor
fuel in a single day to operate
3000 American passenger automo
biles for an entire year. A single
bomber burns about 120 gallons
of gasoline an hour—Texaco Star
• # * *

May baskets. May poles, flowers
in great beauty this year. Watch
the windows on Main street for
May suggestions in beauty for
both eating and wearing. Who
has seen the lovely May poie in
a candy shop window?
♦ ♦ « »

Cornell University foresters and
soil experts are studying tlie types
of soil best for the different kinds
of trees. This may be rfew to U.
of M. but I think they have been
at it for some years.
• • ♦ •

A guess for you: Where will one
find these words. “Neglect not the
gift that is in thee.’
* « * *

And here comes another bad and
serious danger from the European
War in the form of drifting mines.
The United States Navy’ sends cut
a warning that these mines have
washed across the ocean and
Americans must lock cut for them,
or else!

SILSBY’S

• • • a

Corsages 75c and up
Orchids and Gardenias
THIS WEEK-END ONLY

Orchids $1.50 each

INTERESTING CHURCH WEDDING
Rounds-Snow Nuptials This Afternoon
—Bride To Wear Mother’s Wedding Dress

The Congregational Church will orchids.
A reception will follow the cere
be the scene cf a pretty wedding
mony at the Union street home of
this afternoon at 5 o'clock, when Lt. Commander and Mrs. Snow.
Miss Eleanor Snow, daughter of ! members tf the immediate families
Lt. Cf mmander and Mrs. Carlton F ' attending The young couple will
Snow, and W iliam Darsie Rounds, then leave on a two weeks 'wedding
sen of Rev. and Mrs. Walter S tour of unannounced destination.
Rounds ol Lewiston, will be united Tlie bride's traveling costume will
In marriage Rev. Rounds will of be a black and white suit, with
ficiate, reading the single ring matching accessories. On return,
| they w 11 reside at 21 Fessenden
service.
The br.de wi’.l wear her mother’s street, Portland.
wedding dress ef beautiful ivory
M ss Snow is a graduate of Rock
satin and duchess lace, comple land High School and Simmons
mented by tulle veil and coronet of College, and until recently was
duchess lace. She will also wear . lib arian in Blue Hill. The brideher mother’s white satin slippers, ' groom graduated from Rockland
and carry a shower bouquet of High School, Bowdoin College and
white roses, gardenias and sweet ! Harvard Law School, and is assist
peas, Tlie gown cf her matron of ant trust officer in the Canal Nahonor, Mrs Sydney P. Snow of Wor , lional Bank in Portland. He is a
cester, Mass., will be embro dered member cf Kappa Sigma fraternity.
Pina ever blue silk, which is of the
Many cut of town guests are at
same period as that of the bride's. tending, among them Mr. and Mrs.
Her bouquet will be talisman roses, Philip W Rounds of New York,
and she w’ill have a cluster of flow Mrs. Richaid H. Rice of Sc-henecers for headdress. Tlie bride will jtady, N. Y, Prcf. and Mrs. H. W.
be given in marriage by her father, 'Dunn of Cambridge, Mass., Miss
and her n ece, Eleanor Snow of Mabel E Snow of Brookline, Mass.,
Worcester, will be flower girl.
j Mi s Florence E Dunn oi Water
Philip W Rounds cf New York, ville. Mr. and Mrs. E. B. White of
brother of the groom, will be best North Brooklyn, Mkss Laura Padman, and acting as ushers will be dock, ML,s Evelyn Williams, Mr.
John Carnochan of Portland, Syd anti Mrs. Frederic Camp, Miss
ney P. Snow and Carl A. Snow cf Doris Nevin, Mrs. Dorothy Crow,
Worcester, ar.d Kennedy Crane. Jr. | Miss Miriam Jones, Miss Polly Hale,
cf Skowhegan.
I .Mi s Adelaide Pearson, and Mrs.
Mrs. Faith Berry will be at the Irene Woodward, all of Blue Hill,
organ and after incidental music, I Mrs. Wilbur Oldfield and Miss Milla
fcr the procet ion will play a wed Newland of Eurlington, Vt. , Mr.
ding march composed by the late and Mrs. Harvey Hope of Bremen,
Janies Wight, wh ch was played at Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Arnold, Mr.
the wedding cf the bride’s parents. and Mrs. John Carnochan and Mr.
The recession will be Mendelssohn’s and Mis. David Rideout of Port
Bridal Choius.
land, Rev. and Mrs. C A Moore of
The mother of the bride will Winterport, Miss Moore of Bangor,
wear a blue crepe afternoon dress Mis. Marion Cobb Fuller. Miss
Stewart. Miss Helen
and shoulder corsage of orchids. Tlie Theresa
bridegroom's mother will be attired Sprague and Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe
in green chiffon, her corsage also of Given, all of Augusta.

THE EDUCATIONAL CLUB

* * ♦ *

When the Prime Minister Win
ston Churchill went ta Swansee,
Wales, recently, he was given a
hearty and soulful reception by
the crowds who love his under
standing mind and devotion to
their interests in his gallant ccur
age.
• • • •
Call for the police department,
and it’s hurry, hurry! These dread
ful gluttonous grackles are steal.ng
the eggs of the robins and should
be stopped.
• * * •
Did you knew that mammals ate
the egg- cf the dinosaurs and that
is why the latter disappeared?
• • • •
Did you realize that tlie Yellow
stone National Park has an area
of 3426 square miles and is the
largest National Park in the
world? With its wild life, its
mountains, its aston shingly great
variety of flora and fauna and
A new radio receiver for Lght water falls and lakes, its geergeous
planes that weighs only 2'. pounds hot and cold springs and scenic
has been placed cn the market.
beauty, why shed tears
trips
to Europe? Visit this Summer the
great and beautiful sections of the
United States and learn things
about this country. Maine has
much o' beauty that is well worth
FLOWER SHOP
seeking cut. I speak from a broad
371 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
experience for I have been in al
TEL. 318-W
most every section.
• • * •
Tradition means a lot to all of
There were curious forms of
us and one of our most fitting Is worship throughout the ages. The
the Traditional Gift of Flowers ancient Egyptians worshipped the
for Mothers’ Day. “Say It With crocodile whether living or dead.
• • • •
Flowers” is the best way of ex
If
one
lives
in Topeka. Kansas,
pressing our feeling toward
one
is
limited
to
five cats.
“Mother.”
Give her that beautiful gift—
Mowers.
We shall have a complete stock
of Cut Flowers and Potted Plants
for the occasion.

June Anne Treat's fifth birthday fell on Wednesday afternoon and
was celebrated with a jolly party of youngsters at her parents’, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Treat's home, on (trace street. In the first row. left to right:
Ernest Tracv, Charles Treat, Patricia Kent, June Ann Treat the hostess,
Patricia Munro. Hack row; Joyce Tracy, James Kent, Claire Brickley,
Carla Hall, Regina Dickinson.

Can anyone cr everyone remem
ber the howl Hitler put up about
the “infamous reparations?” Un
der Armistice with France last
July, France has already paid
more to Germany in the few
months for the ufpport cf the
German Army of occupation than
Germany paid to France in rep
arations in all the years from 1919
to 1931. but he continues to squawk I

Va’ues Acquisition of Three
New I ife Members. One a
Famous Poet

See How Your

Added to the rolls of the Educa Home Will Looktional Club since its April 4 meeting are 10 new members, including
three distinguished names as life:
members: Edna St. Vincent Millay,j
the most famous woman poet inj
the world today, on whose birth-;
place (now the residence of Mr.;
and Mrs. C F. Joy of Broadway) i
this club in 1937 placed a bronze
marker with expropriate e^-e-1
monialc—was earliest cf the three
new lifers.
Mrs. Annie D. Thompson. Waldo
boro Postmaster, widow of the late
Dr. Victor Thompson, Superintend
ent of Walricbnro and Jefferson
schools, was next to join this club New DuPont Paint Styling Guide
as a life member. Mrs. Thompson
is gifted in many lines, as a com
Assures You the Colors You
petent business woman, as a pub
lic speaker, interested to promote
Select Are RIGHT!
all worthy civic and educational in
terests. She was born in the stone tv'’nil the new DuPont Paint Stvl\Y ing Guide, tlie m-lei tiou of paint
house cn Camd°n street, near Mav colon
for interior ami exterior imine
erick Square, daughter of Richard <fe<-oration M-heinn is made easy — and
Perry a daughter of the American almost foolproof!
Revolution, descendant of John
You seh ct your colors from large
Perry, whose signal service for the painted color sheets — no longer have
American Revolution is commem to choose from small chips! You
readily see liow the color will look when
orated in the bronze tablet cn the spread over a large area.
boulder ot the Highlands, on the
Then too, lltcre are transparent over
premises of former mayor L A. lays, on which are printed designs ol
Thurston. John Perry, commander typical rooms, ami of exterior home
of the boat Fly during the Revolu views. hen these overlays are placed
over the color sheets, the color shows
tion, was Mrs Thompson's great- through on the surfaces that would
great-grandfather.
logically lie painted — you Bee the color
Third cf this new group. Mrs. | you select as it will become a part of
Walter Wilson, now of Bo.'ton and your home decoration!
\ isiloiir store lieforcvou paint — con
chairman of one of its ward groups
the DuPont Paint Styling Guide —
for civic betterment. But she is sult
and be assured of a satisfactory paint job!
known here in Itockiand where sh?
was born, as Jennie Allen Wilson I
J. A. Jameson Co.
She had joined this club when tem-j
pcrarily residing here 12 years ago,
743 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
caring for her mother, also organ
izing a splendid group of neighbor
ing boys and girls, some of tliem
underprivileged, to whom her lov
ing ministrations and companion
ship proved indeed a Godsend.

Kena Colony shipped nearly
4 509 tons cf pyrethrum flewers.
Now’ watch tlie flowers grow’ and used' in making insecticides, tc
the United States last year.
blow and fragrance fill the air.

BEFORE YOU PAINT!

3fflJP0NJ:

• • • a

LOOK

BETTER

LONGER

Every-Other-Day '
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MAINE IN WASHINGTON

Are In Harmony

Snapped at Fort McKinley

Willkie and Dewey Said
To Have Complete Under
standing On Politics

(From the Office of Senator Ralph O Brewster)
Paying the Fiddler

cerned and this very favorable de
velopment in its position is at
tributed in no small measure to its
emphasis upon potatoes as an
article of diet. The significance of
this fact seems likely to encourage
an emphasis upon potatoes in this
country as the cheapest and best
form of food that can be found
and th s will mean further profit
able opportunity for the soil and
and potato producing experts ot
the State of Maine.

Maine citizens may now begin to
pay the cost of the tremendous
preparedness program in Which we
are engaging. This was brought
home with a dull thud this past
week when it was announced that
the tax authorities in the Treasury
and the Congress are agreed upon
a program cf producing three bil
lion and a half dollars by new tax
ation this coming year in addition
to the approximately nine billion
dollars that it is expected the cur
Naval Base At Quoddy
rent tax system will produce.
The plans for joint defense of
Maine along with the other New
the
New England and Canadian
Frgland states pal’s somewhat
coasts
are still cbscured in the
more than its per capital share of
mists
of
wartime secrecy. Prom
the national tax bill as a result of
Montreal,
however, came the an
its traditional thrift. This means
nouncement
this past week that
that Maine this coming year must
plans
had
been
fully developed, for
<5',g up approximately one hundred
any
evenualities.
and twenty-five million dollars for
In any such picture Maine and
federal expenditures and endorse
the note of the federal government particularly Portland Harbor, Pe
for approximately sixty-five million nobscot Bay and Quoddy would
play a most important part.
dollars more.
Quoddy
may well be the site cf an
Dividing a little further this
international
naval base compar
means that $150 apleee for every
able
to
Sea
pa
Flow with its mar
man, woman and child in the
vellously
protected
ar.d entirely
State of Maine. Anyone can easily
figure out the 'hare of their par adequate anchorage. Usually re
ticular community toy the simple liable sources indicate something
.precess o»f multiplication. This in of this kind may be in the wind.
evitably spells deprivation and a Here could be avoided many of the
tightening of the belt as America international and territorial quescomes to realze the significance J tions that are troublesome under
of cur shift to a defense-produc ; existing provisions of the statutes.
tion basis.
The elimination of a million
automobiles this next year tells the
same stcry.
The comforts a«d luxuries to
which we have become accustomed
OF
are Roing to begin to shrink exactly
as they have in all the countries
ove seas.
By
It is hoped that 22 percent of all
our production this year will be de
IKEE MEMBER
voted to defense and at least 25
percent this next year. In other
I am indebted to Bert Farnham
words, if equity is accomplished for a part, at least, of the follow
one-feurth of all our time will be ing band talks. Young leaders, and
devoted to preparation fcr defense. quite likely some of the older ones,
Maine has something over $3GOfCOCCO in defense orders at this may be waiting to get the help that
time besides the considerable these band talks will give them. It
amount of agricultural and fishery is a sad fact that there are many
and forest products that will be band leaders who are in need of
needed from time to time to suppy help of this sort. Leaders who. for
an army of a million and a half many and varied reasons, lack
men.
knowledge of many of the essentials
Tlie tax program Indicates that needed in their work. I propose to
all these receipts are not clear gain, outline some of these essentials in
however—particularly as 30 to 40 the hope that by so doing some
percent of these defense orders earnest young leader may utilize
require mateiials that must be pro
the information I hope to give,
cured outs.de this State before cur
workmen in the shipyards and else briefly but in understandable lan
guage.
where can carry cn their jobs.
These talks are not directed at
Potatoes
professional and experienced lead
The best news for Maine this ers. Rather, they are intended to
past week was the continuation of advise and help the less proficient
the starch diversion program until
leaders and band members who wish
June 30. The program of the gov
to
improve the standards of excel
ernment to withdraw 2.421.902 ad
lence
in their band performance.
ditional bushels of potatoes, mak
Without
knowledge the desire for
ing a grand' total of 8.200.00 bushels
improvement
is futile.
for the 1940 crop, from direct conWe
have,
sad
to relate, quite too
fum-ption for diversion into starch
should assure an excellent finish many “stick wavers" who have little
to cur potato market after the if any, real musical knowledge of
long drag of the Winter. The very the tone quality of the different
gratifying increase in prices to instruments, the proper combination
$1 50 a bushel this past week has of instruments, tone balance, proper
been a complete vindication of the attack, volume of tone, tone shad
program cf this past week and is ing. phrasing, ensemble, playing,
viewed very sympathetically and
proper prominence of melody as re
favorably here In Washington.
There was seme concern that the lated to harmony, clean execution,
favorable situation of the market musical performance, time, tempo,
at the present time might incline tune, interpretation, time beating—
the admin stration not to carry on and many other things essential to
the program but the situation was flrst class band performance.
thoroughly understood and ex
A real leader should be a real
plored here in Washington and the musician, and all of the above and
program is to continue with most much more general and specific
g atifying results for all concerned. knowledge should be his. Experi
The only regret is that so much of ence can be had only after knowl
the crop has necessarily moved into
the market at the lower prices edge leads the way for knowledge is
the foundation on which experience
which have hitherto prevailed.
must be built. A leader may be in
War and Potatoes
experienced in the art of directing
The very interesting fact has de a band but if he has knowledge he
veloped recently that Germany has will be able to detect mistakes made
c ne a very long way ln the direc by any player, in any section of the
tion of solving its food problem by
the tremendously increased pro band, and tell the player the note
duction of potatoes. Germany has he played wrong, not only, but the
always been a great potato produc proper note to play.
Sometimes, but infrequently, a
ing country but is now increasing
it; program tremedously. Com mistake is made in the process of
petent authorities now consider the engraving or printing of a com
that Germany is 89 percent self- position. When this happens a
sufficient so far as foed is con mere baton waver is lost. To the

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen arc doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day’s news from
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
WHITE

Warnings far and

Sailors on their ships.
Of their families at home

-CITY or ROCKLAND"

An informal but authentic pictorial history
of Steam Navigation in Penobscot Waters, by

John M. Richardson
This profusely illustrated book will be pub
lished this fall, cost $3.00 to $3.50.

All per

sons wishing copies can greatly aid the work
by notifying the author at The Courier-Gazette
office.

No deposit required.

Capt. Daniel J. Cole, formerly of
Rcckland. He is not sure cf com
ing to Maine fcr the Summer
season.
PORTLAND HEAD

Mr and Mrs. W C Dow called
last Saturday afternoon at the
station.
Arthur Harlow and George Cloud
man were guests last Saturday eve
ning of F. O. Hilt.
, M ss Elizabeth Sterling and Miss
! Marion Sterling cf Torrington
Point. Peaks Island, and party trom
Springfield, Mass., called on R. T.
Sterling last Saturday evening.

E. C. Stoddard spent Sunday at
his Summer home on Peaks Island.
* Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Walker of
• • • •
Portland were guests of the Ster
BURNT ISLAND
ling family Sunday.
Dr. and Mrs. Harry E. Fosdick
Alvestin Beal cf South Portland
of New York are weekend visitors called Sunday on the H It family.
at their cottage at Mouse Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sterling Jr.
Willard has employment at Meuse were guests of their parents at the
Island with Mr. Fcsdlck.
station Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Jellison of
Lt. Newbert and Mrs. Newbert of
Southwest Harbor have employ Fort McKinley. Mrs. Fred Sherman
ment at Squirrel Island for tlie of Camden, Mr. and Mrs. Herrick of
Summer months.
Mrs. Jellison Rockland and Mrs. William New
spent the day with us recently.
bert cf Thomaston called on the
Madelyn has started w’ork at the Hilt family Sunday afternoon.
Farm House at Squirrel Island.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow cf Port
Dexter Saywood, Jr., was a re land visited the crowd Monday
evening.
cent overnight guset.
Miss Elizabeth Sterling of Peaks
We enjoy the letters in The
Courier-Gazette very much and Island was overnight guest Tuesday
doubt if Portland Head has failed cf her aunt Mrs. R. T. Sterling.
one week in writing.
Prayers upon their lips
Allison M Watts
Jamaica, Vt.

LOCAL BANDS

“STEAMBOAT LORE
OF THE PENOBSCOT"

near.

Faithful friend of fishermen.

THE
GOOD OLD DAYS

ANNOUNCING

HEAD

[For The Courier-Gazette]
Oft I lay awake of nights
In my childhood days
When the fog was hanging thick
Over the deep and bays
Threatening evil to the crews
Of all ships at sea
Off our jagged coast of Maine,
Rocks and reefs alee.
Oft of murky winter nights
Dragging dawnward slow
When northeasters lashed the coa t
And a heavy snow
Blinded every human eye
That would pierce the gloom.
All the while my ears assailed
By a blasting boom.
Oft repeated monotone
Through the darkness drear.
White Head fog horn blowing out

Mr. Muise has had a caibuncle

Upper picture, parade grounds ; lower picture, bunk room of Headquarters Battalion, 240th C.A.C.

—Photos by Cullen.

director who has knowledge, such a
happening is an incident of no con
sequence. He knows harmony and
simply erases the mistake and
writes in the proper note—and the
band plays on. As I remarked
above, most of these remarks are
addressed to amateur leaders but,
with real experienced players under
his baton a leader can do quite a
nice job even if he lacks much of
the knowledge which is imperative
if he is directing an amateur band.
Many years ago there appeared
this story about a famous conductor
of a famous band. He got together
a band composed of the best play
ers to be had. Tlie men loved him.
He was a smart business man and
secured plenty of engagements at a
high rate of pay. He was a good
interpreter and a graceful figure
when conducting. He had one
weakness—he was unable to beat
out the time if it was intricate. His
men all knew this but they were ail
seasoned players and could do the
job regardless of whether he beat
the time or not. The article said
that when one of those intricate
passages, confronted him he would
lay his baton on his music rack,
beam at the players and say ' Go it.
boys, my arm aches and I must rest
it a bit.’’ When the passage had
been played he would again take up
his baton and go on as though
nothing had happened. The story
may, or may not be true. I “read it
de paper" and relay it as I read it.
Anyway, it brings out a point I
want to emphasize—a professional
band can perform well when the
director lacks a wee bit of knowledge
on some points but an amateur
band needs the counsel of a man
who “knows his business from A
to Z." Fortunate is the band who
has such a leader.
Unfortunately,
however, such
leaders are the exception rather
than the rule. I will, in due time,
try to explain the duties of the
amateur band leader. For the pres
ent I want to give just one example
showing how the performance of a
band can be ruined by an ineffi
cient leader.
I was hired to play at a political
rally many years ago. I knew the
leader and liked him. He was a
good player but that is about all I
can say. All the players on the job
were good performers, too. The
first two marches went over in
pretty good style but when we
started the next one my ears were
treated (?) to about the worst cat
fight I ever heard.
Tlie snarls and squeals came
from the clarinet section. I shut
my ears to the bedlam of squeals
and played my own part and said
nothing. I was hired to do just
that and was not supposed to con
cern myself with the leader’s duties.
After we finished the mess the
leader stuck out his chest and said.
“There, by thunder, let them put
that in their pipe and smoke'it!''
It was very evident that he con
sidered it an exceptionally good job
The clarinet players knew that
something was horribly amiss and
as soon as they stopped playing
they investigated The leader had

guage contains rr-mm-uu?
What word in the English lan
guage contains gg-nn-ii with an
“W. R. W.” Tells a Cheese other letter?
What is tire only word of four
Story and Asks English
letters
in the English language
Language Questions
that ends in eny?
W. R. W.
Dear Roving Reporter:—
North Waldoboro,
Ycur item anent the immense
quantity of limtoerger cheese re
minded me of a story which ap
peared in print many years age:
A merchant in New York re
ceived an order for the odorous
casein, but railroads refused to
transport it so the merchant
bought a coffin, filled it with the
cheese and*
1 shipped it as a corpse,
accompanyjng personally to see
that all went well. During the
trip he thought to go into the car
that contained the coffin to see how
things were cctnir.g. He found the
caretaker with his head hanging
out of the window. Says the care
taker. pointing to the coffin, “A
relative?" The merchant answered.
“Yes." “A wife?” "Yes." “Well,"
said the caretaker, “she is in no
trance.'• • • •
Here are a few nuts to crack, if
you think them Interesting enough
for the readers of The CourierGazette to solve:
“What werd in the English lan
guage contains iiiii?
What word in the English lan

Shipped In Coffin

UNION

on his neck but it is much im
F. X. Roy is engaged in masonry
proved now. He was attended toy work for Oscar Upham.
Dr. Philip Gregory of Boothbay
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Esancy were
Harbor.
visitors Sunday at Carl SukfiWillard' has his boat painted and forth's.
overboard fcr Summer.
Miss Mary Blake has employment
We were very sorry to hear about in Thomaston.
Dick Larabee cf South Portland
Mrs. Clifford Rowell was In Cam
being ill and hope he is much den Wednesday to visit her niece.
better now.
Mrs. Frank Sukeforth and daugh
"Dicky” Tibbetts of Boothbay ter at Community Hospital.
Harbor was a caller Sunday.
Willard received a letter from
Read The Courier-Gazette

There will be no knock-down,
drag-out fight for control of the
Republican party between its two
most promising leaders, Wendell I,.
Willk e and Thomas E. Dewey. It
would be going too far to say that
a deal had been arranged between
the two, but the situation that ex
ists could b< described as a work
ing understanding.
This has developed since Dewey
edged away from the isolationist
bloc in his party and followed Willkie in foieign pol cy.
Tlie situation between these two
is coinpkcated by the fact that
both are residents of New York
In 1938 Dewey was the candidate
for governor and last by only 68 090 votes. He expects to lun again,
in 1942,
The governorship of Nrw York
has frequently been a springboard
fcr the presidential nomination
Some cf Willkle’s fr.ends have
urged him to run for governor in
1942 and eliminate tlie man who
might weli be his most dangerous
rival in 3944
Nothing like this will happen,
how’ever. Dewey has control of the
New York State Republican organ
ization. Beth the State chair
man and thp national committee
man supported him against Will
kie at Philadelphia, and it is ex
pected that Willkie will support
him for governor.
Dewey is known to feel that
Willkie is entitled to another try
for the presidency w.thout opposi
tion within the party.
That is the understanding
Dewey for governor with Willkie s
help to get it if he can; Willkie
for national leadership of the
party and the party’s presidential
nominat on with Dewey s support,
if Willkie retains his popular fol
lowing If Willkie is not a candi
date or appears impossible fcr
nomination then Dewey has has
no commitments.
Willkie is knowm to feel that the
Republican party has hard times
ahead. Unless there is a drastic
change in the meantime in the
world situation, he is known to
feel that with here and there an
exception based on strong per
sonal following, practically every
Republican isolationist who has to
run for either Congress or State
office in 1£42 will be defeated.
Subscribe to The Courler-Oazette.

given the E flat part to a B flat
player (and vice versa) and they
had played the part as given them

and—the leader never noticed the
awful noises! Thought it a great
job!
Now, I ask you, what chance for
advancement did that band have
under such a leader? No chance, of
course. Many times a leader rs
chosen because he is a “gccd play
er" and all too often it is his only
qualification. Such *i man may be
a good player and a good fellow but
as a leader be a tragic flop.. There
is much more required than “play
ing" if cne is to be a good leader.

GLEN COVE
Fred E Gregory returned home
Wednesday after spending several
months Uith his daughter in Port
land.
Mrs. Olivia Hoffses of Friendship
is employed at Mrs. Charles A.
Studley’s while the latter is recov
ering from illness.
Miss Barara Waldron arrived
home Thursday from the Washing
ton trip with Rockport High School
seniors.
Capt. Bert Spurling and Mrs. Eva
Joy of Isles ford were guests Tues
day at Mrs. C E Gregory’s.
Miss Betty Wellman has been
visiting her sister. Mrs. Clifford
Carroll.
Miss Adah Hall of Boston spent
the past week with her mother,
Mrs. Mary Hall.
Arnold Wass of Machias is a visi
tor at the home of his sister, Mrs.
Hazel Woodward.
Miss Emily Tall entertained the
Rockport Farm Bureau Thursday.
31 members being present. The sub
ject for discussion was “Hooked
Rugs'" and many samples were on
display On the dinner committee
were Edith Overlook. Bernice Free
man. Margaret Gregory and B
Haraaen. Mrs. Louise Gregory fur
nished a reading on the program.

give iow-?R'ceo
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in every way, you’ll also enjoy the livelier per

YES

formance and more luxurious comfort of the only

YES

low-priced car with all the fine-car features listed

here in Chevrolet's famous "Quality Quiz.” Why

yes

Pay More? Why Accept Less?

YES
YES
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SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND,

TELEPHONE 1Z50

h-'-Bey It!

CARROLL’S GARAGE
THOMASTON, ME.

PEASLEE & ROSS

BARKER’S GARAGE

VINALHAVEN, ME.

UNION, ME.

